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Abstract 

This work investigates methods to provide clinically useful visualisations of the data pro

duced by an X-ray /CT scanner. Specifically, it examines the use of perceptual depth cues 

(PDCs) and perceptual depth cue theory to create effective visualisations. 

Two visualisation systems arc explored: one to display X-ray data and the other to 

display volumetric data. The systems are enhanced using stereoscopic and motion PDCs. 

The presented analyses show that these are the only possible enhancements common to 

both systems. The theoretical and practical aspects of implementing these enhancements 

are presented. 

Volume rendering techniques are explored to find an approach which gracefully handles 

poorly sampled data and provides the interactive rendering needed for motion cues. A low 

cost real time volume rendering system is developed and a novel stereo volume rendering 

technique is presented. The developed system uses commodity graphics hardware and 

Open-CL. 

To evaluate the visualisation systems a task-based user test is designed and implemented. 

The test requires the subjects to be observed while they complete a 3D diagnostic task using 

each system. The speed and accuracy with which the task is performed are used as metrics. 

The experimental results are used to compare the effectiveness of the augmented perceptual 

depth cues and to cross-compare the systems. 

The experiments show that the user performance in the visualisation systems are statis

tically equivalent. This suggests that the enhanced X-ray visualisation can be used in place 

of CT data for some tasks. The benefits of this are two fold: a decrease in the patient's 

exposure to radiation and a reduction in the data acquisition time. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Medical imaging is growing m importance. Non-invasive diagnostic techniques provide 

clinicians with insight into a patient's pathology. Accurate and rapid diagnoses are made 

possible in this way. Interactive digital medical imaging places the clinician in control and 

it exposes a wider range of data. 

Unfortunately, non-invasive techniques expose the subject to harmful radiation. Tech

niques to reduce the radiation dosage are constantly being sought. Limited angle and sparse 

angle CT are two such techniques. 

This dissertation explores the use of perceptual depth cues and perceptual depth cue 

theory to create effective visualisation of X-ray /CT data. It is hypothesised that effective 

visualisation can be used to reduce the impact of limited and sparse angle CT reconstruction 

artifacts. In addition, it is believed that X-rays can be used for diagnostic tasks for which 3D 

reconstructions have been traditionally reserved. To test these assertions, several prototypes 

will be developed and studies performed to test the effectiveness of the perceptual depth 

cue enhanced systems. 

1.1 Computed tomography 

Computed Tomography (CT) describes the process of reconstructing an object's cross sec

tion from projections of the internal structures taken at various angles. The projections 

arc created through various techniques, for example, the transmission of X-rays or charged 

particle dcflcctions[4 7, 23]. Several modalitics arc commonly used, in particular, Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), X-ray Computed Tomography (X-ray/CT), Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET) and Photon Emission Computed Tomography (PECT). Each of the 

modalities reveals different properties of the imaged object. Through these techniques the 

1 
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1.2 X-ray /CT visualisation 

It is believed that effective visualisation may be an alternative solution to the reconstruc

tion artifact problem. Rather than trying to remove artifacts, the available data may be 

presented to the viewer "as is". The visualisation must provide the viewer with the insight 

required to use the data to its full potential, while ensuring that he/she is aware of the 

reconstruction artifacts. In X-ray/CT there are two forms of data: digital X-rays and vol

umetric data. The X-ra.y data is the "raw" form, coming directly from the machine. The 

volumetric data is built by stacking several CT cross sections which are reconstructed from 

the X-rays. 

Thus, a pertinent question is: "How does one effectively visualise the data?" In many 

respects, scientific visualisation and more generally computer graphics is about "tricking 

the brain" into perceiving a three dimensional environment. Relatively simple techniques 

are often applied to enhance the "realism" of an image. Enhancements may alter the 

viewers perception and thus the view of the data in a visualisation. While the ability to 

apply such enhancements to a visualisation is valuable, there is a possibility of introducing 

false perceptions which could compound errors and artifacts further. This possibility is a 

genuine concern in medical visualisation as a diagnosis is based on what is displayed and 

false diagnoses may have dire consequences. 

The human visual system (HVS) is a powerful analysis tool if properly assisted. There

fore, the previous question can be rephrased as: "How does one assist the HVS in a visu

alisation?" Perceptual depth cue theory provides a possible solution. Perceptual depth cue 

theory attempts to explain how humans perceive depth. Depth perception is a crucial stage 

in analysing and understanding images. A perceptual depth cue enhanced visualisation at

tempts to maximise the use of the large portions of the brain involved in the subconscious 

processing of natural visual stimuli [137, 6], while minimising the introduction of visual 

artifacts. A large amount of visual processing occurs preconceptually in specialised brain 

centres, so we can effectively present more detailed information without much impact on 

the cognition required. 

Examining the scientific and medical visualisation literature reveals the ubiquitous use of 

perceptual dcph cues (PDCs), at least implicitly. It is important to examine visualisation 

from a PDC theory perspective to learn what enhancements are possible and determine 

which PDCs are the most cost-effective. This last point is particularly salient as PDCs are 

frequently technically challenging and expensive to implement. 
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1.3 Research aims and methodology 

This work aims to discover effective visualisations of the data available in X-ray /CT using; 

perceptual depth cues. To this end, the development of two prototype systems will be 

investigated. One system to visualise the raw data (X-ray images) and the other to visualise 

the processed data (volumetric data). 

Various volume visualisation techniques will be explored in order to determine which is 

the most effective at displaying LACT and SACT data. The best method will be analysed to 

determine the "natural" depth cues and which cues can be used to enhance the visualisation. 

A similar analysis will be applied to X-ray images. The visualisation systems will then be 

enhanced using selected PDCs. The same PDCs will be used to enhance both the X-ray 

and volume visualisation systems. 

The enhanced visualisations will be tested using a "diagnostic" user task to determine 

whether the depth cues and their combinations are effective. ln addition, we wish to show 

that the enhanced X-ray visualisation is comparable to the volume visualisation with respect 

to the three dimensional diagnostic task. 

Two prototype systems will be developed for use on low end commodity hardware. It 

is believed that desktop computers will be the platform for future diagnostic software. The 

ever increasing power of low end consumer hardware has made this possible. The data 

will be acquired using a prototype low dosage, digital X-ray scanner (LODOX), which has 

successfully been used to produce LACT and SACT reconstructions [117, 118, 120, 23]. The 

software which will be developed is destined to be incorporated into this system. 

The prototypes will act as a proof-of-concept and include the functionality necessary to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the PDC enhancements. The enhancements will be measured 

using task based evaluations [60, 99]. The task will involve locating feature points, posi

tioning and marking these points with indicators. The accuracy and time taken to complete 

the task will be used as a measure of the effectiveness. In addition, during the experiments 

the users will be observed to determine the manner in which the task is performed. 

The results will be used to compare each of the PDC enhancements and their combina

tions. The PDC enhancements will be ranked and the results compared for each system. 

This will allow for the determination of whether the enhanced X-ray visualisation is com

parable to the volume visualisation for a 3D diagnostic task. Furthermore, the ranking; will 

be used to evaluate the PDC implementation in each of the visualisations. 
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1.4 Outline of this dissertation 

Chapter 2 - Volume visualisation: In Chapter 2 volume visualisation techniques are 

introduced. Both surface-based and voxel-based rendering techniques and concepts 

are presented. The emphasis lies on the voxel-based techniques. 

Chapter 3 - Perceptual depth cues and visualisation: In this chapter PDC theory 

is described. Voxel-based volume visualisation and X-ray visualisation with respect 

to PDCs are discussed, as well. This discussion includes the analysis of PDCs found 

in typical images presented in each system. 

Chapter 4 - Stereoscopic depth: In Chapter 4 the concepts of stereopsis, stereogram 

composition techniques, presentation methods and software frameworks for stereo

scopic systems are discussed. 

Chapter 5 - Prototype systems: In Chapter 5 the visualisation prototypes and the 

techniques developed are described in detail. The chapter is introduced with a dis

cussion of the work leading up to the final prototypes. This includes a mention of the 

real time isosurface browsing system developed, the comparison of volume visualisa

tion techniques with respect to LACT and SACT data and the developed stereoscopic 

test application. A novel approach to stereo volume rendering is presented. 

Chapter 6 - Effectiveness study: In Chapter 6 the experiments used for testing the 

effectiveness of PDC enhanced visualisations is presented, along with the results and 

findings. 

Chapter 7 - Conclusion: Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of inter

esting outcomes and discusses the avenues for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Volume visualisation 

Volume visualisation techniques have been investigated for nearly two decades. The ren

dering algorithms have evolved from those producing coarse block-like images to those 

producing near-photo realistic images in real time. 

In this chapter we present an overview of the volume visualisation techniques. '1\Te 

begin in Section 2.1 by discussing volumetric data. In Sections 2.2-2.4 we describe various 

visualisation techniques. Finally Section 2.5 provides a summary. 

2.1 Volumetric data 

Volumetric data comes in various forms, either: rectilinear, structured, unstructured or 

hybrid - illustrated in Figure 2. When volumetric data was introduced in Chapter 1, it 

was defined as a stack of CT reconstructions. This form is classified as rectilinear and it 

is the most common in medical imaging. When rectilinear data has an equal resolution in 

each dimension, it is classified as uniform. Uniform data seldom occurs in CT data because 

of differences in slices resolution and slice separation. 

The data points constituting a volume are know as voxels (volume elements). Voxels 

are the equivalent of pixels extended into a third dimension. Voxels may be interpreted in 

two different ways. Either as point samples with no dimension; or small cubes whose values 

are the average value of the region they represent. Regardless of the interpretation, voxels 

sample a continuous field in three dimensional space. Sampling theory applies to volumetric 

data, as it does to images. To faithfully represent an object, the voxcls need to sample 

the object's space at more than twice the highest spatial frequency (as per the Nyquist 

Theorem)[33]. Even in full data acquisition and reconstruction methods, the subject is 

seldom sampled at rates high enough to form an accurate representation. Consequently, 

7 
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Figure 2: Example cross sections of volume formats. From left to right: rectilinear, struc
tured, unstructured and hybrid formats 

aliasing artifacts arc often visible in the data prior to visualisation. 

Volumetric data sets arc usually large. A moderately sized volume with dimensions 

256 x 256 x 256 consists of more than a sixteen million voxels. Improvements to the scanning 

technologies and increases in computational power are allowing larger volumetric data sets 

to be constructed (::>: 10243 ). Consequently, efficiency is a concern. 

Many of the volume visualisation techniques sub-sample the data to improve the result

ing image quality. The volume is resampled using interpolation functions. With rectilinear 

data, one dimensional interpolation functions can be extended to three dimensions by con

sidering each dimension separately. Data sampled according to Nyquist's Theory, can be 

interpolated perfectly using the sine = sin;;x) function- sec Figure 3. However, the sine 

function has an infinite extent in the spatial domain and, therefore, is computationally 

infeasible. Consequently, non-ideal interpolation functions with a finite extent are used, 

for example nearest neighbour, linear, cubic, spline and truncated sine. The higher order 

functions provide better interpolation results at higher computation costs. Linear interpo

lation provides the best trade off between speed and quality[137]. Bilinear and trilinear 

interpolation refer to the use of linear interpolation in a progressive manner to interpolate 

in two and three dimensions respectively. 

2.2 Simple volume visualisation 

The seminal work in volume visualisation used relatively simple techniques [137]. One 

of the first techniques displayed the volume data as images or "slices". The slices were 

Figure 3: Graphs of common interpolation functions. From left to right: nearest neighbour, 
linear, truncated sine and sine 
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viewed primarily from three view points, aligned with each of the axes of the volumetric 

data. In medical terms, these views are referred to as the axial, coronal and sagittal views. 

Arbitrarily oriented planes were once less common, but have become standard. Medically, 

the extraction of such planes is referred to a.c; multi-planar reformatting (MPR). 

Planar representations do not reflect the three dimensional nature of the volumetric 

data. Consequently, complex structures and their spatial relationships arc not easily in

terpreted [46]. The earliest recorded 3D technique, called Dinary Voxels, represents voxels 

as solid cubes. The voxels are assigned a value indicating whether they are transparent 

or opaque. The opaque cubes are rendered directly. "While this technique produces blocky 

solids, it introduces the fewest possible visualisation-related artifacts; no smoothing and no 

quantisation errors. 

The binary decision as to whether a voxel should be classified as opaque is done via a 

boundary tracking algorithm or threshold-based segmentation. Segmentation is the process 

of determining to which objects a voxel belongs based on its position and value relative to 

the surrounding voxels. Techniques using binary classification are prone to creating or filling 

holes in the displayed objects. This problem is a result of the partial volume effect, where a 

voxel may represent a mixture of objects. Many of the ideas and problems of these original 

techniques are still relevant. Modem techniques can be categorised as either surface-based 

or voxel-based. 

2.3 Surface-based volume visualisation 

Surface-based techniques extract the boundaries of homogenous regions ( isosurfaces) using 

binary classification of the voxels. The most popular techniques extract surfaces as polyg

onal meshes or through ray casting. These techniques reduce the blocky appearance of 

extracted objects by interpolating between the voxels during extraction. 

2.3.1 Polygonal meshing 

The isosurfaces are extracted in a preprocess. The resulting polygonal mesh is displayed 

using traditional polygonal rendering techniques. The extraction process is complex and 

computationally expensive. One common approach builds contours of the objects in each 

slice using advanced segmentation techniques. The contours arc then stitched together to 

form a triangle mesh in a process known as tiling [123] - See Figure 4. Tiling techniques 

struggle with contours which branch between slices (topological changes). Further process

ing is required to handle branches. However, the resulting semi-regular meshes are smoother 
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~~A ~Q 
Contour ~ Tiling 

Extraction '-..==:J 

Figure 4: Tiling of extracted contours between two adjacent slices. Contours are extracted 
through segmentation. The contours are then stitched together using tiling techniques. 
Objects which branch bet-vveen slices (indicated by A) are problematic. 

Figure ;): Five of the possible configurations of the voxcls and the resulting isosurfaces as 
described by the marching cubes algorithm. The vertices marked with voxels are considered 
inside the isosnrface. 

and more suitable for rendering. 

Another approach is that of the marching cubes algorithm [86]. The marching c:ubes 

algorithm visits each voxel in the volume. Eight neighbouring voxels are processed at a 

time with each voxel classified as lying inside or outside the isosurface depending on its 

value. The eight voxcls can produce 28 (= 256) configurations of inside and outside vertices. 

The isosurfa.cc shape is defined by the configuralion sec Figure 5. The set of unique 

configurations (ignoring syrmnctry) arc recorded. The configuration of the voxcls is used 

to create an index into the t able of recorded configurations. The table entries describe the 

triangles making up the surface. (The exact vertex position is found by interpolating the 

voxel data.) 

The original marching cubes algorithm has several downfalls, which have been addressed 

by various extensions. For example, the original algorithm used a table of only 14 config

urations. Several ambiguities were discovered vviLhin these configuralions, which rcsulLed 

in erroneous isosurfac:e definitions. The ambiguities have since been resolved by extending 

the list of configurations and subdividing the cube to eliminate the ambiguous conditions 

[95, 138]. The marching cubes algorithm is prone to producing meshes consisting of many 

thin triangles. Thin triangle meshes are inefficient to render. However, t.he thin triangles 

can be merged and removed by further mesh processing[112]. 
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While mesh extraction preprocesses are time consuming, the resulting meshes can be dis

played in real time using current graphics hardware. Consequently, viewpoint manipulation 

can be done in real time to support region of interest discovery. 

2.3.2 Ray casting 

An alternative to polygonal mesh extraction uses ideas developed in ray casting. For each 

pixel in the image, rays are fired from the viewpoint through the volume. The volume 

is sampled at uniformly distributed points along each ray. The samples are classified as 

inside or outside the desired isosurfacc. The visible isosurfacc is found between the first two 

samples which arc classified as outside-inside. Figure 6 illustrates this process for a single 

ray. As soon as the surface is found the ray casting stops. 

\ 
Viewing ray 

oSkipped Sample 
•Completed Sample 

Figure 6: Surface extraction through ray casting. A ray is "fired" for each pixcl. The 
volume is sampled at regular intervals along the ray until the isosurface is intersected. 

Techniques for generating isosurfaces directly from the voxels are closely related to voxel

based volume rendering techniques. Recent work by Engel, et al. [29] uses the concepts 

developed to accelerate voxel-based rendering to accelerate isosurface rendering. 

2.4 Voxel-based volume visualisation 

In voxcl-bascd volume visualisation, voxcls arc treated as semi-transparent particles. Images 

arc generated by modcling how light rays interact with the voxcls. Each voxcl discolours 

and attenuates the light according to a pair of coefficients (colour and extinction). Im

ages illustrating different internal structures and compositions are generated using different 

coefficients. 
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Through careful selection of the coefficients, this method can be used to to illustrate 

interior structures and compositions. 

2.4.1 The principles of voxel volume rendering 

The origin of volume rendering can be traced back to the light transfer equations used 

in physics, specifically light transport theory [75] and Boltzmann's equation. Boltzmann's 

equation was adapted by Kajiya [62] to develop "The Rendering Equation" of computer 

graphics. The rendering equation is computationally expensive; consequently several simpli

fications were made to make it feasible for use in volume rendering. The simplifications arc: 

(1) Only primary light rays arc considered (no reflections), (2) interactions with the regions 

outside the data set are ignored, (3) voxels are treated as having isotropic absorption, and 

( 4) the only light entering the volume comes from a limited number of point light sources 

[77, 26]. The resulting equation, aptly named the volume rendering equation (VRE), is 

given as: 

1
do .\ 

I= "'(x(.\))e-Io E(x(>.'))·d>.'. d.\ 
di 

(1) 

This equation describes the colour of a ray of light, I, after having passed through the 

volume. The ray has been parameterised as x(.\), where .\ is the distance from the viewer. 

Only the regions inside the volume are considered; consequently di and do represent the 

volume entry and exit distances. "'(P) and E(p) are functions, returning the colour and 

extinction coefficients for any given point, p, in the volume data. These are defined as 

"'(P) : lR----+ JR:3 and E(p) : lR----+ JR. The final colour, I, is the sum of all the colours along the 

ray after having been attenuated by the extinction coefficients between the viewer and the 

point of emission. 

An analytical solution to the VRE does not exist and it must be evaluated numerically. 

A common approach uses Rieman Sums (Rectangle Rule) for n equal ray segments of length 

f = do-;;di [75, 112, 29]. Giving the following solution: 

n-1 
"""' '\' i- 1 £ I L.....J"'if·e-uj~oEj 

i=O 

n-1 i-1 

L "'ie. II e-fje 
i=O j=O 

Where 
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Ei c(x(di + i£)) 

If we let 

1 - e"ie opacity at sample i 

K,i {) l l {; co our at sarnp e i 
ai 

c~ · ai premultiplied colour and opacity 

We find 
n-l i-1 

I L Ci . II 1 - aj 

i=O .i=O 

eo+ c1(1- ao) + c2(1- ao)(1- a!)+ ... 

+cn-1 (1 - ao) (1 - a!) ... (1 - an-2) 

eo over c1 over c2 . . . over Cn-1 (2) 

The terms opacity (a), its inverse, transparency (1- a) and the over operator are com

mon in digital image compositing [102] and provide a useful shorthand which has been 

adopted throughout volume rendering literature. Equation 2 is known as the volume cam

positing equation. It may be written rccursivcly as the blending operation: 

for back to front compositing. Ii is the accumulated colour prior to the ray passing 

through the voxel and Ji+l is the resulting colour, which is closer to the viewer. :Reversing 

the direction of compositing changes the recursive definition and requires the accumulation 

of both opacity and colour. The alternative blending functions arc: 

Ii + ( 1 - A) + c~ ai 

A-+a·(1-A) z 1. z. 

(3) 

(4) 

Ai represents the accumulated alpha values. Io is the colour of the background, and is 

opaque. 

While the volume compositing equation is the most common, it is not the only one [112]. 

Other approaches include the maximum or minimum intensity projection (MIP) and the 

weighted additive projection (\:YAP). JVIIP uses the maximum or minimum value along the 

ray as the final colour. WAP blends all the opacity values along the ray together with white, 

modeling the characteristics of an x-ray. Figure 7 shows image generated using these three 

compositing techniques. MIP is useful when a contrast medium is present in the data set, 
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(a) 

Figure 7: Images generated using different volume eompositing tedmiques. a) Standard 
volume eomposit., b) Maximum Intensity Projeetion (IviiP), e) ·weighted Additive Projection 
(vVAP). The Lop row W<lB rendered from Lhe LODOX SAGT reconstruction data set., Elliot. 
The bottom rmv \Vas rendered from a standard CT reconstruction of an abdomen. 

'.Vhile weighted additive projection i::-; favoured by clinicians who prefer viewing X-rays and 

wish to have none of the internal ::-;tructurcs obscurcxl. 

2.4.2 Classification 

Classification in voxcl-based rendering refers to the process of mapping colour and extinction 

coefficients to voxd values. The mapping function is knmvn moJ a tmnsfer funr:tion and it is 

t.ra.diLionally represented as a look up table. Tn a. formal sense, elassiflcation refers t.o Lhe 

definition of the two fun et ions "'(P) and E(p) in Equation 1. The power of direct volume 

rendering lies in the transfer function specification. lt. is very difficult to specify a transfer 

function \vhich produces an informative visualisation. 

Voxel data occasionally includes tag and colour information, for example the Visible 

Human data set. [97]. Tags label groups of voxels identified as belonging to specific objects 

in the volume. The tags arc calculated using advanced segmentation tcchniqw~s and may 

be used along with any available colour information Lo produce Lra.nsfer funcLions local Lo 

the objects [129, 116, 44, o5]. Specifying these local transfer functions is a relatively easy 

task with a. few degrees of fn~edorn. 

For standard data. sets, the transfer functions must be defined for the entire data set. 
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lj ~ ~ ... , 
Density 

Figure 8: 'Jraditionttl Lransfer funclion speei.GcaLiou. The tooth is made up of various parLs 
(1-fi). Em:h pmt ii-l a;o;i-lo<:ia.t.cd with a range of dnnsitici-l which overlap with other pmt.!-'. 
A grapl1 or Lhe objecL-c:lensily associa.t.ions is given in a.). In a.n a.rbitrary volume Lhese 
rdatiom;hips a.w uuknowu a.nd an: (lis(:oven:d through trial and error. The rda.tiom:hip i::; 
w;f-!fnl r.o know wlHm t.rying to m;sign eolom and opadty va.hlf-!S. Tn h) t.hf-! r.ranf'lfP.r fimdion 

is giveu for the rendered tooth. The mapping was specified by Hctting tlm individual red, 
gTcnn. l1lne ~md alpha. eompone11ts using a. ;;et. of splines. 

Traditionally. tran~fer funetiom; were specified m<mually by manipulating the colour and 

opm:it.y value:'~ in the look up r.a.ble. Figun~ 8 illnstrHtes a. tnmflfer fimdion spedtiecl nsing 

11 curve:-;: a curve for the opacity, red, green and blue component:-;. These cnrves arc 

ma,nipulaled as :;.plines or a. sequence or line segmenLs. At. besL, this a.pproach conta.ins 

::;cn:ral hundred dcgrm:s of fnx:dom whieh a viewer um~t. explore via l.rial and error to .Gnd 

a. qna.lity tnmflfer fnnc~tion. Tmmeclia.t.e visual feed hack a.llows the effec~r.:; of c~hanges to 

the t.mnsfer fuuction Lo be Lmcked. However, this may not be possible duo Lo processiug 

dema.nck 

Heseareh )01] is underway wiLh Uw aim lo auLomaLe t.his process. Thus far, lwo caL

cgoric~; of automation ha.vc emerged. The categories a.re d<~fhwd hy: ( 1) tmnsf<~r function 

spec:i.GeaLion based on rendered images, ancl (2) Lmnsfer fundion spec:ificaLion based on lhe 

mHlerlying volume datn properties. 

Trna1!:e cenlric a.pproa.ches [451 sample lhe parameter spa.ee of' t.he lransfer funclion and 

gmwratc thumbnail renderings. Through u~<~r sdcer.ion, in a <11wry typ<~ proc<~ss, tlw parmn

et.er spa.ce is narrowed unUI a desirable t.ran:;.l'er runction is round. Unfortunately, t.humbnail 

geuem.tion is tiuw (;onsnruing an( 1 the proc<~ss rdicH on user evaluation and exp<~ri<~ncc to 

det.em1ine t.he besl rendering, whieh ma.y not be the besl L1·ansrer runetion. 

Data centric approc.u:heH extract :-;ignaturc feature:-; from the data, which arc used to 
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guide transfer function parameter selection. A model of the underlying data is often used 

in combination with the extracted features to generate a transfer function [32, 68, 34, 69]. 

These models assume the viewer is interested in the boundaries between objects in the 

data. For example, Kindlmann and Durkin [68] use the voxel value, the first and the 

second directional derivative to build a 3D histogram which is searched for a characteristic 

boundary signatures. The voxels contributing to these signatures are assigned appropriate 

opacity values (colour assignment is left to user). Fujishiro, et al. [34], on the other hand, 

use Hypcr Rccb graphs to build transfer functions. The skeletal surface topologies described 

by the Hyper Reeb graphs are used to find "critical isosurfaces". The transfer functions are 

then built to accentuate these surfaces. Some data-centric approaches are not based on a 

data model, and produce a set of metrics which the viewer uses to construct the transfer 

function. The data-centric approaches are sensitive to noise and coarse sampling of the 

data, which is likely to make them ill-suited for use with SACT and LACT data sets. 

Recently, multi-dimensional transfer functions (MDTFs) have become popular [69]. 

MDTFs use multiple voxel attributes when mapping to the colour and extinction coeffi

cients. They offer spatially localised classification which allows the transfer function specifi

cation to be localised to regions in the data. Multi-Dimensional transfer functions are more 

complicated to design and require careful user interface considerations. MDTFs are limited 

by current hardware which only provide support for one dimensional transfer functions. 

Only a limited number of MDTFs, which can be mapped to a single dimension, arc used. 

2.4.3 Rendering algorithms 

Several rendering algorithms exist to evaluate the VRE (Equation 2) and are categorised 

according to the order in which the voxels are traversed. The categories are: image order, 

object order and hybrid. The categories are an indication of the properties and forms of 

coherence which may be exploited to accelerate rendering. 

Image order algorithms 

Image order algorithms generate a viewing ray for each pixel in the image. The rays are 

intersected with the volume, traversing the voxels front-to-back, in a process known as 

back projection - sec Figure 9a. The voxel data is acccsscd randomly with respect to the 

internal representation. Ray tracing[82] and ray casting[12] arc two methods which fall into 

this category. In ray casting the voxels are traversed using discreet steps, for example, the 

grayecl blocks in Figure 9a. Ray tracing calculates the exact voxel-ray intersections and 

uses trilinear or higher-order interpolation functions to determine the sample values. Ray 
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V Viewing ray 

~----1m:rrrrrl:::m:J--4 Image 

Figure 9: Rendering algorithms can be categorised according to the way in which the voxels 
are traversed: a) Image order rendering, and b) object order rendering, and hybrids (not 
shown). 

c&'lting requires fewer calculations and is fa.'lter. However, the coarse sampling produces 

lower quality images. 

Several techniques may be applied to accelerate this class of rendering algorithm. ~When 

parallel viewing is used, a single template ray may be used to find all the intersections for 

all the rays (exploiting ray coherence) [141]. 

Early ray termination is possible in front-to-back traversal. The ray-volume traversal 

stops as soon as the accumulated alpha is "opaque" [82]. Space Leaping [104], may be 

used to skip over empty regions and sample uniform regions once (exploiting object space 

coherence). Space Leaping has traditionally been implemented by imposing a hierarchical 

structure on the volume data (usually octrees or kd-trees). The structure subdivides the 

volume into regions of constant value. Traversing these structures during ray-volume inter

section calculations may be prohibitively expensive (depending on the spatial frequencies in 

the data). An alternative method embeds proximity information into the voxel data. The 

proximity information is represented as an integer value, indicating the minimum distance 

in voxel steps to the next region. 

Further acceleration is possible by trading image quality for speed via incremental ren

dering [78]. A rendering is generated by sparsely sampling the image space and traversing 

the volume with a smaller number of rays. The resulting small image is resized, effectively 

interpolating the samples. Later passes across the image space recursively sub-sample the 

image, traverse the volume and fill in the pixels which were skipped. Rapid changes in 

colour are used as an indication of complex regions which should be concentrated on, while 

pixels of similar colour which are close together are used as an indication of uniform regions. 

These regions can be approximated with interpolation [140]. 
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Object order algorithms 

Object order algorithms traverse the voxels sequentially. This makes the effective use of 

memory caches possible - Figure 9b. Volume travcrsal may begin at either the front or 

the back of the volume. Traversing front-to-back allows early traversal termination (similar 

to early ray termination). However, back-to-front methods can use the blending hardware 

found on graphics cards. Voxcls arc projected into the image for blending (front projection) 

and may affect several pixels. The pattern of pixels effected is the footprint. 

Splatting [57], cell projection [108] and texture-based rendering [15, 91, 131] fall into 

this category. In splatting, voxels are represented as spheres which are projected into the 

image as ellipsoids. In parallel viewing, the footprint calculations are pre-computed and 

stored in a look up table. In perspective viewing the projection calculations are simplified 

by using an ellipse to represent the voxels. ln turn, the ellipses are represented as small 

shaded polygons which can be efficiently transformed, projected and blended into the image 

using graphics hardware. The initial size of the ellipses is a system parameter selected to 

ensure neighbouring voxcls overlap when projected into the image. Space leaping may be 

used to skip empty regions of the volume. 

Cell projection extends splatting by subdividing the volume using a hierarchical struc

ture. This allows voxcls of constant value to be grouped into regions (known as cells). The 

cells are then "splatted". The larger regions require fewer calculations and this reduces the 

traversal time. The hierarchical structure may be used to support incremental rendering. 

This is achieved by recursively moving down the hierarchy and rendering the approximate 

voxel groupings at each level. 

Hybrid algorithms 

Hybrid techniques [75, 131, 80] combine the advantages of both image and object order 

rendering. The best known hybrid is the shear-warp algorithm [75]. The shear-warp al

gorithm exploits coherence in voxel traversal (object space), pixel traversal (pixel space) 

and between rays by decomposing the rendering process into several stages, as illustrated 

in Figure 10. 

The volume is represented as a stack of slices with the slices aligned to the volume 

axes. In the first stage, the slices arc sheared and scaled resulting in viewing rays which 

arc perpendicular to the slices. Stage two composites the transformed slices, using blending 

Equations 3 and 4, into the intermediate image. As the transformed volume data and the 

intermediate image are aligned, they can be traversed efficiently in scan line order. Run 

length encoding is used within each slice to allow homogenous and empty regions in the 
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Figure 10: Shear warp volume rendering. The volume rendering process is broken down 
into several stages as indicated. By breaking the rendering process up, coherence in the 
rendering can be maximised. 

volume to be skipped during compositing. Similarly, run length encoding may be used in the 

image to skip over rays that have been early terminated. In the final stage the intermediate 

image is warped back to the image plane. Perspective and parallel viewing are handled 

by the same algorithm. Parallel rendering differs from perspective rendering in that a unit 

scale factor is used during stage one. 

The main disadvantages of this technique are the memory requirements and occasionally 

visible under-sampling. The three possible slicing axes implies that three copies of the 

volume must be stored in memory, ordered according to the slice direction. The slice 

direction is chosen to minimise the angle between the slice direction vector and the view 

vector. Consequently, it is possible that all three volume stacks will be needed to render a 

single image. Sampling artifacts occur as the angle between the stacks and rays enlarge. The 

larger angles require a larger shear which noticeably pulls the slices apart. The sampling 

artifact is a consequence of replacing the trilinear interpolation with bilinear interpolation 

and is a fair trade off between image quality and speed. The original shear-warp algorithm 

wa.'-l implemented in software, and at the time, provided the highest rendering rates. Several 

hardware-based variations of this algorithm have since emerged. 

Hardware support 

Volume rendering can be accelerated considerably through the use of hardware. Two forms 

of hardware acceleration exist: dedicated hardware and general purpose graphics accelera

tors. 

Dedicated volume rendering hardware solutions implement one of the algorithms men

tioned previously. Several hardware implementations exist. The more popular systems are: 
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View Direction View Direction 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12: Texture-based direct volume rendering. a) View direction aligned polygons are 
used when 3D textures are available, otherwise b) Object aligned polygons are used with 
2D texturing. 

by the volume. They are aligned to the view direction so that they are parallel to the screen 

and clipped against the volume boundaries - Figure 12a. The polygons are rendered and 

blended together back-to-front. 

If only 2D texturing hardware is available, the volume may be represented using a series 

of 2D textures, aligned with one of the volume axes. The polygon slices are aligned similarly 

- Figure 12b. The 2D texture approach can be likened to the shear-warp technique. lt 

requires three copies of the volume data ordered according to the slice direction. The slice 

orientation and the volume ordering used during rendering depends on the view direction. 

And only bilinear interpolation of the voxels within each slice is used (which results in the 

same sampling artifacts). The sampling artifacts are the worst when the angle between the 

view vector and the slicing direction vector is at its greatest ( 45°) - see Figure 13. 

Engel, et al. [28] have developed a technique to reduce the sampling artifacts using the 

graphics hardware to do linear interpolation between the polygons, effectively achieving 

trilinear interpolation. The 3D texture method does not suffer from these problems as the 

trilinear interpolation is implemented by the graphics card. In addition, a single copy of 

the volume is required. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter volume visualisation techniques were introduced. The basic visualisation 

approaches were presented, being: simple slice viewing, surface-based 3D rendering and 

voxel-based 3D rendering. 
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(a) (h) (c) 

Figure l:l: Visible aliasing artifacts in 2D textnre based volume rendering. (a) An overview 

of the foot data set, ''vith a zoom region iudicatecl. (b) \Vheu the angle hehveeu the slice 
direction vector and the view ·vector is small t.hc sn.mpling errors are only slight, hovvevcr 
(c) as the angle gnnYs, thn sampling errors br:comn clr:arly visihln. 

Surface-based visualisation was covered briefly- with the two main t.celmiqucs (mesh 

cxl.raclion aml ray lracing) highlighlcll. Voxcl-Lascd visualisation was inlroduecd in more 

ddail wit.h an ovnrvimv of it.s origin and t}H: basic idna. hwludr:rl in the discussion was 

Lhc ddiniliou of classillcntiou. Classill.cat.ion was described and it. W<'LS cmplw . .:;iscd that. this 

process represent.H the true power and difficulty behind voxel based rendering. The auto

maLic n.nd scmi-automaLic Lcchnjques for classifications were sketched. Volume rendering 

algorithms and acceleratiou techniques in both sofhvare and hardware were described and 

categorised. 



Chapter 3 

Perceptual depth cues and 

visualisation 

In this chapter perceptual depth cue theory is introduced and its application described in 

volumetric and X-ray visualisation systems. In Section 3.1 we introduce perceptual depth 

cue theory. A general description of perceptual depth cues and more detailed information 

on individual depth cues is given in Section 3.2. This is followed by a discussion on the 

combinatorial models used in perceptual depth cue theory in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 revisits 

the voxel-based volume visualisation from a perceptual depth cue perspective. An analysis 

of the "naturally" occurring perceptual depth cues is given, followed by a review of what 

cues have been implemented in past systems. Section 3.5 explains how X-rays are generated. 

This leads to a discussion of what PDCs are "naturally" present, followed by a discussion 

of what PDC can be added, and what systems have been implemented in the past. In 

Section 3.6 we account for limiting the study to just two perceptual depth cues and finally 

Section 3. 7 provides a summary. 

3.1 Perceptual depth cues theory 

Humans have the ability to perceive 3D environments from two 2D images. One of the theo

ries proposed to explain how this is achieved is that of Perceptual Depth Cues (PDCs) [114]. 

This theory illustrates that humans rely on contextual psychological information provided 

within the retinal images, along with physiological properties of the eyes, to locate and po

sition objects relative to one another. The perceived relative distances are combined with 

prior experience to conject absolute distances [88]. 

Depth cue theory consists of individual depth cues and models describing how the cues 

23 
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Figure 14: Optical illusions as a result of insufficient depth information: a) A cube in a 
"room" or a cube with a corner missing, b) Continuous stairs, e) Pillars of equal height do 
not appear so, d) A cube with two possible front edges. 

combine and interact. Due to the nature of PDCs and their interactions, a visualisation 

study targeting selected PDCs should not neglect the effect of other PDCs which may or 

may not be present. While simplistic models support an additive combination of depth 

cues, the reality is that one depth cue can outweigh the importance of another in specific 

situations. If the interactions of depth cues arc ignored, ambiguities arc bound to occur. 

These ambiguities manifest as illusions. For examples refer to Figure 14. 

3.2 Perceptual depth cues 

PDCs are the "elements" used to perceive depth. They can be described using one of several 

taxonomies cornrnon in perception literature such as [55, 43, 119, 99]. Here, Gilliam's [36] 

approach is followed, and the PDCs are grouped according to their psychological or physi

ological nature. 

3.2.1 Psychological depth cues 

Psychological depth cues arc monoscopic, meaning they can be viewed with one eye only[103]. 

The depth perception resulting from these cues may not be related to actual depth of ob

jects [55]. Consequently, they are frequently the source of optical illusions [136]. However, 

when presented in the correct context they can provide powerful and effective depth per

ception. 

Perspective 

Perspective cues are a consequence of the projective geometry of the eye in which objects 

are scaled according to their distance from the viewer. Perspective cues can be loosely 

subdivided into texture gradient, si:.--;e and si:.--;e constancy and linear perspective based cues. 
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• 
Figure 15: Perspective cues: a)Texture gradient the texture in the top right corner has a 
higher spatial frequency and appears to be further than the front left, b )Ambiguities as a 
result of size constancy failure. The cylinders are either the same size at different heights, 
or different heights at different depths, c) Linear perspective- lines converge to vanishing 
points and disappear over horizons. Objects of equal size appear to be at different depths 
depending on the position in the field of view - the bottom circle appears closer than the 
top. 

Texture gradient refers to the rate of change of a regular pattern across an image -

Figure 15a. The spatial frequency of the texture increases as it extends into the distance. 

Texture gradient, combined with texture shape changes, provide a strong sense of depth 

and conveys the "surface" shape, including curvature [59]. 

Size constancy is stated by EmmeTt's Law, which says that the perceived size of an 

object is proportional to the retinal si:t;e and the perceived depth. Si:t;e constancy fails when 

too few depth cues are present. This results in perceptual ambiguities in depth versus size 

- refer to Figure 15b. Changes in perceived distances arc more readily accepted than 

changes in perceived size. Consequently, a reduced copy of an object is usually perceived 

as more distant than the original. 

Linear perspective occurs when objects in an image extend into the distance towards a 

vanishing point or horiwn. Parallel lines converge as they approach the vanishing points. 

In addition, the horizon provides a "perceptual reference plane" - objects below the horizon 

appear closer than the same object displayed higher in the field of view- Figure 15c. 

Occlusion 

Occlusion occurs when closer objects partially block out more distant objects and the viewer 

is able to order the objects spatially. Occlusion information may provide strong depth per

ception or completely destroy it if incorrectly presented [98]. Humans have an uncanny 

ability to complete partial objects by inferring much of the missing information. Trans

parency and false or illusory contours are side effects of this process. Figure 16a illustrates 

false contours. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 16: a)Occlusion - False contours: a white square is perceived as covering the 4 black 
squares. b) Depths of focus: the blurry objects appear deeper (part of the background). c) 
Colour: Red appears closer than blue. 

Depth of focus 

Depth of focus describes how in-focus objects are sharply defined, while nearer or further 

objects are blurred- Figure 16b. This effectively separates the background and foreground 

regions of an image. This cue is difficult to reproduce dynamically as it requires both gaze 

and focus tracking. Currently, depth of focus is implemented by bluring/filtering parts 

of the image. However, this is computationally expensive and is used predominantly for 

artistic effect in static scenes. Ga;.-;e tracking combined with level-of-detail rendering is being 

used to emulate this cue crudely [106, 79, 10] . 

Colour 

Similar objects with different colours arc perceived to have different depths [136] - for 

example, the red and blue objects in Figure 16c. The use of colour for depth discrimination is 

limited by colour com;tancy constraints. Colour constancy describes how regions of constant 

colour or low colour variation are grouped into single regions. 

Shadows 

The position and si;.-;e of shadows allows the relative depth of objects to be estimated from 

a reference plane- Figure 17a. Objects with self shadows highlight their surface details. 

Shadows need not be realistic [99], but they should have soft edges as this is how they arc 

distinguished from objects [136]. 

Shading 

The HVS is "coded" to handle objects lit by a single overhead light source (the sun). 

The play of light across surfaces (direction of shading) provides depth information. For 
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an example see Figure 1 7b. The button appears depressed or extruded depending on the 

vertical direction of the shading (relative to the viewers head orientation). If only horizontal 

shading is used, the perceived depth will be ambiguous, changing randomly. 

Atmospheric perspective 

Atmospheric perspective occurs in large panoramic views in which atmospheric conditions 

effect the light reaching the viewer- Figure 17c. The atmosphere (fog, smoke, mist, etc.) 

reduces the light reaching the viewer, effectively lowering the contrast of parts of the scene 

proportional to their distance from the viewer. This effect is also known as aerial perspective 

or depth cueing. 

3.2.2 Physiological depth cues 

Physiological depth cues are extra-retinal[103] and relate to physical changes of the eye 

and/ or the viewing environment. 

Motion cues 

The amount and direction of motion of objects in an image depends on the relative position 

and motion of the physical objects (motion parallax). Distant objects move relatively slower 

than closer ones. Figure 18 illustrates radial and linear motion parallax. 

The human mind automatically integrates motion spatially over time. This process, 

known as Kinetic Depth Effect (KDE), allows the underlying geometry, including depth, 

to be estimated. KDE is based on the assumption that objects under consideration are 

Button 1 

Button 2 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 17: a)Shadows: The position and size of the shadow indicates depth in the scene and 
height, b) Shading: Depending on the direction of shading objects may appear protruded 
or depressed, c) Atmospheric perspective: Parts of the scene become hazy over distance. 
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rigid [25] and explains how a point cloud, which appears as a fiat random scattering of 

points when static, becomes a structured object with depth under motion. 

Figure 18: Linear and radial motion parallax. The velocity vector's magnitude is determined 
by the distance from the viewer while the direction is determined by the view and motion 
directions. Linear parallax occurs when the motion and view direction are orthogonal. 
Radial parallax occurs when the directions arc parallel. 

Binocular disparity 

Each eye has a different view point, consequently each eye receives a slightly different 

image. The differences between the two images are referred to as binoculaT dispaTity. ~When 

the brain merges the two images, the disparity is used to estimate depth. Random, dot 

stereogmms (RDS) [61] illustrate the effectiveness of binocular disparity. The collection of 

spatially random dots used in an RDS has no information other than disparity. Yet patterns 

and shapes are visible at different depths when an RDS is viewed stereoscopically. 

Eye convergence and accommodation 

Eye convergence and accommodation are oculomotor, requiring muscle movement. Accom

modation refers to the flexing of the ciliary muscle which changes the shape of the lens, 

altering the effective focal length. Convergence refers to the rotation of the eyes, allowing 

for objects to remain focused as they move further or closer to the viewer. The angle formed 

by the intersection of the central lines of sight from each eye is the VeTgence Angle. 

There is a common misconception that the Vergence Angle is used in combination with 

binocular disparity to triangulate and calculate a "true" 3D position. Studies [88, 18] have 

revealed that muscle control is not used as part of the HVS and that accommodation and 

convergence are not physically linked. Accommodation does result in the blurring of regions 

which are out of focus which is, in turn, used for depth perception [136] (refer to Depth of 

focus, page 26). 
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Figure 19: Graph representing the most effective cues over distance. Reproduced from [99]. 

3.3 Combining perceptual depth cues 

Ignoring the affects and interaction between present and missing PDC may result in am

biguities. Beyond this, it is costly and impractical to implement every PDC. In fact, some 

PDCs cannot be implemented correctly, for example, depth of focus. In such cases it may 

be beneficial to omit the cue entirely [98]. There are usually several dominant PDCs for a 

specific task and environment [38, 99]. Only the dominant cues and dominant cue relation

ships need to be implemented, as these support accurate depth judgements. The human 

visual system is fairly resilient. Consequently, minor depth cues may provide conflicting 

depth information without much ill affect provided that the dominant cues are correctly 

supported. 
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Figure 20: Combination models for perceptual depths cues. The circles represent depth 
cues. The ellipse on the right represent the tasks at hand. Both cues and feedback from the 
tasks allow the viewer to build a perceptual model(middle ellipse), which in turn, is used 
for the task. a) The earlier unified model. The perceptual model for all tasks is based on a 
weighted sum of all the input cues. b) A newer, more flexible model. Cues are combined 
according to their reliability and need. Each task is associated with a separate perception. 

3.3.1 The unified model 

Prior to the formulation of a combinatorial model. a set of ad-hoc rules and guidelines were 

used to determine dominant cues. Experimental results were used for this purpose. The 

"unified model of PDC theory" [13, 25] sought to provide a structured explanation of the 

combinatorial relationships. In this model a perceptual model is built by the viewer for all 

tasks. The perception is based on the weighted sum of the PDC inputs - sec Figure 20a. A 

later variant of this model uses dynamic weighting of the individual cues according to their 

reliability for the tasks and environment [142]. The weights are determined experimentally. 

For example, Figure 19 illustrates how the effectiveness of various cues change over distance. 

Note that the perspective cues combined with binocular disparity provide the strongest 

impact over a wide range of viewing conditions [124]. 

3.3.2 The adaptive model 

The unified model cannot effectively account for binary cues (for example occlusion); unre

liable cues, which introduce ambiguities if considered at all; or the non-additive nature of 

cues [136]. Several complex relationships have been identified experimentally. For example, 

when motion cues and binocular disparity are presented together they are more effective 

than the sum of the individual cue's effect. Motion cues and binocular disparity are of 

equal importance in applications requiring the exploration of spatial relationships [109, 119]. 
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Binocular disparity disambiguates and strengthens any psychological PDC [99], while oc

clusion cues will override both stereoscopic and motion PDCs in most situations [98]. 

The adaptive model was proposed to rectify some of the problems with the unified 

model. This model is more flexible and powerful. It involves the evaluation and optional 

combination of PDC as part of the viewers perceptual model input. In addition, a unique 

perceptual model is built for each task - see Figure 20b. A consequence of using this model 

is that each and every task must be analysed to determine the dominant cues. Fortunately, 

many tasks can be grouped according to a set of elementary tasks, some of which have 

already been analysed. Several pertinent examples are[136, 110, 7]: 

• Tracking 3D Paths. 

Head tracked motion parallax is the strongest depth cue followed closely by KDE and 

stereopsis. Occlusion, when used with path colouring (the process of assigning colours 

to individual paths), helps. Interestingly, perspective (rather than orthogonal) viewing 

does not provide additional information. Neither shading nor shadows are useful. 

• Judging surface shape and target surface detection. 

The most powerful depth cues for these tasks are shape from shading and texture 

gradient. Stereoscopic and motion cues together are very strong. Experiments have 

revealed that these two cues combine in a complex manner with the individual relative 

strength of each depending on the exact task. 

• Finding patterns in 3D point clouds. 

Motion cues, specifically KDE, arc the most important. Stereoscopic depth and colour 

are advantageous. Size provides a weak depth cue. Generally, the points have no 

orientation, so shape from shading cues are not available. If the points are represented 

by planar geometry, the cues may be useful and may be added artificially. Perspective, 

occlusion and shadows do not provide much useful depth information, especially for 

a large number of points. 

• Estimating relative positions. 

This task is one the most complex to analyse &'3 the dominant cues are dependent 

on the ta.'3k and perceived viewer distance. In general, tasks close to the viewer 

arc dominated by stereoscopic depth cues with fine position tasks being augmented 

by occlusion. Motion cues are not useful for fine work, but for coarse work and a 

perception of overall layout, motion cues, linear perspective, shadows and texture 

gradient all contribute to depth perception. Drop lines and shadows used with a 
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reference plane improve depth perception from perspective, size and size constancy 

cues. 

3.4 Perceptual depth cues and volume visualisation 

In this section, voxel-based volume visualisation is revisited from a PDC theory perspective. 

vVe describe our own analysis of what cues are "naturally" present and which cues can be 

added. This is followed by a survey of what PDCs have been used in past systems. 

3.4.1 PDCs in volume rendering 

Our analyses of plain volume renderings (refer back to Figure 7 for examples) reveals the 

following: 

• Texture gradient and colour provide an indication of depth as they allow regions to 

be coalesced. Neither of these cues are reliable, because they depend on the detail of 

the data and user specified transfer functions. 

• Occlusion and transparency effects provide the strongest depth effect. Objects which 

appear further back tend to be occluded or partially obscured. 

• The compositing techniques which do not provide consistent occlusion information 

(WAP and MIP) appear "flat" and provide little depth information. An early WAP 

rendering algorithm [81] using the Fourier Projection-Slice theorem was modified [128] 

specifically to support shading after the authors realised the disadvantages that arise 

from a lack of occlusion information. 

• Si~e, linear perspective and shape cues provide limited depth information if the viewer 

is familiar with the object(s). In the case of WAP and l\!IIP compositing, these are 

the only depth cues other than motion. Parallel viewing removes the size and linear 

perspective depth cues completely. 

3.4.2 PDC enhanced volume rendering 

A review of the volume rendering techniques and enhancements in the literature reveals 

that most of the PDCs, which can be implemented, have been implemented. Colour depth 

cues and depth of focus are the two PDCs which have not been used. Colour is used as an 

attribute of the volume data and it is specified by the viewer during classification. Depth 

of focus is not possible with current hardware and rendering techniques. 
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It is ironic that volume rendering has to be "enhanced" to produce additional PDCs. 

"The Rendering Equation" from which the volume rendering equation originated supported 

many cues "naturally". However, in the process of simplifying the equation to make it 

cheaper to compute, the PDCs were inadvertently removed. 

Shading 

Shading is usually described in combination with classification. Shading effects are created 

by modeling how the light from point light sources interact with the voxels. The standard 

approach applies the concepts of Phong's illumination model[33]. The model is used to 

modify the colour coefficients according to the viewer's position, the light sources positions 

and the surface normal - see Figure 21. 

N R "'' 
"' Colour coefficient 
ka. Ambient reflection coefficient 
kd Diffusion reflection coefficient 
ks Specular reflection coefficient 

Figure 21: The Phong lighting model. L, N, R and V are the light, normals, reflection and 
view vectors respectively. The colour coefficient, "' is modified according to the equations 
on the right. The meaning of each constant is given. 

Strictly speaking, normals are not defined for volumes. However, they are approximated 

using volume gradients which are perpendicular to the local curvature. The gradients are 

typically calculated using centraL forward or backward differences[112]. Central difference 

is given by the equation 

n = x ,y,z x- ,y,z x,y ,z x,y- ,z x,y,z x,y,z-
(

V +1· -V 1 V +1 -V 1 V +1- V 1) 
x,y,z 2 ' 2 ' 2 

nx,y,z is the normal of the voxel at the position given by (x, y, z). Vx,y,z returns the 

value of the voxel. Forward and backward differences are computed similarly with the voxel 

indexing changing accordingly. A comparison of normal approximations is given in [93]. 

Van Gelder and Kim [131] illustrated shading in texture-based rendering by pre-classifying 

and shading the data. MeiJ3ner, et al. [91] extended this work to support post classification 

and shading using 3D textures, taking advantage of the features available in later hardware. 

More recently Kindlmann et al. [69] used shading to "dramatically increase the quality of 
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rendering". Their implementation was based on features found in current commodity hard-

ware. 

Shadows 

Shadows arc generated by combining the illumination reaching each voxcl from each light 

source. One of the first techniques [63] to produce shadows in volume rendering, accu

mulated the light contribution in a second volume called a "shadow buffer". Grant [40] 

presented a modification of the algorithm which used a single 2D shadow buffer to con

struct a shadow volume. This could compute the effects of all the lights in a single pass. 

Lacroute [75] implemented the 2D shadow buffer algorithm for use with the shear-warp 

algorithm, and Behrens and Ratering [8] have shown how the technique can be used m 

combination with 2D or 3D texture based volume rendering - sec Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Shadowed volume rendering. The shadow buffer slides through the volume and 
accumulates the illumination for the current slice. The resulting illumination values arc 
used to modify the colour intensity. The direction of movement depends on the position of 
the light relative to the viewer. Here it is front to back. 

Shadowed texture-based volume rendering is reported to halve the rendering time. The 

shadow volume is only computed when the light sources change position. Shadow buffer 

techniques generally restrict the light position to be within 45° of the primary volume axis. 

In addition, a slice cannot be self shadowed, otherwise severe aliasing occurs. 

Bchrcns and Ratcring chose shadows as the means to "efficiently communicate the ori

entation" of the volumetric data. They reported that shadowed volume rendering was 

particularly effective when combined with interactive rendering and highlighted the details 

in the volume. It is, however, conceivable that the motion cues are producing the dominant 

depth effect in this case. 
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Atmospheric effect 

Atmospheric depth effect, or depth cueing, has not been implemented in texture-based ren

dering. lt has been implemented as a shear-warp extension [75]. Given that the shear-warp 

is related to texture-based techniques, it is worth mentioning. The effect was implemented 

by attenuating the voxcl's colour coefficients (rv) according to the distance from the viewer. 

Foreground objects appear lighter than background objects. The attenuation is described 

as 

T and p are user defined constants for modifying the strength of the attenuation and d 

is the distance between the voxel and the viewer. 

Motion cues 

In many cases motion cues arc very important. For example, in standard MIP and WAP 

composite volume rendering, depth can only be perceived when the volume is in motion. 

Rendering algorithms which claim to support motion cues are classified as either real time 

(:::0. 30frames/second) or interactive(> !frame/second). The effectiveness of motion cues 

at the lower frame rates is questionable. Real time rendering has been a long term goal 

in volume rendering [67, 66]. KDE is predominantly supported through user viewpoint 

selection in real time. Motion parallax has been implemented using head tracking. The 

speed demands for motion parallax are even greater as real time rendering rates are required 

to prevent noticeable delays and motion sickness [98]. 

Regardless of how quickly the rendering rates improve, it will always be possible to 

generate volumetric data which will surpass the hardware resources. In such cases, motion 

cues can still be provided by using iterative refinement or image-based rendering. 

Iterative refinement renders a coarse representation of the volume and refines it (time 

permitting). During an interactive rendering session, it is possible that the detailed render

ing is never seen. In a worst case scenario, only the bounding box of the volume is displayed, 

in which case no motion cues are presented. 

Image-based rendering uses previous renderings to generate a new image. These tech

niques exploit frame-to-frame coherence. In other words, they exploit the fact that small 

localised changes occur in the image for small changes in the viewpoint. Typically, a volume 

is divided into slabs. The slabs are rendered, generating a set of billboards ("layered depth 

images" LDI). The billboards are then composited for a given viewpoint. Standard LDis 
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can be used to generate views within 6° of the original viewpoint without significant arti

facts occurring. Mueller, et al. [94] modified the standard LDI approach to build "oriented" 

billboards. This allows a larger angular range (16°). This technique's effectiveness depends 

on the transfer function, the size of the slabs and the viewers distance. Figure 23 illustrates 

the basic ideas of LDis and illustrates how they may be oriented. 

Billboard plane Object Orientated Billboard 

\ ;..---. .-- \-----. 

Slab { ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- Billboard 

v, 

Figure 23: Image based rendering of volume data. The volume is divided into slabs. The 
slabs are represented using billboards, which are in turn used for rendering other viewpoints. 
Left: When the angular range between view points v1 and v2 becomes too large, artifacts 
occur &'l rays (Ra) pass between the billboards. Right: Oriented billboards reduce the errors 
(Rb is blocked). Note: the "object" as indicated does not actually exist as a surface, but is 
rather the surface implied by high opacity values of the da.'lsified volume. 

This approach has been used to support interactive visualisations of very large volumes 

using widely distributed rendering [9, 54]. The volume was bricked and rendering prioritised 

such that the regions closest to the viewer were updated first. 

Stereopsis 

Stereopsis is seen as the PDC to provide unambiguous depth information. Stereo images 

are generated by rendering an image for each eye. In texture-based rendering, two sep

arate images are generated, effectively halving the rendering rate. Techniques have been 

designed which use image-based rendering solutions to render the image pairs. The typi

cal approaches are reprojection [3] and template based [71]. Ileprojection uses either one 

image to generate the other or a between image to generate both. The template approach 

interleaves the rendering of each image, using the shared computations to reduce the overall 

cost of computing the two images. All the stereo image acceleration techniques have been 

implemented in software and only support parallel viewing. Perspective viewing is described 

as "too hard" [3, 71]. 
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3.4.3 Discussion 

All reproducible PDC enhancements have been implemented. However, it is seldom that 

multiple enhancement have been implemented in a single system. In light of the recent 

advances in graphics cards and their improved fiexibility (programmability), many of the 

issues faced by the earlier implementers are disappearing. Ultimately, it will be possible to 

produce all the cues in one implementation. The cost of producing the cues will remain 

significant. In fact, the cost will increase as volume sizes increase. Thus the question shifts 

from how to produce an individual PDC to studying how the PDCs combine and which 

arc important for specific tasks. Much of the volume rendering literature makes broad 

statements as to the effectiveness of particular PDC enhancements. However, at this time 

no systematic approach has been applied to test these statements. 

3.5 Perceptual depth cues and X-ray visualisation 

In this section we introduce X-rays and discuss X-ray visualisation from a PDC perspective. 

3.5.1 X-ray generation 

An X-ray source consists of a cathode and an anode with a high voltage between them. A 

heating element excites electrons on the cathode causing them to move towards the anode. 

As the electrons strike the anode, they release energy as heat (predominantly) and photons. 

The photons scatter in all directions - Figure 24. The X-ray source is surrounded by a 

Lead or Tungsten shield which prevents the photons from scattering into the operational 

environment. A narrow slit in the shielding creates a controlled beam of photons, commonly 

referred to as the X-ray beam. 

Heating 
Element 

Cathode 

e-

High Energy 
Photons 

Anode 

Figure 24: A schematic diagram of the internals of an X-ray source. Excited electrons pass 
from the cathode to the anode. On striking the cathode, high energy photons are released. 
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When the X-rays strike particles in foreign objects, they excite the particles. As the 

excited particles return to their initial, lower energy state they emit the gained energy as 

heat and as scattered, lower energy photons. The more dense the foreign object, the more 

likely the X-ray will be scattered by a particle and the energy absorbed. The amount 

of scattering can be used as an indication of the density of the object, which in turn 

characterises the materials of which the object is made. The X-rays which do not collide 

with any foreign objects finally strike an array of scintillating crystals, which converts the 

X-rays energy into light (either detectable or visible light). A light sensitive film captures 

the final image or, as in more modern systems, the light is converted to an electrical signal 

using an array of CCDs (Charge Couple Devices) and the signal processed digitally. 

3.5.2 Perceptual depth cues in X-rays 

Standard X-ray images are known as shadow graphs. Shadow graphs are difficult to inter

pret. The difficulties arise due to the projection of complex 3D structures onto a 2D image 

plane. Many of the PDCs used for normal image interpretation are not present. Those that 

are present are fully exploited and combined with any experience of the viewer. 

Analyses of shadow graphs reveals several interesting facts concerning their interpreta

tion: 

• Shading has a small role in indicating the 3D nature of an objects's features, but 

provides no depth information. 

• vVhile occlusion does occur (objects of higher density obscure other objects) it provides 

little to no depth information. 

• Relative object sizes and linear perspective provide limited depth information. How

ever, the viewer needs to be familiar with the objects under inspection. 

• The loss in sharpness of objects with distance from the detector creates an effect which 

can be likened to the atmospheric depth cue. This effect is unreliable as a depth cue 

as it is not consistent between machines and even scans on the same machine. 

The two example X-rays shown in Figure 25 illustrate these points. The hand X-ray 

provides a relatively low complexity example, while the chest and shoulder X-ray illustrate 

how highly complex X-rays can be. The chest cavity contains multiple organs, each with 

their own local structure. \Vhen projected, the chest cavity appears as a ma~e of fine 

structures which requires a trained, experienced eye to interpret. 
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(a) (h) 

Figure 25: Examples of X-ray images: a)A human hand, b) A shoulder joint and part of 
the chest cavity. The images have been inverted for printing. 

3.5.3 Perceptual depth cue enhanced X-rays 

lt is impossible to add psychological PDCs to an X-ra:f "\vithout a reconstruction of the 3D 

structures. Reconstruction is done via CT and produces volumetric data. The only PDCs 

which can be used l.o r:nhaner: a shadow graph dirr:ct.ly arc: motion cues, t.ypiea1ly KDE, and 

stereopsis. 

Stereoswpic radiography has been around for decades. In 1898, Davidson [21] is doc

umented t.o have used stereoscopic X-rays for various studies. However, with the advent 

of CT and IVTRI, the use of stereoscopic X-ra.ys faded. In more recent. years radiogra

phy has turned to digital computers for capturing;, storing and displayinl-!; the X-rays. 

Several hi-l.ed1 stereoscopic radiographic systems have since been reported in the litera

ture [:39, 53, 17, H:3, :30, :n]. The newer systems oiler a huge a.dva.nt.age over the old 

stereoscopic systems in the form of imaf!;e enhancements. These enhancements rnay be ap

plied to images interactively, allov.ring a larger range of the image data to become rcadably 

visiblA to !.he radiologists. 

The studies that followed the first developments asked questions along lines of: "Is stereo 

viewing really better than c:onventiona.l 2D Vie"\ving?" [5L 53, 17]. The applications tar

gc!.ed mammography syskms. Hsu et. al. [53] used skreo ima.ging in mmmnography exams 

with the aim of improving the detection of malignant tissues. They compared standard 
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biplanar angiography scans (2 perpendicular view X-ray images) to a stereoscopic system 

and attempted to use the X-ray images to make direct quantitative measurements and 

reconstructions. A similar system was proposed by Chelberg, et al. [17] with the aim of 

measuring and locating tumours within brea."lts. 

The general consensus is that stereoscopic displays are no worse than standard displays. 

In addition, stereopsis permits a better definition of "abnormal masses from similar sur

rounding normal tissues" and allowed "the observer to look through the clutter and focus 

on a point of interest" [51]. They found that stereopsis helped with identification of clusters 

and groups of tissues. Stereopsis is reported to be the most stable and reliable form of 

depth perception in shadow graphs - disambiguating and reenforcing the weaker PDCs. 

Stereopsis has been heralded in the past: "A stereo pair is especially advantageous where 

superposed structures form an intricate image" [115]. 

KDE and stereopsis have been used in radiography applications, unrelated to medicine, 

specifically the scanning of luggage and the inspection of electronic parts. These applica

tions were examined by the 3D lmage Research Group at Nottingham Trent University [126]. 

They implemented the KDE by capturing X-ray images from multiple viewpoints and dis

playing them as a rotating sequence. Their system is reported to improve the global depth 

perception of the inspected objects and, consequently, the entire image. However, measure

ment and fine structure interpretation requires local depth perception and KDE may or 

may not hinder the process depending on the specifics of the task. 

The multiple scans required to support KDE are time consuming, making the use of 

KDE ill suited in time critical environments, for example a trauma unit. The alternative of 

capturing multiple view points simultaneously is expensive to implement, requiring multiple 

sources and detectors. Another concern is the increase in the patients' radiation dosage. 

Advances in scanning technology are alleviating this problem by lowering the dosage re

quired during a scan. Also, if the patient is having a LACT scan, several of the initial 

scans can be presented as an animation prior and during CT reconstruction, especially as 

the process is time consuming. The visualisation would give the viewer the opportunity to 

construct a mental model of the data and make him/herself aware of any reconstruction 

artifacts. 

3.6 Studying selected perceptual depth cues 

Given the limited scope of this work and the desire to compare the PDC enhancements 

across the visualisation systems, it was decided only the cues which could be implemented 

in both systems would be studied. Consequently, this study continues with the focus on 
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the use of stereopsis, motion cues (specifically KDE) and their combination. 

The fact that specific cues cannot be easily isolated in a complex visualisation system 

implies that there will be interaction between the natural cues and the enhancements. The 

theory presented in this chapter will be needed to understand the results of the experiments 

presented in Chapter 6. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter began with a review of the various depth cues and the models used to com

bine depth cues. Although cues are simple when considered individually, when combined 

they form complex interactions. The interactions are described effectively by the "unified 

model" of PDCs. Individual tasks should be analysed to ensure only dominant depth cues 

are implemented in a scientific visualisation. This facilitates accurate depth judgements, 

while minimising implementation cost. Many tasks may be grouped according to a set of 

elementary tasks. However, some tasks are extremely sensitive to the viewer's perception 

and consequently cause changes in the dominance of the cues. 

The visualisation systems were then discussed from a PDC perspective. Voxel-based 

volume rendering was revisited. \Vhat PDCs are present in a basic volume rendering and 

what PDCs can be added were discussed. This was followed by a survey of existing work 

enhancing volume rendering with PDCs. Next, a description of how X-rays are formed was 

given. The information presented was used to assist in determining what PDCs already 

exist in X-rays and how the images can be enhanced using PDCs. On closer inspection, it 

was found that only stereopsis and motion cues are both applicable as enhancements. The 

use of these PDCs in pa.'-lt systems wa.'-l then discussed. 

Finally, the PDCs common to both visualisation system (stereopsis and KDE) were 

selected for further use in the remainder of this dissertation. This will allow for the com

parison of both the volume and X-ray visualisation systems. In Chapter 6 the PDCs and 

their combinations will be evaluated and the systems will be compared. The findings will 

be explained using the presented theory. 
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Chapter 4 

Stereoscopic depth 

In the last chapter we came to the conclusion that KDE and stereopsis are the two PDCs 

that will be used in our visualisations. While supporting motion cues (through interactive 

manipulation and/or animation) requires the development of algorithms specific to a vi

sualisation, stereopsis may be implemented relatively independently. Given the technical 

difficulties associated with producing an effective stereoscopic system, it is understandable 

that much attention has been paid to this topic here and in the literature. Stereoscopic 

display design consists of two tasks: composition, which describes how stereograms are 

constructed; and presentation, which ensures the left and right eye receives only the corre

sponding image. 

This chapter covers: the concepts of stereopsis (Section 4.1), stereogram composition 

(Section 4.2), presentation solutions (Section 4.3) and software frameworks (Section 4.4). 

These techniques are used in the development of the visualisation systems presented in 

Chapter 5. 

4.1 Concepts of stereopsis 

The word stereopsis stems from the Greek word meaning solid sight[18]. It describes how 

humans see depth using disparities between the images formed on the retina of each eye. 

The two images arc fused mentally to provide a single image with depth information. The 

perceived depth of a point depends on the position of the corresponding (homologous) points 

in each eye. The difference in the position is known as disparity. 

Measuring the difference between retinal images is difficult. Consequently, when stere

ograms are discussed, the separation between the displayed points, known as parallax, is 

used as a metric. The parallax value characterises the depth of the perceived 3D point and 

43 
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where it lies in the perceived viewing space. Table 1 summarises the four possible parallax 

cases. The vertical difference in the HVS is zero1 . 

Parallax Illustration Equation Description 

Zero 
Eyes Screen 

Xr -Xz = 0 The converged, eyes are 

~··················~~,,,:/ 
and the perceived point lies 

X, 
on the display surface. XI 

Point 

Positive 

~ 
Xr -Xz > 0 The point lies behind dis-

( uncrosscd) I play. The eyes tend to-

~ 
c=====; wards parallel as the paral-

Convergence lax increases. If the paral-
Point 

lax is too great the display 
becomes uncomfortable to 
view. 

Divergent Xr- Xz > t The parallax is greater 

t<]/ than the eye separation. 
This is completely un-
natural configuration and 
causes eye strain and 
headaches as the brain 
tries to converge the 
points. 

Negative 

~~re/ c,=ec,i~:,~, .... ············ 
Xr -Xz < 0 The eyes are crossed. The 

(crossed) point appears to lie in front 

I~ 
of the display. 

t 

Table 1: Different parallax cases in stereo viewing. Xz and Xr describe the horizontal 
components of left and right homologous points. t is the distance between the viewers eyes 

The amount of disparity that humans can cope with is limited. The limits are defined by 

a non-uniform region known as Panum's Fusion Area- illustrated in Figure 26. Beyond 

these limits the homologous points arc no longer fused, but perceived as two distinct points. 

If a stereoscopic image contains disparities which cannot be fused, the stereoscopic effect 

fails and the viewer will see a double image (known as Diploplia). 

1 This can be verified by looking at a ruler held horizontally and then vertically, while closing alternatively 
the left and right eye - the ruler will only appear to move horizontally. 
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Left Eye 

Panum's 
Fusion Area 

Right Eye 
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Figure 26: Panurn's Fusion Area (grey) defines the limits at which the human visual system 
can fuse homologous points. As an example consider the x components of two homologous 
points: R1,L1 and R2,L2. R1 and L1 will be fused as P1, while R2 and L2 cannot be fused 
and are perceived as two points rather than the desired point P2. 

The exact size and shape of the Panum's fusion area varies depending on: the display 

time, the size of the objects in the image and the distance between objects in the image. 

Panum's fusion area is generally very shallow, highlighting the short range of distances over 

which stereopsis is used by the HVS [99]. 

The maximum disparity with which the HVS can cope is proportional to the distance 

between the viewer and the display surface. As a result, parallax is usually stated in 

stereographics literature as a visual angle. The visual angle, ,8, is distance independent. 

Given a parallax value, P, and the associated viewer to screen distance, d, the visual angle 

is calculated as: 

p 
(3 = 2 arctan-

2d 
(5) 

The HVS combines various PDCs to provide the final depth perception. In the HVS 

binocular disparity, accommodation and convergence arc tightly coupled. In stereoscopic 

displays, a mismatch between accommodation and convergence occurs. When viewing a 

stereogram the eyes will change as if parts of the image are at different depths, while the 

screen and the entire image remains in focus. The vergence and disparity together convince 
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the mind the image contains depth. The focus, however, is incorrect, with the exception of 

points of zero parallax. Points of zero parallax have a disparity which places them on the 

display surface. 

The set of all points with zero parallax forms a curve known as the horopter. As the 

convergence, accommodation and disparity are correct at the horopter, objects of interest 

should be centred on this curve. ln addition, the HVS expects the depth to vary in a 

planar fashion [49]. Consequently, if the display is planar, the horopter and other curves 

of constant parallax should also be planar and parallel to the display surface. The limits 

of the HVS, the horopter shape and the positioning of the scene in the display space help 

select the stereoscopic parameters and indicate which system models are most effective. 

The HVS is unaccustomed to accommodation and convergence operating out of syn

chronisation, resulting in fatigue which is experienced as eye-strain and headaches[27]. The 

conflict becomes more severe as the maximum parallax in a stereogram increases. The HVS 

can be taught to ignore the conflict through practice. Viewing a stereogram for 10-15 min

utes a day for a week is reported to result in a dramatic improvement in depth acuity[58, 90]. 

The more the parallax varies, the stronger the depth effect. In an ideal system the maximum 

parallax should be chosen according the viewers "skill level". A warning needs to made: "if 

a system is used for prolonged periods, the eyes loose the ability refocus quickly" [135]. 

The maximurn acceptable horizontal parallax values have been determined experimen

tally for an average user by Valyus [130] as [-4.93°, 1.75°], however the range [-1.5°, 1.5°] 

is the more common in stereographics literature [18, 48] and is sufficient for the purposes 

of this dissertation. 

4.2 Stereogram composition 

It is difficult to create a stereogram which is both visually correct and comfortable to 

view. The difficulty arises from the large number of variables in a stereoscopic system. A 

badly constructed stereogram will cause the viewer considerable eye strain, headaches and in 

extreme cases, nausea. Viewer discomfort will eventually lead to stereoscopic display system 

rejection [48]. Clear understanding of the system models and parameters are essential to 

avoid such results. 

Stereoscopic systems are modeled using a dual camera model. There are two primary 

stereoscopic camera configurations: Cameras positioned by rotation and cameras positioned 

by hori~ontal translation. 
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Figure 27: Toe-in stereo model: a) 3D representation of the camera configuration, b) Top 
view of the configuration, c) Key-Stone distortions in both left and right views. 

4.2.1 Stereopsis by rotation 

Stereopsis by rotation is commonly referred to as the "cross eyed projection method" or 

the toe-in method. It involves rotating the cameras around a reference point - illustrated 

in Figures 27a and 27b. This approach is fairly common as it is easily implemented and it 

has been used successfully in stereoscopic cinematography and photography. 

The toe-in method produces poor stereograms under most circumstances. The problems 

are attributed directly to the technique's use of dual viewing axes. The dual rotated axes 

produce images which suffer from Key Stone distortions, a spatial distortion in which parts 

of the image are skewed- illustrated in Figure 27c. 

Projection Plane 

(a) (b) 

Figure 28: Projection models. a) Traditional perspective projection model, and b) Toe-in 
projection model. Rather than rotating the camera, the points have been rotated. The two 
camera planes lie coincident. 

Each camera of the toe-in model uses a traditional perspective projection model [33] -

illustrated in Figure 28a. This model describes how a 3D point P = (x, y, z) is projected 

onto a viewing plane positioned d units from the camera with coordinates r = (x, y). 

Mathematically, the projection is written as: 
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Pxd 
(6) rx 

d+Pz' 

ry = 
Pyd 

(7) 
d+Pz 

In the toe-in model, the two cameras are rotated by cjJ around an axis parallel to the y 

axis, passing through the reference point R lying on the z axis. Equivalently the 3D points 

may be rotated in the opposite direction with respect to the same reference point, R, while 

the camera remains static. This is illustrated in Figure 28b, with the two planes coincident 

and a 3D point, P rotated to give the points PL and PR for the left and right cameras 

respectively. From this geometry the hori7,ontal and vertical components of a 2D point, 

r = (x, y), for a given camera are calculated by projecting the 3D point, P, as follows: 

d(Px cos*- a(Pz- Rz) sin*) 
rx = --~--~~--~----~~~~ 

(Pz- Rz) cos *+aPxsin * + Rz' 
(8) 

dPy 
r - ------------~~----~----

:Y- (Pz- Rz) cos *+aPxsin * + Rz 
(9) 

where a = -1 for the left projection, giving the projected point r £, and a = 1 for the 

right projection, giving the point r R· 

The rotation introduces subtle side effects, which can be seen when examining the stereo 

projections mathematically. Both the parallax in the image and the equation describing 

the horopter are affected. Equations of the parallax and the horopter are derived below, 

modified from [48]: 

The parallax, Dp, is calculated as the difference between the components of the left and 

right homologous image points: 

(10) 

Substituting Equations 8 and 9 separately for the left and right views into Equation 10 

results in the following equation for horizontal, Hp and vertical parallax, Vp: 

-2d(P2 sin P. cos P. + A(P - R ) sin P.) 
X 2 2 z z 2 

A2 p2 ,· (r/J 2
) - a:: Sin 2 

(11) 

2dP,r,Py sin* 
2' 

A2 - P 2 sin (P.) 
X 2 

(12) 

Where A cP 
( Pz - Rz) COS 2 + Rz 
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Figure 29: Horizontal Translation configuration. a) Diagram of the configuration, b) top 
down view of the configuration, c) projection of the scene from each camera position 

While horizontal parallax is desirable, the introduction of vertical parallax (Vp -/= 0) IS 

not. Vertical parallax is unnatural and results in images which arc difficult to fuse into a 

single image. 

Provided the amount of rotation is kept small and the vertical parallax produced is 

kept below 0.1°, the distortion becomes negligible[48]. This explains why the toe-in method 

has been used successfully in stereoscopic cinematography, where the separation between 

the cameras is relatively small compared to the scene being captured and the viewers eye 

separation is small compared to the distance to the display[119]. 

The Horopter and other curves of constant parallax value can be found by solving 

Equation 11 as Hp = k. k is the constant parallax value. For the Horopter k = 0, this 

yields the equation: 

.q, R.q, 
2 ( Slll 2 )2 _ ( z Slll 2 )2 px + Pz - Rz + Rz -.-, - . ~ 

Slll rfJ Slll '+' 

which describes a circle in the xz plane with centre (0, 0, Rz (1- sin* I sin cjJ)) and radius 

Rz sin* I sin c/J. This curve is undesirable for planar display as it conflicts with natural 

viewing which expects depth planes. 

4.2.2 Stereopsis by horizontal translation 

Stereopsis by hori:t;ontal translation produces "correct" stereograms for desktop displays. 

The two cameras have the same orientation, but are separated perpendicularly by a small 

distance, t, as shown in Figures 29a and 29b. For this reason, this model is also referred to as 

the "parallel axes projection method". Other common names for this technique arc off-axis 

or on-axis projection, depending on the order of the translation and projection operations. 

~With the centre of projections of each camera positioned on either side of the z axis, 

separated by a distance t, a projected point, r = (x, y), is calculated from the 3D point, 
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P = (x, y, z), as: 

Pxd+PzW 

d+Pz 
Pyd 

d+Pz 

(13) 

(14) 

where the left and right projection are specified by setting et = -1 and et = 1 respec

tively. It is clear that there is no vertical parallax, as the value for ry does not change from 

the left to right projection. The horizontal parallax is given by the equation: 

Pzt 

d+Pz 
d 

t(1- d+ P) 

(15) 

(16) 

This equation produces parallax which is proportional to the eye separation and inversely 

proportional to the distance from the display. Additionally, as an object extends into the 

distance, z -----7 oo, the parallax approaches the viewers eye separation, Hp -----7 t. The equation 

places bounds on the parallax in a natural manner. 

If implemented directly, Equations 13 and 14 describe the off-axis system. Equation 13 

can be manipulated to yield the following equivalent equation: 

(17) 

This equation, combined with Equation 14, describes the on-axis projection. The stan

dard perspective projection is all that is required and the implementation is described as: 

1. A Translation of a& applied to the x component of all 3D points 

2. A standard projection of the 3D points 

3. A horizontal translation (pan) of -a~, applied to the resulting image. 

~While Equations 13 and 17 are mathematically equivalent, the projection operation is 

not commutative in the discrete display space. As a result, the stereograms constructed 

for the same scene using on-axis and off-axis projection will be different. An effective 

means to understand the differences may found by examining the field of view (FOV) for 

each method - Figure 30a and 30b. In the on-axis method, the parts of the image lying 

on the edge in the direction of translation are discarded. Consequently, the final image 
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Left Projection Plane 

Right Projection Plane 

Area wasted 

Resulting Stereo Window 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 30: The field of view (FOV) for a) off-axis and b) on-axis projection. The darker 
region illustrates the effective FOV for the final stereogram. c) illustrates how much of the 
produced images are discarded in the on-axis method. 

contains less information than either the left or right images - Figure 30c. The results are 

contradictory to natural viewing in which none of the additional information is discarded. 

·when the reduced field of view is combined with the screen edges, a break down of the 

stereoscopic effect is likely. For this reason, the off-axis is considered more accurate and 

preferable. 

It is customary in Computer Graphics to express projections as a matrix or a series of 

matrices. The following expresses the off-axis projection using a right hand system2 : 

S = T(-?).T(o:( ~), 0, O).Mper·T( -o:(~), 0, O).T(?) (18) 

? specifies the centre of the object of interest relative to the origin. T and ]\;fper are the 

standard 4 x 4 matrices for translation and perspective projection [33]. o: parameterises the 

left and right projection matrices, -1 for left view projection and 1 for right view projection. 

4.2.3 Stereogram parameters 

The camera models include several parameters: eye separation (t), distance to the projection 

plane (d), FOV, and so on. Several of the system parameters are not captured by the 

camera models. These include ideal image contrast settings, position of the object in the 

FOV, viewers position and screen si~e. 'iVhen values are chosen, the settings require several 

tradeoffs and continual tweaking for the best results. This process is considered a "black 

art" by some. To assist in choosing the values, it is worth considering the following [18]: 

• The scene should have the deepest depth effect, while adhering to the parallax limits 

of the HVS. The eye separation and parallax values should be set based on the ranges 

of objects within the viewing frustum. 

2In a right hand system, the matrix NI would be applied to the vector p as p' = p · NI 
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Screen Screen 

X 

Figure 31: Depth perception and head position. a) Illustrates how, when the viewer moves 
closer to the display, the perceived depth range is squashed. b) Illustrates how movement 
parallel to the display shifts the perceived position 

• Objects of interest should be centred on the horopter as this minimises the accornrno

dation and convergence conflicts for these objects. 

• The left and right image contents should match &'-l closely as possible in brightness, 

focus and si:~~e in order to appear as natural as possible. 

• Objects in the stereogram near the edges of the screen should not have negative 

parallax. Objects with negative parallax appear extruded from the display. If the 

object is cut by the screen edge (especially the horizontal edges), occlusion depth cues 

dominate and cause the stereoscopic effect to break down in a process known as frame 

cancellation [130]. It is preferable to reduce the depth effect and have only the positive 

parallax if frame cancelation is likely. 

• Stereograms should be constructed for a particular viewer's position and display's 

properties. The display's properties, such as the resolution and screen size, are re

quired to estimate the maximum parallax values correctly. The viewer's position 

effects the perceived depth- see Figure 31. 

Head tracking is used to ensure correct depth viewing in some systems [110]. However, 

head tracking introduces additional complexities and expenses. lt can only be applied 

affectivcly in systems using synthetically generated stereograms or dynamically con

trollable stereocameras. Untracked head movement produces apparent movement or 

FOV shifts with parts of the image shifting artificially according to the parallax value. 

The HVS is robust enough to adjust, making much of the resulting distortion imper

ceptible after a few minutes [136]. 
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Most of the parameters in stereoscopic systems are dependent on the viewing task and on 

user preferences. At first, one might consider using values which approximate real viewing 

for the default system values. Such Orthostereoscopic systems are often too restrictive, 

requiring the viewers eye separation and camera separation to match while the perspective 

constraint is maintained. The perspective constraint ensures that the normal image size, 

perspective and depth relationships are maintained. It is given by 

where vd is the viewing distance, f is the focallength3 and m is the magnification factor. 

Southard [119] used this approach to define his stereoscopic system. An orthostereoscopic 

display is not useful for viewing scenes at either end of the scale spectrum - for example, 

visualising solar systems or atoms - as the depth effect is not noticeable at these scales. 

A more flexible approach is to use experimentally determined values for some of the 

system parameters and from these calculate the unknowns. For example, consider, t, the 

eye separation parameter. If Equation 15 is rewritten to give t as a function of Hp, with 

Hp converted to the visual angle, the result is: 

t 
1- _d_ 

d+z 

Hp(i + 1) . z 
i where z = d 

2d(i + 1) tan~ 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

i may be interpreted as the depth of the scene in units of the viewing distance, d (An 

alternate derivation of t is given in [18]). If we substitute an acceptable value for the 

maximum parallax (,6 = 1.5) into Equation 21 along with the maximum and minimum z 

values for the scene, we obtain a suitable value for the eye separation. If the ,..; values for the 

scene cannot be determined, an alternative is to use the approximation t = 0.028d, which 

is common in stereographics literature. 

The equation for maximum parallax, Pm: 

taken from [18], relates t to other system parameters. f is the focal length, related to 

the FOV. m is the magnification, related to the screen size. d0 is the distance from the 

3 Focallcngth and FOV arc closely related, changes to the one, will force changes in the other. 
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object of interest to the Horopter and d is the viewing distance. The equation indicates 

that as t decreases, so the focal length should decrease, highlighting the link between the 

linear perspective PDCs and stereoscopic PDCs. 

4.2.4 Other camera models 

It is possible to use orthogonal projections for creating stereograrns. However, the orthog

onal projection is completely unnatural and should never be used when viewing "familiar" 

scenes. These stereograms cannot be created by horizontal image translation as the two 

images will never converge. lnstead, the toe-in configuration must be used with a recom

mended maximum rotation of 4 °. Alternatively, a shear operation along the x axis could be 

applied to the projected points with the magnitude of the shear dependent on the "£ value. 

In general, orthogonal projections should be avoided as they arc prone to reverse and 

unbounded parallax problems, failing Emmert's Law (refer to 3.2.1). ln other words, the 

further away an object is from the viewer, the greater the disparity which makes the final 

stereogram difficult to fuse. The failure of Emmcrt's Law reflects heavily on the poor depth 

information provided by such systems. 

4.3 Presentation techniques 

It is possible to view stereograms with the naked eye, using either cross eyed or parallel 

eyed viewing (focusing on a point at infinity). It cannot be achieved ea.'lily by a layman &'l 

it requires the eye muscles to be relaxed in an unnatural fashion. The alternative is to use 

optical hardware which ensures only the correct image reaches the corresponding eye. The 

hardware can broadly be divided into two categories: time multiplexed and time parallel 

[43]. Time multiplcxcd displays provide images to left and right eyes alternately, whereas 

time parallel displays provide images to both eyes simultaneously. 

4.3.1 Time multiplexed displays 

Time multiplexed displays are usually based on polarisation schemes. These techniques 

allow a single display device to be used as a stereo display with obvious cost benefits. The 

low cost has lead to the popularity of these systems in consumer markets. The two most 

common schemes are: 

• Shutter glasses 
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Current shutter glasses (Figure 32b) are made from liquid crystal filters. These may 

be polarised to be either opaque or transparent. The light to each eye is blocked alter

nately by polarising the appropriate filter. The polarisation changes arc synchronised 

with the monitor~s refresh period. The first major cornrnereial shutter glasses were 

made by StcrcoGraphies and arc called Crysta1Eycs. CrystaJEycs use an infrared 

8mitt.er and rec8iver to synchronise the gla.ss8s with the display a.nd have been de

ployed successfully in several environments including CAVES [19]. Current consumer 

hardware (ATI and Nvidia. video cards for example) include support. for cheaper stereo 

glasses. These glasses plug directly into the display card and, as a result, limit the 

wearer's movement. 

• Polarised screens 

Illustrated in Figure 32a- An LCD panel is placed in front. of the display. The panel 

polarises the light passing through it using one of two orthogonal lenses. The viewer 

wears a pa.ir of passive glasses with matching orthogona.lly polarised lenses. This 

approach is more suitable for a larger audience, as no synchronisation mechanism is 

required. Orthogonally circularly polarised gla,.c;;ses are used to reduce the effect of 

head movement on the polarising action of the glasses. 

A projector can be used rather than a monitor to provide a larger viewing surface. ln the 

polarising screen approach, the screen is replaced with a polarising lens placed in front of 

the projector. The projection screens must be made from materials that "\Vill not depolarise 

the light. 

Time multiplexed displays suffer from ghosting (also known as interoctdar cross talk). 

Ghosting is undesirable as it causes viewer distraction and eye fatigue [52]. lt occurs when 

the image destined for one eye can be seen by t he other. Ghosting has several sources: im

perfections in the polarisationjslmt.t.ering; slmv screen phosphor decay, which is aggravated 

Figure 32: Photos of typical time multiplexecl presentation harchvare. a) a. screen fil ter 
placed in front of the clispla~ polarises the light, which is vie>ved through corresponding 
polarised glasses. b) Shutlcr glasses which altcrnati vcly block Lhc displayed image from 
each eye. 
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by high refresh rates; monitor brightness (monitors should be as bright as possible, but the 

contrast setting of the image and the screen should be as low as possible); the resolution; 

the display techniques; the angle of the viewer to the display (the steeper the angle the 

worse the cross talk) and finally the parallax (the larger the parallax the greater the chance 

of ghosting [14]). 

Image processing techniques have been used to reduce ghosting. One such technique 

approximates the cross talk and attempts to correct for it via image colour subtraction [84]. 

Otherwise, ghosting may be reduced by making various tradeoffs. For example: low per

sistence phosphor monitors may be used at a higher cost, or the image's contrast may be 

lowered. Lowering the contrast is not ideal as it requires a trade off with stereo acuity. 

Stereo acuity is related to visual acuity and both are proportional to the retinal illurnina

tion. \Vebber's Law, which deals with the detection of objects over a range of intensities, 

indicates that to improve acuity, the luminance should be as high as possible. 

Time multiplexing implies that each eye receives half the normal light level. A perceived 

reduction in the image's brightness occurs as a consequence of the temporal integration done 

by the HVS [52]. 

The field switching does not have a negligible time and is perceived as a flicker. To 

prevent visible flickering, the polarising field and monitor must be synchronised and run at 

high refresh rates (twice that of normal monitor refresh rate). The minimum refresh rate 

for a monitor viewed under normal conditions is 60Hz, seeing that this is halved due to the 

multiplexing, the minimum refresh rate for the stereo setup is 120Hz. As higher refresh 

rates lead to less noticeable flicker, it is fortunate that today's monitors can be pushed to 

achieve frequencies of just above 150Hz, which results in a reasonable 75Hz refresh rate for 

each eye. Flickering is worsened when the viewing environment contains fluorescent light 

sources as aliasing occurs. 

Over the past few years several manufactures have produced shutter glasses and, as a 

result, there exists a host of incompatible hardware/software solutions. Fortunately, de

facto standards are emerging. 

4.3.2 Time parallel displays 

Time parallel displays include a much larger category of devices and techniques, most 

of which use optical separation to achieve stereoscopic viewing. The earliest systems used 

mirrors and prisms to provide each eye with an image. Wheatstone's stereoscope, developed 

in 1838 [42], and the View Master stereoscope (1939) are examples of such systems4 . Some 

4 The View Master was sold as child's toy and made stereo viewing popular amongst the general public. 
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of the more recent techniques are described. 

Anaglyphs are a cheap stereoscopic solution, which has been available for several years. 

The left and right images are tinted with a colour and blended together. To view an 

anaglyph, a pair of cardboard glasses with the two coloured, plastic filters is worn. The 

colours used for the filters match the tint colours and are usually chosen to be reproducible 

using primary colours. For example, on monitors red/blue/ green is used, while in printing 

cyan/magenta is more popular (primary printing pigments)[33]. Choosing a colour which 

can be reproduced without mixing reduces colour bleeding and ghosting. The defacto 

standard is to use red/blue filters with red for the left eye. Interestingly, placing the red 

filter in front of right eye tends to be more effective in general [72] and the human visual 

system has a low response to blue [33] making red/green seem the better option. Perhaps 

the justification for using red/blue over red/ green are the issues with the longer persistence 

of green on the display phosphors. This justification only holds if the images are changing 

rapidly. 

Traditionally, anaglyphs are constructed by converting the original images to grayscale. 

The grayscale images are then filtered with an appropriate colour mask before being com

bined into a single image. Newer techniques use "full colour" anaglyphs. However, the 

Figure 33: Photos of time parallel stereoscopic presentation hardware. a) The Sytha
gram from StereoGraphics, b) A dual polarised projector setup, c) The ViewMaster, d) An 
anaglyph and 2 pairs of glasses, e) 2 Chromostereoscopic images and glasses 
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colour content of the stereogram has to be selected carefully to avoid ghosting and flat

tening of the image. Flattening occurs when an object, which should appear in both eyes, 

only appears in one due to its colouring. These problems may be reduced by lowering the 

saturation of the images using a gamma correction filter. It is common to find full colour 

anaglyphs made using red/cyan filters. 

Chromostereopsis is a relatively new presentation technique. A single pair of glasses 

and one image is all that is needed. The gla.'3ses contains lenses with "ultra-precise micro 

optics" [122], which are essentially a set of diffraction lenses. The light striking the lens 

is diffracted by an amount proportional to the light's wavelength. So reel, at the one ex

treme, is diffracted the most, whereas blue is diffracted the least. The lenses are arranged 

to diffract the light toward the viewer's nose. The left and right eyes receive light diffracted 

to different retinal positions, effectively creating a stereoscopic image. Figure 34 illustrates 

how the glasses create the depth effect. Images generated using chromostereopsis can be 

viewed sensibly without glasses as only a single colour image is used. For the same rea

son, chromostereopsis can be faithfully reproduced in printed media. Unfortunately, the 

technique cannot be applied to pre-existing stereograms as the image is pseudo-coloured 

according to depth. In addition, the pseudo-colouring eliminates the possibility of encoding 

additional information as colour. The glasses are relatively cheap, as the optics technology 

is well suited to mass production. 

Blue/Red pixel 
----------~~-----------------Image 

---+----Lenses 

~--T----H-- Percieved Red Pixel 

Virtual retina 
convergence points 

Position 

Figure 34: Chromostereopis creates a stereo image by diffracting parts of the image more 
or less depending on its colour. Red objects appear closest to the viewer and blue furthest 
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Projector-based displays are very popular, offering a large viewing area which may 

be watched comfortably by several people simultaneously. Two projectors are fitted with 

orthogonal polarising filters, while the viewers wear a pair of passively polarised glasses in 

a similar fashion to the time-multiplexed projector solution. 

Head mounted displays (HMD) are a costly alternative with a wide FOV and a relatively 

low resolution. HMD's provide an immersive display which is worn. The weight of these 

displays is not negligible. They tend to restrict the users motions and require head tracking. 

Several emerging technologies attempt to provide autostereoscopy. Autostereoscopic 

systems attempt to display stereograms without requiring the viewer to wear any glasses. 

These systems typically use lenticular screens or a tilton/barrier arrangement. 

Lenticular screens have been used in the recently released SynthaGramTMfrom Stereo

graphics and the D4D technology from the University of Dresden [ 1]. The lenticular screen 

ensures each eye receives a unique view. The SynthaGram TMdisplays several images simul

taneously, with each pixel consisting of several subpixels - extracted from several images of 

the scene. This multiple image approach succeeds in allowing several head positions and 

viewers. However, it is processor intensive and not yet suitable for real time graphics[85]. 

The D4D system just displays 2 images, requiring the user's head to be in a fixed position. 

The viewer's eyes are tracked to ensure correct viewing. The display is suitable for a single 

user only. 

Parallax barrier systems consist of a vertically slitted plate placed in front of a column 

interlaced image. The angle between the viewer's eyes and plate ensures the correct eye 

receives the correct image. The viewing position is limited to a narrow band in front of the 

slit and the final image resolution is effectively halved[56]. The Tilton [127], or moving slit, 

periodically moves the barrier left and right. The images are structured such that only the 

correct image can be seen5 [64]. 

4.4 Software frameworks 

This section follows on from the theoretical and hardware aspects of stereoscopic systems 

by considering the software aspects such as libraries and interfaces. 

4.4.1 Stereo software libraries 

Stereoscopic applications can be described as belonging to one of four generations: 

'
5The Tilton is effectively a time multiplexing approach. 
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pt Generation 

1st generation stereoscopic applications detect and control the hardware directly (known 

as "raw control"). Applications written in this manner are bound to original stereoscopic 

configurations. The code is cluttered with hardware control details such as timing, page 

flipping, vertical retrace detection and synchronisation signal creation. 

2nd Generation 

The lower level hardware control details arc encapsulated by a set of drivers and libraries. 

The application has to identify the underlying hardware and notify the stereoscopic library 

through an API to load the correct drivers. The application then typically queries the 

drivers for hardware limitations. The individual left/right images are sent to the API for 

correct displaying. How the images are generated is left up to the application. A traditional 

graphics rendering engine may be used to render each image, using either the off-axis or 

on-axis method, depending on the available resources. Some custom graphics engines have 

been developed to take advantage of stereoscopic coherence and invariants. 

The most cornrnon acceleration techniques avoid recalculating Equation 14 and parts 

of Equation 13 for both left and right images. Adelson and Hodges [2] extended this by 

using the invariants found in normal equations to reduce the number of backface culling and 

lighting calculations. An alternative acceleration technique uses the image generated for 

one eye and warps it to the view of the other, followed by patching to remove any artefacts. 

An example of a popular 2nd generation system is the vVINx3D driver system() for the 

\iVindowsTMOperating Systems, which is used in combination with the DirectX, specifically 

the DirectDraw graphics APis. 

3rd Generation 

The application is built for systems with display drivers which support a stereo-capable 

graphics subsystem. The application typically queries the display driver to check for the 

existence of stereo capabilities. If available, the application renders the left-right images to 

pre-allocated video memory (buffers). The display driver handles the stereoscopic hardware 

control and produces the final stereoscopic output. 

An example is an Open-GL application with stereo support. The application renders 

the left and right buffers using an appropriately specified projection matrix (an off-axis 

6 http:/ /www.win3d.com 
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projection matrix is the most commonly used). Sample code for a complete stereo enabled 

application is available from [ 11]. 

4th Generation 

Newer stereoscopic display drivers support "OverDrive". In these systems, the driver detects 

when a 3D application is running in fullscreen and automatically generates a stereoscopic 

display from the 3D data the application passes to it. The application needs no stereoscopic 

specific code, however, the fullscreen requirement is occasionally inconvenient as standard 

interface components (for example menus and dialogs) cannot be used. In addition, debug

ging must be done remotely. 

The stereoscopic mode may be toggled on or off at the user's behest and the parameters 

for the stereoscopic system are specified by setting the driver's runtime variables. This 

approach is of no use when it is necessary to display a pre-generated stereo image pair, 

as the actual 3D data is required. Many of the efficiency benefits found in 2nd generation 

applications may be implemented within the graphics driver. 

Nvidia recently released a stereo-enabled overdrive driver for Open GL and DirectX. 

For more information refer to [96]. 

4.4.2 3D-Cursors 

3D-cursors arc a natural extension of 2D cursors. \IVhcn combined with a stereoscopic 

display, they allow direct 3D manipulation and measurement of 3D objects. 

Cursor shapes 

There are various common and uncommon shapes for 3D-cursors, several of which are 

illustrated in Figure 35. 

Figure 35: 3D-cursor shapes. From left to right: crosshair, jack, tri-axis, crosshair with 
centre circle, full space crosshair, full space jack, 2D arrow, and tetrahedron. 

3D-cursors need not have components in the z direction. Such cursors are still referred 

to as 2D, even though they can be used to indicate 3D positions. Most of the cursor shapes 

are intuitive. A jack cursor is a cross hair with additional lines to represent the direction 
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of the z axis. The tri-axis cursor is half a jack with axes indicators on either positive or 

negative axis only. The full space variants of the cursors extend the axes lines to stretch 

across the entire viewing frustum. 

The choice of cursor shape is not as simple as it may appear. Barham and McAllister 

[7] compared the use of several 2D and 3D cursors, in terms of accuracy, for use in selecting 

and moving control points of a spline. They recommend the use of a full space jack with a 

centre circle. The circle ensures that the horiwntal and vertical lines are perceived as joined. 

\¥ithout it the lines appear to lie at different depths. They reported little performance 

differences between 2D and 3D cursors. The z lines of the 3D cursors tend to extend over 

a large range of depths making them difficult to fuse and consequently lower the expected 

performance. They also cornrnented that the cursor and point marker lines should be thick 

enough to be clear, but not obscure the image and should have contrasting colours, making 

them easily distinguishable from the image. 

Evidence suggests that the optimal cursor shape depends on the task and available 

PDCs. Goodsitt et al. [39] used a comb-shaped cursor with a horizontal slot, through 

which the small target objects could pass as the cursor's depth was varied. This cursor 

was tailored specifically for depth measurement of small targets in stereo-mammographs 

and proved more accurate than the cross shaped cursors. Additionally, the larger number 

of vertical lines assisted depth perception by emphasising the binocular disparity. For the 

tasks set by Barham and McAllister, stereopsis and linear perspective were used to rapidly 

position the cursor, while occlusion cues where used for finer adjustments. 

Accuracy 

Depth acuity is "exquisitely sensitive and a skilled operator can place a cursor to within 

1 pixel" [18] of the desired target. Accuracies in the range of 1-2 mm have been recorded 

[39] using a crosshair 3D-cursor. When considering accuracy, one needs to be aware of the 

inherent limitations of stereoscopic systems. 

The first limitation is related to the resolution of the image and sampling errors. Figure 

36a illustrates how the stereoscopic viewing volume sampling is affected by the resolution of 

the stereogram. lt is clear from the figure that positive parallax is sampled more coarsely. 

The coarse sampling introduces errors in the disparity, projected location and size of the 

imaged objects. Objects positioned at the same depth, but different positions from the 

lines of sight, will appear at slightly different depths. The differences in position and size 

occasionally produce conflicting depth information. Consequently, the perceived depth in 

small regions of an image may shift randomly. Figure 36b illustrates how the intended 
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depth is affected by the coarse sampling. 
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Figure 36: Depth accuracy in stereograms. a) The stereo viewing volume's sampling rate 
depends on the resolution of the stereogram. The lines of sight from each eye pass through 
the stereogram pixcls. The intersection points of each line of sight arc the sampling points 
of the stereo viewing volume. The sample points along one line of sight are shown. b) 
The sampling affects the accuracy of the perceived depth. A graph of perceived depth 
verses intended depth is given for the the ideally sampled and coarsely sampled stereogram. 
Images modified from [22] 

Lcdlcy and Fryc [76] reported that the stereo acuity, with a maximum visual angle of 

1,61 = 1.5, produces approximately 90 detectable steps in depth. ~When used with additional 

PDCs this value may increase. Stereo depth and perceived depth are not always equal, the 

perceived depth is dependent on other available PDCs. 

The second limitation is related to the fusing of the stereo pair. Even in a perfectly 

sampled stereogram, there would be limited accuracy. Slightly different edges are fused 

from the left and right images - illustrated in Figure 37, with the gray region magnified 

on the right. 

From this cross sectional view it is clear that the left eye sees the edge indicated by the 

point PL, while the right eye sees PR. L and Rare the lines of sight from the left and right 

eye respectively. The perceived point is given by Pp. The difference between the actual 

object (the curve) and Pp is unavoidable and produces an error in depth, ed, and boundary 

position, eb. The equation characterising the boundary and depth errors arc [83]: 

sec .9: 
r(l- --2 r) 

d 
0: 

r(scc-- 1) 
2 

(22) 

(23) 
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Left Eye Right Eye 

Figure 37: Boundary and depth errors inherent in a stereogram. lf an object is represented 
locally by a sphere with radius T and distance d from an eye, then we can expect errors eb 

and ed for the boundary and depth perception of the perceived edge Pp. Pp is perceived as 
a result of converging edges PR and PL. 

d is the distance from an eye view to the centre of the sphere approximating the objects 

local curvature, with T being the radius of the object. o: is the angle between the lines of 

sight, L and R, passing tangentially to the object. These equations indicate that as the 

distance between the eyes and consequently, the angle o: increase, so the expected error 

increases. 

Beyond accuracy, there is a limit on how rapidly a 3D cursor can be positioned. lt may 

take a viewer several milliseconds to fuse a stereo grams, especially if the user is inexperienced 

at stereo viewing. In addition, if the scene contains rapidly moving objects, the amount 

of time needed to fuse the scene extends and fusion becomes more difficult [7]. Anu [4] 

reported that one second should be sufficient for the best accuracy, providing an upper 

limit. 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the information required to implement and configure a stereoscopic 

system, including a detailed overview of several stereoscopic models, guidelines for com

posing stereograms and methods for calculating default values for system parameters. The 

available presentation systems were introduced. This wa.'-l followed by a description of the 

available software frameworks, including a discussion on 3D-cursors and the accuracy lim

itations of stereoscopic systems. ln the next chapter the prototype systems developed are 

discussed. The information discussed in this chapter was used to build the stereoscopic 

displays for each of the visualisations. In addition, it is useful to consider the limitations of 

a stereoscopic system when examining the experiment results presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 

Prototype systems 

In the previous chapters both X-ray and volume visualisation systems have been examined 

with respect to perceptual depth cues. It was discovered that stereopsis and motion cues 

(KDE) were the only candidate PDCs which could be applied to both visualisation systems. 

The principles and practices of producing and presenting stereoscopic images were then 

described. ln this chapter the initial prototypes and the paths taken to reach the final 

systems are described. The final prototypes are discussed in detail. 

ln Section 5.1 the preliminary developments of the volume visualisation system, the X

ray visualisation system and the stereoscopic display arc described. In Section 5.2 the final 

volume rendering system is looked at, while, Sections 5.2.1-5.2.5 focus on the developed 

volume rendering library and the characteristics of the output. Section 5.2.5 describes a 

novel chromostereopsis extension to standard volume rendering. Section 5.2.6 discusses the 

volume rendering experimental application based on the presented library. 

In Section 5.3 the final stereo X-ray system is described. In Section 5.3.1, how stereo 

X-rays can be captured using a fan beam X-ray scanner is investigated. Section 5.3.2 

focuses the discussion on the LODOX machine and a model is developed to describe the 

machine's projection. A description of how the capture parameters can be chosen, based on 

the projection model, to capture an optimal stereo pair is included. Finally, in Section 5.3.3 

the X-ray viewer software is presented and the various aspects which went into its design 

are described. 

5.1 Initial prototypes 

This chapter deals mostly with the development of final prototype systems. However, 

this section discusses the avenues explored and systems developed in reaching these final 

67 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure :)8: A comparif-lon of f-lurface and voxel-bafoled rendering for LACT and SACT data. 
a) :tviarching Cubefol rendering, and b) volume rendering of LACT data.. c) :tvlarching Cubes 
renclf~ring, and d) volume rendering of SACT data. Notice how Lhe reconst.ruct.ion artifaet.s 
appear as "noisy surface speckled vviLh holes. In addition, t.he surface based rendering shows 
·well defined surfaces where tl1ere arc none. The LACT data was captured over 90 degrees 
using 31 projections. The SACT data uses 62 projections over 180 degree~<;. Refer to Figure 
1 for a crostH:iection of ca.ch volume. 

prototypes. 

5.1.1 Volume visualisation 

The first tool developed \Vas an Open-GL texture-ba .. c.;ed slice vievver. lt supported interac

tive selection of the slice a.xit~ and po:,;ition for standard slice orientation and multi planer 

reproj eetion (l'viP n.). 

The 1\larching Cubes algorithm was implemented and used to explore the isosurface 

volume visualisation techniques. Opcn-GL v.ra.s used for interactive isosurface rendering. 

The isosurface techniques arc att ractive in that a user only kts one main pa.ra.mcter (the 

isovalue) t.o manipulate [33] and the result.s can be displayed using commodity video cards. 

From the initial developments it became evident that motions cues provide a strong sense 

of the depth. However, the extraction process is time consuming, and consequently motion 

cues could not be used during this phase. Several data set.s were used t.o test. the calibre 

of the out.put. from the :rviarching Cubes implement.aJion. The LACT ancl SACT data sets 

·were handled poorly. The if-losurfa.ees produced from these data folet.s were disjoint. \Vhen 

rendered, the smaller clusters of isof-lurfaees appeared as noif-le. \Vhile the large dusters 

appeared as well defined surfaces, which were pocked with with holet~ - See Figure 38a and 

:~Be. 

The possibility of using motions cues to allow the viewer to "sec through" the clutter 

of reconstruction artifacts was explored. Tn order to do this a. view dependent, interactive 

isosurfacc selection system was developed [87]. Tl1is system used a per vimv position pre

process to extract the visible isosurface information. A detailed description of the developed 
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system has been given in Appendix B. While the technique certainly does allow "isosur

face browsing" and provides the viewer with the ability to "filter" out the reconstruction 

artifacts, it cannot convey the "uncertainty" in the reconstruction. 

Voxel-based visualisation techniques do not suffer from the problems faced by isosurface 

techniques. In agreement with Kindlmann and Durkin [68], it was found that voxel-based 

rendering is particularly effective at conveying "surface quality or measurement of uncer

tainty". Amorphous and translucent features, which cannot be represented effectively by 

sharp surfaces, were handled well by the voxel-based rendering. The soft blending of regions 

in the volume rendering indicated a mixture or slow change in the underlying materials. For 

example, Figure 38 has a comparison of the voxel and surface-based rendering of a LACT 

and SACT data. 

Finding a suitable transfer function for LACT /SACT data is difficult. The automatic 

and semi-automatic techniques, discussed in Chapter 2, are not well suited to handle the 

reconstruction artifacts. After testing and considering the options a traditional, manual 

specification was selected. 

Having chosen voxel-based visualisation as the most suitable for the data, several ren

derings techniques were evaluated. Initially splatting, ray casting and shear warp imple

mentations were tested in terms of their run time on the target platform. (Real time rates 

are essential for the support of motion cues.) The test machine wa.'-l a 900 MHz AMD 

Duron, with 512MB of memory and an Nvidia graphics card. The VTK (Visualisation 

Toolkit[57]) implementations of splatting and ray casting were used, while the shear-warp 

implementation was taken from VolPack [74]. It was apparent from the evaluation that these 

software-based techniques were too slow for the required needs when viewing moderately 

sized volumes (2563 and 5123). 

After examining the available hardware accelerated techniques, it was decided that gen

eral purpose graphics accelerators in combination with 2D texture based techniques would 

be used. At the time, 3D texturing was not supported by the graphics cards made available. 

The choice wa.'-l additionally constrained by the high cost and unavailability of the dedicated 

hardware. Although, the availability of graphics cards with 3D texture mapping hardware 

has grown since then, the 2D texture mapping hardware is still prevalent. 

5.1.2 X-ray visualisation 

The initial X-ray visualisation prototype used a WAP volume rendering to generate model 

X-ray images. An animation was built from a sequence of these simulated X-rays. Although 

the animation sequence provided a strong sense of depth and the underlying structure, there 
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was a noticeable ambiguity. The ambiguity manifested itself in terms of the orientation 

of the object, which would toggle randomly between front facing and back facing. The 

ambiguity was removed by adding stereoscopic cues. OpenGL's stereo capabilities were 

used to extend the system (a 3rd generation framework). 

The next phase was the development of the final prototype system which dealt with 

real X-rays. The final prototype has been described in Section 5.3. Interestingly, the real 

X-rays did not exhibit the ambiguity to the same extent as the \NAP images. The ambiguity 

was only noticeable when focusing on specific small regions. This indicated that an X-ray 

contains more depth information than the VVAP images. This agrees with the analysis given 

in Chapter 3. 

5.1.3 Stereoscopic tools 

To investigate stereoscopic techniques a small 3rd generation stereoscopic application was 

developed. It was written in Open-GL using the quad buffer stereo support. A pair of 

Crystal Eyes shutter glasses and a pair of anaglyph glasses were used. The anaglyphs offer 

a poor alternative to the shutter glasses. This test system supported the selection of several 

stereo camera models and 3D cursors. Many of the concepts presented in Chapter 4 were 

tested with this stereoscopic prototype. Several informal user tests were done to verify the 

system parameters and software choices. 

Additionally, the use of chromostcrcopsis in volume rendering was explored. This appli

cation of chromostereopsis is relatively unique as it has only ever been applied to polygonal 

models in the past. Chromostereoscopic volume rendering is discussed in detail in Sec

tion 5.2.5. Unfortunately, chromostereopsis cannot be applied to X-ray visualisation as the 

depth of the image is unknown. 

The final prototypes were written as a 2nd and a 4th generation stereoscopic applications. 

The alternate software solutions were adopted due to changes in the hardware available at 

the time (specifically the lack of native Open-GL stereo support in the replacement hard

ware). The X-ray visualisation system uses the 2nd generation approach, which offers the 

flexibility needed for a completely custom stereoscopic application. The volume visualisa

tion application uses the 4th generation approach. This allowed the volume rcndcrcr to be 

developed quickly and relatively independently of stereoscopic system. 

The display techniques which were used arc all relatively intrusive. During the ex

ploratory phase a HMD was tested, but it was found that it was ill suited due to its 

immersive and exocentric nature. The lowest cost, least intrusive approach would be to 

use projectors in combination with low profile, passively polarised glasses. This approach 
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would have the additional benefits of a larger display surface and support for multi-viewer 

collaboration. 

5.2 Volume visualisation 

The final volume visualisation system consists of two components. The first component is 

a library with the necessary application support structures. The second component is the 

actual experimental application. 

The volume rendering library is based on the Open-GL APl. While the core of Open

CL is platform independent, the extensions are vendor (manufacturer) specific. This poses 

hardware compatibility issues if the extensions are used. The volume renderer presented 

here works on any Open-GL implementation supporting version 1.3 and later. 

5.2.1 Library structure 

The library structure is given in Figure 39. The library can be divided logically into 3 main 

sections. The sections deal with the manipulation, storage and display of the volumetric 

data. 

5.2.2 Volumetric data storage 

The data storage classes take care of loading and saving the volumetric data stored in various 

formats. Access and control of the data is done through a common interface ( VolumeData). 

In this way the format specific details are hidden. The M emoryData class was designed to 

hold run time generated data, and it serves to unify the memory allocation process with 

that of the data storage. 

5.2.3 Volumetric data processing 

Before volumetric data can be rendered it must be prepared. This need anses from the 

constraints Open-GL places on texture dimensions and formats. Open-GL restricts texture 

dimensions to powers of two. (This is due to efficiency concerns.) ln other words, a 2D 

texture must have dimensions 2n x 2m where n, m E N. There are several options for 

adapting non-compliant data: cropping, padding, resampling and bricking. 

Cropping and resampling potentially result in data loss, while padding and bricking 

do not. However, padding the data results in larger memory requirements. Consider, for 

example, a volume with dimensions 100 x 100 x 130. The padded dimensions would be 

128 x 128 x 255, which uses 3.2 times the memory. Bricking can be used to alleviates this 
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problem by dividing the volume into smaller volumes (bricks). The dimensions of the bricks 

may be selected as a power of two. The "remainder" regions may be dealt with by further 

processing. Once the volume is divided, the bricks are rendered separately and the results 

composited in the final stage. See Figure 40. 

Render ~~00~ &merge ~ 

Figure 40: Bricking volumetric data. The volumetric data is divided into sub regions. 
The subregions are selected so that the bricks have power-of-two dimensions and are small 
enough to fit into the available texture memory. The bricks are overlapped to avoid artifacts 
appearing at the seams in the final image. 

The bricks are overlapped to prevent seams appearing in the final image. The seams are 

the result of sampling artifacts occurring at the edges of the bricks during texture mapping. 

·when the intermediate images are blended and joined, their opacities need to be correctly 

weighted and scaled according to the blending equations and the number of slices in the 

brick. The bricking approach may be used to render volumes larger than the available 

texture memory and offers an avenue for distributed rendering [70]. 

The cost of reading the intermediate images back from video memory, stitching and 

compositing them together is tangible. In distributed rendering the brick rendering is 

done remotely. Data transfer becomes the bottleneck in such systems. Fortunately, new 

technologies, such as AGP 3.0, which increase bus transfer rates and 1 Gbit network devices, 

are reducing the cost. 

LODOX generated data is usually a power of two in the xy plane, while the z dimension 

is arbitrary. Padding in the z dimension is sufficient in most situations. The machine 

is capable of producing volumes with dimensions exceeding 512:3, which requires far more 

texture memory than is available on current video cards. Bricking resolves this issue. The 

LODOX reconstruction algorithms generate volumes of floating point values, which may be 

quantised to 16 bits without significant information loss. The 16-bit voxel representation 

has obvious memory saving results (two bytes per voxel as apposed to four). Neither of these 

two formats can be used directly to produce a classified renderings on current consumer 

graphics card's Open-CL implementations. 
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Figure 41: Classified volume rendering options. Opcn-GL only supports a limited set of 
texture formats. If the data is to be classified and rendered the data may be a) Quantised, 
b) pre-classified, or c) split into multiple textures and recombined on the video carcl. 

There are three possibilities to work around these limitations and produce coloured 

(classified) renderings sec Figure 41. They arc: 

1. Quantise, or down sample, the repre:->entation to 8 bits per voxel and use the colour 

look up tables supported by the graphics hardware to perform real time classificat ion. 

2. Cla::;sify the data prior to loading into texture memory (prP-r:la88 f:ficat?:on ) and load 

the texture with the colour information (RGBo:) directly. 

3. Split the volume into two 8-bit texture volumes and use the features available on the 

latest hardware, which allows the two eight bit textures to be combined. The two 

values are then used to index a texture representing the classification table. This 

method is called multi-dPpPndwnt tPxturing. 

Down :->ampling to 8 bit:-; result:-; in a large loss of information and detail. It iH difficult 

to select a down :->ampling scheme which :-;till produce:-> a rea .. <>onable visualisation. The pre

cla.'3sification method uses 32 bits per texture clement (8 bits for each channel- RGBa). The 

increase in flexibility comes at a heavy memory penalty (four versus one or two byte per 

voxel) . This amount of data cannot be transferred between the CPC, where classificat ion is 

done, and the video memory rapidly enough to support real time classification. The multi

dependent texturing method has the advantages of both techniques - the lea:->t possible 

memory use for a full representation with real time classification. However, it requires 

Open-GL extensions and may not be directly portable (competing vendors do offer similar 

extensions). Table 2 provides a brief comparison. 
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Method Quantised Pre-classified Multi-dependent 
Memory requirements Least Most Exact 
Classification Post Pre Post 
Data precision 8 bit N bit N bit 
Open-CL extensions No No Yes 

Table 2: A comparison of three work arounds for Open-CL texture format limitations 
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Figure 42: The differences between pre- and post- classification. During texture mapping 
the textures arc interpolated. In prc-classification the texture contains the voxcls' colour 
and opacity values, while in post-classification it contains the voxels' densities. The graph 
shows the blue channel of a transfer function (.! = T(x)). Two voxels (v1 and v2) with 
different densities are shown along with their corresponding classified blue intensity values 
(T( vl) and T( v2)). Post-classification uses the interpolated density value ( v.i) to determine 
the final intensity (T( vi)), where as pre-classification interpolates the classified intensities 
to get the intensity (Tvi)· 

The real-time classification techniques support what is known as post-classification. The 

difference is subtle, but can be seen when comparing the rendered images. vVhcn prc

classification is used, the classified voxcl data (colour and opacity data) arc interpolated 

during texture mapping. In post-classification, the voxel values (densities) are interpolated 

and the resulting value is classified. The difference is represented in Figure 42 and by the 

equations: 
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Post classification: I = classify(intcrp( v1, v2, h)) 

Prc classification: I = intcrp (classify( vl), classify( v2), h) 

I is the resulting intensity, which is determined for each colour channel (RGBa). v1 and 

v2 arc two voxcl values (densities). h is the interpolation factor in the range [0, 1] E R 

Post-classification generally produces higher quality renderings and is the "correct" m

terpolation scheme if Equation 1 is considered. Additionally, the separate interpolations of 

the opacity and colour channels, in pre-classification, result in sampling artifacts[139]. Re

cently Engel, et al. [29] developed a technique to produce corrected, high quality renderings 

using pre-classification. 

Variations of multi-dependent texturing are used to implement many of the PDC vol

ume rendering extensions discussed in Chapter 3. For example, the volume gradients used 

in the shading calculations may be stored as a separate texture or part of a texture. A re

cent Open-GL extension includes quantised normal representation into the list of available 

textures formats. This extension simplifies the implementation and reduces the memory 

requirements for shading enhancements. Many new volume rendering techniques have re

sulted from the increased programmability of the combination stage. Draft versions of the 

new Open-GL specification include this functionality via fragment progmms. Fragment pro

grams are small segments of code which tell the graphics card how to combine texture and 

other environment variables. At the time that this system was developed, these techniques 

were only available through Open-GL extensions. For more reading on this topic refer to 

[107] 
The data processing classes in the library reflect the needs of the rcndcrcr. VolumeDat

aProcessor is the base class for the other processing classes. It provides a common interface 

and reporting mechanism through which sub-classes may report the progress of their pro

cessing. The VolumeData WindowMapper class supports quantisation of the volume data 

down to 8 bits. The conversion interpolates the data between the specified maximum and 

minimurn cut off values. The Vol'UTneDataHistogmm class calculates the histogram for a 

given volume. The histogram can provide some insight for the selection of the cut-offs for 

the VolumeData WindowMapper and identification of regions of interest. The VolumeNor

mals class approximates volume normals using central difference gradient calculations and 

quantiscs the results accurately using 16 bits. The VolumeDataStackBuilder and Volume

DataNormalStackBuilder classes convert the volume and gradient data into formats suitable 

for use as textures, including reordering the data according to each of the axes and adding 

padding. 
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1 I* Select the primary ux·is (largest value) *I 
2 Vcctor3 v = abs(vicwVcc); 
3 i = (v[O]>v[1] && v[O]>v[2])? 2:((v[1]>v[O] && v[1]>v[2])? 1: 0); 
4 curTexStack=&textureStack[i]; 11 select the texture stack 
5 
G 11 Determine the stack traversul direction (back to front rendering) 
7 direction= (vicwVcc[cnrTcxStack->gctPrimaryAxis()] < 0)? 1: -1: 

Listing 1: Code for choosing which stack should render 

5.2.4 Volume renderer 

The volume rendering classes are constructed from a base class (Renderer). This class 

establishes and maintains the Open-G L state (settings) required for rendering. It includes 

three texture stacks, one for each volume axis. For a given view position and direction, a 

single stack is used. The stack used for rendering is chosen according to which of the three 

contains slices that are at the greatest angle relative to view direction. Listing 1 gives the 

code to do this. 

The TextureStack class contains the details necessary to build the slices, upload the 

textures to the graphics card and render the textured slices. Open-GL uses an integer to 

identify a texture which has been uploaded to the video memory. The command glGenTex

tures fills in a list of integer names which may be used as identifiers. Named textures may 

then be loaded and their environments set by binding their name to the current texture 

environment. The data transfer is done through a call to glTeximage2D. The format and 

internal parameters are used to specify whether the data is 8 bit indexed (look up table 

based) or 32 bit RGBa. Other than this, both the pre- and post-classified data is handled 

the same way - see Listing 2. If post-classification is used, the colour look up table is 

loaded using the glColourTable command. 

The TextureStack uses an array to represent the actual textured slices (quadrilaterals). 

The array consist of interleaved vertex and texture coordinates, in other words: 

[Vo,x Vo,y Vo,z To,s To,t ... Vi,x Vi,y Vi,z Ti,s Ti.,t ... ] 

where Vi is the ith vertex and Ti is the associated texture coordinate. The array is filled 

by constructing a template slice and copying the result after shifting its position for each 

slice. This is possible, as only one of the components of each vertex changes between slices. 

The texture coordinates and the vertex positions arc specified to skip any padded data. 

As a result of this construct, drawing the textured quadrilaterals is relatively simple 

- see Listing 3. The array traversal direction is chosen to ensure the textures are drawn 

back-to-front. 
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1 g!GenTextures(nSlices ,texNames); 11 CTeate a list of textuTe names 
2 
3 for ( i =0; i<nSlices; i++) { 
4 11 Upload the textuTe and associa,ting it with the specified name 
5 g!Bind Texture (GL_TEXTURE..2D, texNames [ i]); 
G g!Texlmage2D (GL_TEXTURE..2D,O, internal, 
7 width, height , I I textuTe dimensions 
8 0, format, I I data descTiption 
9 GL_UNSIGNED..BYTE, I I input data type 

10 (void*)volume); 11 pointeT to the stad of the slice 
11 
12 I I Apply to each named textuTe enviTonment 
1:l g I Te x Par am et er i ( GL_TEXTURE..2D , GL . .TEXTURKWRAP ..8, GL_CL.MIP) ; 
14 g!TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE..2D, GL_TEXTURE_WMP_T, GL_CLAMP); 
15 g!TexParameteri (GL .. .TEXTURE..2D, GL_TEXTUREJ'viiN...FILTER, FILTER...TYPE); 
16 g!TcxParamcteri (GL_TEXTURE..2D, GL_TEXTUREJ'viAG...FILTER. FILTER_TYPE): 
17 volume+= step; 11 Next slice 
18 } 

Listing 2: Open-GL for binding, loading and setting the environment for a texture. 

1 I* point to the aTTay of slices *I 
2 g!VertexPointer (3 ,GL...FLOAT, step Size, sra); 
3 g!TexCoordPointer (2 ,GL...FLOAT, stepSize, sra+3); 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

int slice 
int inc4 
int arrayStart 

(direction >0)7 0: nSlices -1; 
direction *4; 
slice *4; 

9 for ( i =0; i<nSlices; i++, arrayStart+=inc4, slice+=direction) 
10 I* Bind the textuTc cnviTonmcnt joT the slice *I 
11 g!BindTexture (GL_TEXTURE..2D, texNames [slice]); 
12 g!DrawArrays (GL_QUADS, array Start , 4); 
13 

Listing 3: Open-GL code to render the textured slices in a stack 

During rendering, the actual composite operation depends on the GL rendering engine's 

state. MlP, WAP and the standard volume composit are implemented simply by changing 

the blending settings, as shown in Listing 4. 

1 glEn able (GL..l3LEND); 
2 switch (method) { 
3 anWAP: g!BlendFunc (GL_CONSTANT_ALPHA,GL_0NE); 
4 g!BlendColor(1 ,1 ,1 ,l.Of/nSlices ); 
5 break; 
6 cmMIP: g!DlendingEquation (GLJVIAX); I I alt e nw tiv e ly GL_MIN 
7 break; 
8 default: g!BlendFunc (GL..SRC_ALPHA, GL_0NEJ\!IINUS..SRC_ALPHA) 
9 } 

Listing 4: Open-GL code for setting the compositing method 
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Texture-based volume rendering is fill limited. This means that the speed of a rendering 

is limited by the dimensions of the final image. Ideally, the volume should be rendered to 

the display with the pixels roughly the same si:.--;e as the projected voxels. If the volume is 

to far away (the pixels are much larger than the projected voxels), undersampling is likely 

to occur. If the volume is too close, the slices become apparent and aggravate the aliasing 

artifacts associated with the use of bilinear interpolation. 

The geometry of close viewing emphasises the difference between the sampling rates 

along the rays - sec Figure 43a. Three dimensional texture methods suffer from an equiva

lent problem (Figure 43b). However, an efficient solution exists which is known as spherical 

shells [131]. Rather than representing the data using slices, the spherical shells method uses 

a set of tesselated concentric spherical shells - Figure 43c. 

During interactive rendering the texture stacks are switched depending on the v1ew 

direction. This action is noticeable and is a result of the differences in sampling of the two 

texture stacks. Figure 44 illustrates the differences. 

This switching artifact is considerably worsened if the number of slices (sampling rate) 

between the stacks differ. This is attributed to the non-linear nature of the blending oper

ations. Either the volume should be resampled, to have the same sampling rate along each 

axis, or the opacity values used in the classification should be adjusted. The adjustment 

required for the opacity is approximated by [70]: 

where a 77 and a 0 are the new and old alpha value respectively. r 77 and r 0 are the old 

and new sampling rates respectively. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 43: Sampling artifacts visible in close viewing. a) The close viewing geometry 
emphasises the different sampling rates along the rays, indicated by distances d1 and d2. 
b) This problem also occurs in 3D texture methods. c) A solution is to use a 3D texture 
method with concentric spherical shells rather than slices. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 44: Sampling differences between texture stacks. a) and b) show sampling for two 
texture stacks. c) Shows the sample points overlayed. The sampling differences result in a 
noticeable switching artifact during interactive rendering. 

Even in a perfectly sampled volume, aliasing artifacts may still occur as a result of 

t he t ransfer function. All volume rendering techniques suffer from t his problem. The final 

image is the result of both the cla.<-;sification and the volumetric data. Consequently, the 

highest spatial frequency is a function of both the transfer function and the data. Using 

the notation introduced in Chapter 2, we have 

Fmax = max(freq(rt;(p) · E(p))), Vp in the volume 

where freq(x) is a funct ion returning the frequency of signal at x . freq(rt;(p) · E(p)) is 

returning the frequency of a classified volume for the given point p. rt; and E are the colour 

and extinction coefficients. Figure 45 illustrates this problem. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 45: Sampling artifacts in a well sampled volume. The sampling rate depends on 
both the data and transfer function. lf the transfer function contains high frequencies t hen 
blocky sampling artifacts will appear. The foot data set is shown with a) low frequency 
transfer function, and b) the same transfer function containing a localised sharp change, 
which results in high frequencies . 
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The 2D texture-based, trilinear interpolation and acceleration techniques based on the 

work reported in [28] vvere implemented. Hmvcver, it was not necessary to use these ex

tension:::; in the experimental application. Thus, they arc not covered here. The intcre:::;ted 

reader should refer to the original work [28, 29]. 

5.2.5 Chromostereoscopic rendering 

Here a volume reudering extension is pre:::;euted, whieh implement:::; ehrornostereop:::;is in vol

nrnc rendering. This technique is novd in that chrornostcreopsis ha.s never been applied to 

volurrw rendering. Chrornostcwopsis relics on the pseudo colouring of a.n image to generate 

the stereoscopic effect. The perceived depth is dependant on the wavelength of the colour. 

The image must be coloured according to the visible spectrum, ranging from "red", the 

closest, to "violet", the furthest. A one-dimensional texture map representing the spec

trum iR generated u:::;ing the wavelength to RGD model pre:::;cntcd in [:37, 111] . The model 

approximateR the Rpectrmn more cffeet.ivdy than using the HSV colour model, as v.ra.s pre

viously used in polygonal mesh chromostercoscopic r:;ystcms[5]. There is no unique mapping 

bct1veen 1va.vclenp;th and RGB, a.s it varies according to viewer perception and display cha.r

acLerisLics. Figure 46a. illustrates how the RGD values vary with respect to Lhe wavelengLh 

for the chosen colour model. 

HSV~~~~ Result 

ft:\UZS. 2 
~ - - = - - ~ ~ Wavelength (nm) 

(a) 

Near 

Object Distance 

(b) 

Figure 46: a.) The ~pec:trum texture needed for d1romo~tereopsi~ is generated u:::;ing a. :::;pee
tra.l model. The model maps 'vavelength (nm) of visible light to RGD values. The resulting 
colour r:;pectrum is shov-rn above. Compare this to HSV based spectrum ~hown. b) The 
texture is nw.ppnd into the scene according to tlw viewing di~ta.nce. The para.nwters, nnar 
and far, are used Lo calculate the texture coordinaLes. 

Once the spndrurn texture iR generated, nmlti-textnring is nRed to combine the volume 

textureR with the spectrum t.nxturn. Tlw 2D tnxturn volnnw rendering algorithm rmnains 

unchanged. The volume must, of course, be classified using a gray-scale transfer function. 

Using colour destroys the depth effect completely. The texture coordinates for the spectrum 
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1 static float white [4] = {l.Of ,l.Of ,l.Of ,1.0 f}: 
2 float tcxGcnParams[3]; 
3 
4 I I Setup the second texture environment 
5 g!ActiveTextureAilB (GL_TEXTURELAilB); 
G !!;ID is ab I e ( GL_TEXTURE...2D) ; 
7 g!TcxParamctcri (GL_TEXTURKlD, GL_TEXTUREJVIAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
8 g!TexParameteri (GL_TEXTURKlD, GL_TEXTUREJVIIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
9 g!TexParameteri (GL_TEXTURE_1D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP..S, GL_CLAMP); 

10 g!TexEnvfv (GL_TEXTURE..ENV, GL_TEXTURE..ENV_COLOR, white); 
11 g!TcxEnvi (GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE..ENVJVIODE, GLJVIODULATE); 
12 
1:l I I load the texture 
14 g!Teximage1D (GL_TEXTUilE_1D,O ,4, spectTexvViclth ,0, 
15 GL_RGDA, GL_UNSIGNED..DYl'E, s pect Tex): 
16 
17 g!Enable (GL_TEXTURE_lD); 
18 
19 I I setup texgen params 
20 texGenParams[O] = texGenParams[1] O.Of; 
21 texGenParams [2] = -1. I (far -near); 
22 texGenParams [3] = -near I (far -near); 
23 g!PushMatrix (); 
24 g!Loadidentity (); 
25 g!TcxGcni (GL_S ,GL_TEXTURE_GENJVIODE, GL_EYE_LINEAR); 
26 g!TexGenfv ( GL_S, GL_EYE_FLANE, texGenParams); 
27 g!Enable (GL:l'EXTURKGEN..S); 
28 g!PopMatrix (); 
29 
30 11 switch to first texture environment (volume rendering as normal) 
31 g!Acti veTextureARB ( GL_TEXTUREO_ARB); 
32 g!TexEnvfv (GL_TEXTURE..ENV, GL_TEXTURE..ENV_COLOR, white); 
33 g!TexEnvi (GL_TEXTURE..ENV, GL_TEXTURE..ENVJVIODE, GLJillPLACE); 

Listing 5: Open-GL setup for chromostereoscopic volume rendering 

texture are generated automatically using the glTexGen command. 

glTexGen is setup so that objects between the near and far parameters are textured 

with the appropriate colour, while outside of this range the colours are clamped to "red" 

and "violet'' respectively - refer to Figure 46b. In an ideal situation, near and far bound 

the visible objects tightly to achieve the best depth effect. The bounding box is used as an 

indication of the range. Depending on the transfer function, this may not be very effective, 

in which case the user must adjust the settings. 

Listing 5 gives the Open-GL commands needed to setup the volume renderer for chro

mostcrcopsis. The results arc shown in Figure 47. It is interesting to note that this technique 

can provide additional depth information for MIP and vVAP composites. These composites 

are usually considered "flat" [44]. Additionally, this technique can be used to create the 

atmospheric depth effect by using a texture which darkens (lowers the attenuation) regions 

of the volume further from the viewer. This cue has not been applied using this approach 
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in prior texture-based volume rendering systems. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 47: Chromostereopsis results shown for the foot data set using different volume 
rendering compositing strategies. a) Volume composite, b) MIP, c) WAP. 

5.2.6 Volume rendering application 

The experiment application provides a user interface to the volume rendering library, along 

with some additional functionality, for example a 3D cursor. 

Stereo support 

The application supports stereoscopic volume rendering. Stereoscopic rendering is achieved 

via the Nvidia stereo driver, using "OverDrive" . The user controlled stereo parameters 

(stereo enable, eye separation, depth extent, et cetera) arc specified via the display prop

erties and arc stored in the \iVindows' registry. Although Nvidia claim to have an API 

available to manipulate these parameters, it has not been released. The currently available 

driver1 , which provides stereoscopic support, is somewhat dated and is only available for 

Windows. The drivers arc not stable, occasionally failing completely or producing incorrect 

stereo images. 

The application enables and disables stereo viewing by switching between full screen 

and windowed modes. ln the windowed mode, the display manager deeorations (title bar, 

task bar, etc) are removed or minimised to reduce the difference in appearance between the 

two states. 

User interface 

The user interface is as simple a.c; possible. There is no facility to modify the transfer funetion 

a.c; this proeess is too time consuming and not relevant to the experiments. Another tool 

was used to prepare and classify the data for the experiments. The interface is modal. The 

1 Stereo driver version 30.87 
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rmmse is used Lo change staLes and inLerael. with the applical.iou. The sl.aLe i:::; iiHlicaJed b.v 

icons and the cursor shape. The modes are "vlevv polnt selec:Llon" and ":3D cursor" see 

Figure 48. 

In the~ "viewpoint point sdc~ction'' nHHle, a trackball ma11ipula.tio11 widget[:3:31 is uS<:d 

to change the view position and direction. ln ":30 cursor" mode a 30 cursor appears. lts 

position OTI the :-oercen is specified by the mouse position. Tl1c dept h in the 31) :-occnc is 

specified nsini', the mouse scroll ·wheel. The :3D cursor is used t.o measure awl nwJ·k t.hc 

position of feal.ure:::;. \Vhen !.he Lrackball is combined with Lhe :~D cur:::;or it is easy Lo loose 

track of the cursor position. A function for resetting the cursor position is provided. Refer 

to Appewlix D for a. dc~tail<:d description of tlw intcrfac:e. 

3D-cursor and point markers 

The flat (2D) 3D-cursor and markers are shmvn in Figure '19. They are always oriented to

ward:-.; the viewer. The flat shape::> vvere selected to ensure that tl1e volume and X-ray feature 

selection mechanism would appear similar. l'viou:::;e movements change !.he cursor position 

with the motion relative to the view direction, providing natural direet manipulation. 

The cursor and markers are c1pa.que. They arc incorporated into the volume rendering 

by enabling the depth buffer and depth tc~sting in Open-GL. Tlw objects a.rc rcndc~n:d before 

Lhe volume. \Vhen the volume is rendered, the parts of Lhe slice falling behind the object, are 

110t blended. ·while those that arc in front arc blended. This effectively embeds the objects 

~ 
I -.-

Figure 118: A screen shot of the volume rendering application. Several feature points have 
been marked 
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Figure 49: The 3D cursor and point markers used in the test applications . The left image 
illustrates how these objects look when they are embedded in the volume. 

in the volume. Partially transparent objects require special attention. These objects have 

to be split between the slices and then rendered interleaved with the volume - see [73] for 

more details. 

5.3 X-ray visualisation 

The stereo enabled digital X-ray viewer software relies on the capture of valid stereo pairs 

for its effectiveness. The visualisation algorithms are simpler than those used in volume 

rendering. However, the presentation system is complicated by several issues. For example, 

X-rays generally have 2 bytes per pixel (12- 14 bits) and have high resolutions. 

Several CT /X-ray scanner geometries exist, for example spiral , fan beam and parallel 

beam. The LODOX machine has a fan beam geometry, and the discussion is limited to this 

form. 

5.3.1 Fan beam stereo pairs 

Fan beam scanners have a triangular cross-section and sweep out a prism volume as il

lustrated in Figure 50. The scanning volume effects the resulting images such that they 

represent an orthogonal projection in one dimension, while perspective in the ot her. 

The perspective projection produces images which are consistent with natural viewing, 

containing size and linear perspective PDCs, which are reliable sources of depth informa

tion. The perspective depth cue and stereopsis have a strong relationship, in that the 

stereoscopic effect is scaled by the perspective PDC (refer to Sections 3.2 and 4.2.3) . The 

same stereoscopic effect can be achieved with a lower parallax if a wider field of view / fan 

b eam is used. For the same deteetor width, a wider field of view ean be achieved by moving 

the souree and detector closer together. 

The orthogonal projection is unnatural to the HVS. Fortunately, X-rays are not "familiar 

scenes" , so a fair amount of leniency exist s. lVIixing perspective and orthogonal projections 
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results in an image with mixed properties. The effect of the perspective PDC is considerably 

reduced. In addition, this atypical projection distorts the image of scanned objects. For 

example: a sphere is projected as an elongated ellipse. 

Detector 
Strip 

Scanning/ 
Volume 

Projected 
Sphere 

Figure 50: The fan beam X-ray scanning volume. Fan beam scanners have a triangular 
cross section which sweeps out a prism. This geometry produces a projection operation 
which distorts the shape of imaged objects. 

Capturing a stereo pair involves scanning the subjects from two different viewpoints. 

Several options exist for capturing stereo pairs, depending on how the detector-source gantry 

is able to move. Fan beam scanners have either a moving gantry or moving table. 

lf a small horiwntal motion is built into either the gantry or table's movement mech

anism, an off-axis like geometry can be used to capture the stereo pair. A similar motion 

can be achieved by shifting the subject. It is difficult to achieve a uniform movement along 

t he length of the subject . Beyond t his, in a medical setting, patient movement is frequently 

undesirable. Another capture approach involves rotating the gantry around the subject. 

Such an arrangement produces a toe-in like stereo geometry with one important difference. 

There is no vertical disparity, due to the semi-orthogonal projection. For the same reason, 

the distort ion introduced by the rotation is less noticeable than that found in standard 

toe-in geometry. The distortion remains in the horiwntal parallax and t he shape of planes 

of equal parallax. In other words, Equation 11 still holds true. 

The separation between the viewpoints should be chosen according to the recommen

dations discussed in Section 4.2.3. The largest possible separation constrained by the max

imum acceptable parallax should be selected to maximise the depth effect and minimise 

the error in depth discrimination [16]. The rnaximmn acceptable parallax between two 

images is a function of the si11e of t he scanned object and t he physical geometry of the ma

chine. For off-axis like configurations, the desirable translation distances can be determined 
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from Equation 21 in Section 4.2.3 with relevant variable substitution. For the toe-in like 

configuration, Equation 11 can be used to determine the separation angle, c/J, numerically. 

Construction of the stereogram from the captured stereo pair includes similar calcu

lations to ensure optimal viewing for the display properties and for the viewer to display 

distance. Allowing the viewer to control the horizontal separation between the images in 

the stereo pair caters for the individuals preference and has the added advantage of allowing 

horopter movement. As an object moves further away from the horopter the accuracy of the 

depth perception decreases (see Section 4.4.2). Allowing the viewer to adjust the horopter 

position localises the depth perception to the region of interest. The horizontal separation 

must not be excessive, otherwise diplopia occurs. 

For the prototype system only phantom subjects where used. Live subjects will introduce 

additional complexities, for example, subject movement. Subject movement is undesirable 

as it introduces false disparities which may destroy or warp the depth information. Faster 

time multiplex scanning (left and right scan lines alternately) using a stereo gantry would 

be a possible solution. Design techniques and technologies suitable for building low cost 

stereo gantries arc covered in [126, 121, 143] 

5.3.2 LODOX machine stereo pairs 

In order to construct optimal stereograms and to allow the X-rays to be augmented with 

computer graphics, the visualisation system must be calibrated to the X-ray machine's ge

ometry. Computer graphics is used for the 3D-cursor and markers. It is relevant to examine 

the specifics of the LODOX machine for this purpose. Fortunately, the measurements re

quired for the viewing system are also required for CT reconstruction. The measurements 

shown here were taken from earlier LODOX-CT work [23]. 

LODOX geometry 

The LODOX machine's overall configuration is illustrated in Figure 51a. The machine 

consists of a C-arm and wall mounted support structure. The X-ray source and detector 

arc attached to the ends of the C-arm. The C-arm moves laterally along the scanning bed, 

via stepper motors. It may be rotated through an angular range of 90°. The centre of 

rotation is off centred from the central X-ray beam. A close up of the C-arm configuration 

is illustrated in Figure 51b with an overlayed schematic representation. 

The schematic diagram illustrates some of the basic measurements required to model 

the scanners projection. The axes were chosen to ensure that x and y correspond to the 

horizontal and vertical components of the generated scan image. The y axis protrudes out of 
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Figure 51: The LODOX geometry a) The LODOX machine consist of a C-arm gantry and 
wall mounted support structure. b) Schematic representation overlaying an image of the 
C-arm 

the page. C represents the central ray, which is perpendicular to the detector. R represents 

the centre of rotation of the gantry. The parameters are described in Table 3. 

Parameter Description Length 

Ls The distance between the X-ray source 1304.5mm 
and detector. 

Ld The width of the active detector strip. 665.3mm 

Le The distance along the detector from the 333.1mm 
first pixel to the central ray, C. 

X offset The perpendicular distance between cen- 60.0mm 
tral ray, C, and the centre of rotation, R. 

2 offset The distance, along the central ray, C, be- 956.5mm 
tween the source and the centre of rotation 

Table 3: LODOX parameters. A description of the parameters and their measured values 
used in the schematic diagrams of the LODOX machine. 

In addition to the machine parameters, parameters describing how the X-rays images 

were captured are needed. The image specific parameters are the angle at which the image 
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was captured, e, and the image resolution. e is measured around the centre of rotation, R, 

relative to the axis AR. AR is the vector representing the zero angle- in Figure 51b e = 0. 

The resolution is stored along with the image data. These parameters may vary for each 

scan. The detector width, Ld, and scan length, in combination with the image resolution, 

can be used to determine the pixel size. The X-ray image's pixels are generally square. 

The projection model 

A projection model is required to support the use of 3D computer graphics with the X-ray 

images. The adopted model assumes the projection to be ideal, ignoring errors which result 

from imperfections in the detector and source. The model assumes that the source can be 

represented as point source and the detector is perfectly linear. For a detailed discussion 

and modeling of detector and source errors see [24]. The projection is modeled using a 

combination of the traditional perspective pin hole and parallel camera models [33]. The 

model places the origin at the point representing the X-ray source, positioned at the centre 

of the scan. lf the gantry is rotated by the angle e, the 3D coordinates are rotated by -e 
with respect to the centre of rotation, before projecting the points. The relative motion is 

the same and keeps the projection model simple. Thus, for a 3D point, P = (x, y, z), the 

projected point, r = (x, y), is given by: 

P' T(xoffset' 0, Zoffset)Ry( -e)T( -xoffset' 0, -Zoffset)P 

L8 P~, 
P'' z 

P' y 

(24) 

(25) 

T(x, y, z) represent the standard translation matrix and Ry(e) represents the rotation 

matrix, rotating by e around the y axis. Unfortunately, the projection equations cannot 

be combined into a single 4 x 4 matrix operation due to the perspective division occurring 

in only one component. Consequently, standard 3D graphics libraries cannot be used for 

rendering the graphics. It is convenient to represent the measurements of the LODOX 

parameters in terms of the image pixels. Doing so implies that Equations 24 and 25 produce 

the projected points in the image coordinate space, requiring no additional transformations. 

Capturing stereo pairs 

Capturing a stereo pair is a fairly straight forward procedure. The subject is place on the 

scanning table. The table is lifted to ensure the C-arm will not collide with the table when it 
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is rotated. The first scan is made. The gantry is rotated to the second position and another 

scan is made. The resulting images must be vertically aligned and cropped. The vertical 

alignment is necessary as the scanner is not guaranteed to return to the original position. 

(Reliable gantry positioning is required for LODOX-CT and will be incorporated in future 

hardware revisions.) Cropping removes noise, which occurs along the edges of the scan. 

The edge noise can vary significantly and may cause problems with depth perception. The 

noise contains high intensity values which invariably over-saturate the image, appearing as 

bright white regions. This reduces the viewers visual acuity when viewing the surrounding 

regions (refer to vVebber's Law, Section 4.3.1). 

The most difficult step in the procedure is deciding what angular separation to use 

between the scans. As stated earlier, the equation for horiwntal parallax (Equation 10) 

in combination with the maximum acceptable parallax (I!JI = 1.5°) should be used as a 

guideline. Equation 8, and consequently Equation 11, were derived for a geometry with 

the centre of rotation lying on the z axis (equivalent to the central ray of the fan beam). 

However, the LODOX geometry has an off-centred rotation. Consequently, the equation 

for hori~ontal parallax needs to be recalculated using the LODOX geometry and projection 

model. 

Given a 3D point, P, the two projected points T£ and TR corresponding to the left and 

right images arc determined using Equation 24. r L and r R can then be used to determine 

the hori:wntal parallax, as given by Equation 10. Notice that each projection calculation 

requires an angle, say e1 and e2. Due to the off-centred rotation, the angular separation 

cannot be used to represent both angles from some arbitrary reference position. 

Remember that the results of the equations are in terms of the detector's pixels. If 

the X-rays are displayed without any scaling in the horizontal dimension, then the visual 

angle can be determined using Equation 5 with d equal to the approximate viewer to screen 

distance. d is measured in terms of the display's pixels. lf the image is scaled, then the 

horizontal parallax must be scaled equally. The differences in the pixel aspect ratios between 

the X-ray and the display may require vertical scaling to prevent image distortion, but this 

does not affect the horiwntal parallax. The resulting visual angle is a function of several 

variables. Many of the variables are constrained by the system setup and the viewer. 

For example, the display resolution and monitor si7,e are generally fixed, fixing the dis

play's pixel size. The machine parameters arc fixed and the initial scanning angle would 

be selected by the machine operator to provide the best view of the region of interest. The 

viewers distance from the screen may be approximated using ergonomically recommended 

viewing distances, or it may be measured. Several points should be considered when deter

mining the maximum parallax for the subject. Good candidate points are the vertices of 
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Figure 52: A structural overview of the X-ray viewer. 

the bounding region. The only remaining parameter is the second scanning angle, which 

can be calculated numerically using the information which has been gathered. 

5.3.3 The X-ray viewer 

The X-ray viewer software is divided into two sub-systems. The first part deals with the 

data preparation and storage. The other is the actual stereoscopic viewing subsystem. 

Figure 52 illustrates a structural overview of the system. 

The user interface was written in QT [125], a platform independent widget library, while 

the stereo viewer uses WINx3D, a second generation stereo system library. 

Data preparation 

The preparation sub-system deals with the parameter specification, file management (load

ing and storing) and data preparation. In terms of data preparation, the X-ray images may 

be loaded as a sequence to build an animation or as a pair to build a stereo pair. A series 

of stereopairs may also be built from animation sequences. The number of frames between 

each of the images in the stereopair may be specified and in this way the angle between the 

images controlled. 

Cropping, alignment and a simple noise reduction operation have been implemented. 

The cropping and alignment markers are specified by the user interactively. In an effort to 

reduce the work required to process long image sequences, the marker position updates are 

synchronised across all the images. 

Stereoscopic display 

The stereoscopic display is based on WINx3D, which provides a uniform hardware access 

layer to the underlying stereo device. \VINx3D interacts with DirectDraw. DirectDraw is 

the 2D graphics subset of Microsoft's DirectX API. The API exposes the graphics cards 

display buffers to the application. The application can then transfer image data directly to 
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the video memory through a blitting operation. 

Depending on the underlying stereo hardware, the stereo driver acts differently. Nvidia 

graphics cards support page flipped stereo. In this method the stereo pair is loaded into the 

video memory and the hardware alternates between the left and right images (by changing 

the starting memory address of the displayed buffer). The stereo pair is built by placing 

the images side by side and overwriting the first few pixels of the resulting image with a 

signature byte sequence. ~When the image is blitted to the video memory, the driver detects 

the signature and takes the appropriate action. vV1Nx3D combines the individual images, 

writes the signature and times the update of the stereo image (to avoid any noticeable 

flicker). 

This approach has implications in terms of the maximum rendering speed attainable. 

It requires at least three screen resolution si~e blit operations per image update. The first 

two blits are required to transfer the image data to the video memory. The images are then 

augmented with additional graphics (for example, the 3D cursor and icons). The final blit 

operation combines the two intermediate images into a stereopair and prepares it for final 

display. Despite the additional blitting requirements, it was found that the images could 

be updated smoothly in real time. The size of the X-rays do not pose much of a problem 

provided there is sufficient main memory. The screen resolution determines the amount of 

data manipulated by the system and not the actual X-ray image sizes. 

User interface 

The stereoscopic display subsystem has a user interface similar to that of the volume render

ing application - see Figure 53. The interface is also modal in nature with the mouse used 

to control most of the features. The modes are "zoom", "contrast/brightness", "3D cursor" 

and "Image separation". For a detailed description of the interface refer to Appendix D. 

There is no viewpoint selection mode. The user may toggle the X-ray animation on or 

off. The animation effectively changes the viewpoint and presents the X-ray images as an 

oscillating sequence. 

Mouse movement pans the image across the display, except when the 3D cursor is being 

used. This is clone so that the viewer can place the region of interest at the centre of the 

screen easily. This strategy was encouraged as an attempt to draw the viewer's focus away 

from the edges of the screen where frame cancellation may occur. 
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Contrast and Brightness 

The X-ray data is 14 bits per pixel, but only 8 bit grayscale images can be displayed. The 14 

bit data is mapped to 8 bits by grouping the values using a linear function. This is similar to 

the technique used by the current LODOX X-ray viewer system. The "contrast/brightness" 

mode allows the viewer to adjust the mapping function by moving the end points of the 

linear function. Moving the end points up and down changes the brightness of the image. 

·while changing the distance between the end points results in contrast adjustments. 

Contrast and brightness were made user adjustable for two reasons. Firstly, the X-ray 

data uses the full 14 bits. Creating a static map results in large detail loss and reduces the 

digital X-rays to the equivalent of a standard film X-ray. Secondly, it is a relatively easy 

task that can be performed quickly by the user. The contrast and brightness settings do 

affect the stereoscopic display in terms of ghosting and visual acuity (refer to Section 4.3.1). 

The user should be made aware of these facts, so that the image can be adjusted for the 

best results. 

The X-ray images need reprocessing whenever the mapping function changes. This 

process does take a fair amount time. The exact time depends on the amount of data (which 

is related to the size of the X-ray images and the number of images). Ideally, this process 

should be threaded, allowing the viewer to continue examining the current image with as 

little delay as possible. The remaining image would then be processed in the background. If 

further adjustments are made the background processing can be restarted. The animation 

must be stopped for the duration of the updates. In the current implementation, the viewer 

must wait for the processing to complete. 

3D-cursor and markers 

The same cursor and markers are used as in the volume rendering application (refer to 

Figure 49). The partial parallel projection limits the usefulness of 3D-cursors and markers. 

For example, with a 3D cross hair, only the x components of the lines extending along the 

z dimension would change. Lines with depth appear as horiwnta.l lines. lt was found that 

such lines have a larger negative impact than the effects of removing them. 

An attempt was made to create the impression that the cursor and markers were embed

ded in the x-rayed subject by using semi-transparent lines. However, this approach failed 

to create the embedded look and made the 3D graphics difficult to see against the X-ray 

images. As a result, opaque graphics elements were used. 
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Image separation 

As suggested earlier offsetting the left and right images horizontally from each other, allows 

minor adjustments to be made to the image parallax. This caters for viewer preference 

and allow the horopter position to be changed according to region being examined. The 

viewer must be warned about the occurrence of diplopia which can result from excessive 

adjustment. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the prototypes and techniques developed to build the visualisation systems 

were examined. In the preliminary work, surface-based volume visualisation was tested 

and found less suitable for LACT and SACT data than voxel-based rendering. The failure 

lay in the representation of "uncertain" regions as crisp surfaces and the failure to handle 

"noise" in the data. From the available voxel-based rendering techniques it was found 

that a 2D texture mapping approach was the most suitable. The choice was made based 

on interactivity requirements and the cost and availability of the hardware acceleration 

solutions. 

During the stereoscopic display development phase, the use of chromostereopsis, anaglyphs, 

shutter glasses (both the crystal eyes and clones), and a HMD were explored. The final 

systems used shutter glasses. A 3rd generation stereoscopic application was developed to 

explore and test the stereoscopic system parameters and configuration. The final proto

type systems used, a 4th generation framework for the volume visualisation system and 2nd 

generation framework for the X-ray system. 

The final volume visualisation system was then described. The volume rendering appli

cation was built using the presented volume rendering library. The library was discussed, 

covering the implementation details, issues which were faced and the volume rendering im

plementation limitations. As part of the discussion, a novel volume rendering extension 

which produces chromostereoscopic images was presented. The final section on volume ren

dering covered the application developed specifically for the experiments described in the 

next chapter. The functionality of this application includes stereopsis, 3D cursor positioning 

and point marking for feature point selection and view point selection. 

In the next section, the final X-ray visualisation system was discussed. It begun by 

discussing how a stereo pair can be captured using a fan-beam X-ray scanner. The LODOX 

machine was then used as a specific example, describing a geometric model for the hardware 

and a projection model for the imaging process. The described projection model was used to 
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augment the X-ray images with 3D graphics. How the projection model was combined with 

theory presented in Chapter 4 to determine the optimal capture parameters for a known 

workstation configuration was discussed. Finally, the X-ray viewing software which is used 

to prepare the X-rays and display them was presented. The stereoscopic display subsystem, 

including a discussion on the user interface and functionality made available through this 

interface was described. The rationale behind the decision made for each feature was given. 

The display subsystem was used in the experiments described in the following chapter. 



Chapter 6 

Evaluation 

In the previous chapters the two PDC enhanced prototype systems and the theory which 

lead to their development were described. In this chapter, the effectiveness of the PDC 

enhancements for a given task is investigated. Experiments are conducted using both sys

tems. 

This chapter is begun with the aims of the experiments in Section 6.1. The evaluation 

method and the reason for its selection is discussed in Section 6.2. The participants' in

formation is described in Section 6.3. This is followed by a discussion of the experimental 

task (Section 6.4), the experimental procedure (Section 6.5), and the equipment used in the 

experiments and its configuration (Section 6.6). The results arc presented in Section 6. 7 

and Section 6.8 and discussed in Sections 6.9. 

6.1 Aims 

Two visualisation prototypes have been implemented. Both systems have been enhanced 

using PDCs, specifically stereopsis and KDE. Reproducing the PDCs incurs additional costs 

in terms of computational requirements and increases patient radiation in the case of the X

ray system. Therefore, it was decided that the PDCs, stereopsis, KDE and their combination 

should be investigated, to determine which is the most effective in each visualisation for a 

given task. The task selected was that of locating and marking feature points. The rationale 

behind this selection is that this task is frequently performed in a medical environment, 

especially in a trauma setting where it is a common task to locate and estimate the position 

of objects [35, 89, 132]. 

The experimental data will be used to rank the relative effectiveness of the PDCs. In 

addition, by completing the experiments it will be shown that the X-ray visualisation can 

97 
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be used to perform a diagnostic task which is three dimensional in nature. Further, it will 

be proven that the X-ray system can be used to perform tasks as quickly and as accurately 

as performed in the volume rendering system. 

6.2 Evaluation method 

There is no universally accepted approach to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of a 

visualisation. Two common approaches arc the use of questionnaires and task performance 

evaluations [60, 99]. 

Questionnaires, by their very nature, are subjective reqmrmg that the subject give 

their opinions and judgement. If not designed correctly, a questionnaire may lead a subject 

towards an answer or alternatively produce random, unrepeatable results. Several guidelines 

and statistical tests exist and can be applied to ensure correctness. The data obtained from 

questionnaires can easily be skewed by the social and educational status of the subjects. A 

wide sample of subjects is required to avoid such problems. Fortunately, questionnaires are 

administered relatively e&'lily. 

Task-based evaluation provides a group of subjects with a set of tasks to be performed 

using the system [60]. The performance of the subjects during the task is used as an 

indication of the effectiveness of the system. Task-based evaluation is not always suitable 

as questions related to the effectiveness of a visualisation may not be easily represented by 

a set of tasks. In addition, the results may be skewed by several factors including the user 

interface, personal skills and the nature of the task[113]. 

Task-based evaluation has been selected for this experiment. It is a convenient approach 

which reflects the combinational models presented in the PDC combination theory (Section 

3.3.2). The adaptive combinational model describes the construction of a perception based 

on a specific task. By using task based evaluation the cognitive model built for the task 

and the perception is effectively measured. 

Two approaches have been used to measure the effectiveness of the PDCs in each sys

tems. One is metric based, measuring accuracy and time to perform the task[20], while the 

other is an observation technique. \iVhile the metric-based measures are simple to analyse, 

they do not capture other aspects of the task such as the strategy developed to complete 

the task. Both prototype systems include the functionality needed to record and playback 

user interaction events. 

The user actions were analysed during the experiments and again after, using the 

recorded events. The subjects were monitored during the experiments and notes were 

made on their performance and on any questions and comments they had. A discussion 
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with the subject at the end of the experiment was used to confirm the notes and provided 

additional detail. 

6.3 Participants 

Twenty four participants were recruited for the experiments. The participants were unfa

miliar with the prototype systems, none had practise with stereoscopic viewing and none 

had any formal medical training. Lay-participants were chosen based on the desire to have 

a cornrnon level of expertise. In addition, this decision was supported by the fact that it 

is "commonly accepted in the field of psychology that visual perception, including stereo 

vision, is an innate ability" [134]. 

All the participants were computer literate and accustomed to using the standard input 

devices (keyboard and mouse). To avoid usability and user interface factors influencing the 

task performance, the subjects were given training for approximately ten minutes a day 

over a period of a week. They were trained in using both systems (see Appendix D for 

the training document) and in stereo viewing. The stereo viewing involved looking at a set 

of stereoscopic images for several minutes and was done to allow the subjects to become 

accustomed to the differences between the stereoscopic system and the natural viewing (see 

Section 4.1, with respect to the convergence-accommodation conflict). 

6.4 Experimental tasks 

The participants were asked to perform similar tasks for the experiments using the X-ray and 

volume visualisation prototypes. Given a set of feature points (targets), they were expected 

to mark the position of each target in the data as accurately and quickly as possible. The 

participants used a 3D-cursor to specify the position of the targets in three dimensions. 

Once they were happy with the accuracy of the position, they placed a numbered marker. 

Positioning a marker required the participant to use the available depth information to 

make relative depth judgements between the target and the cursor or marker. 

A model of a human head ( "Elliot") was chosen as the subject for the experimental 

data. A human head is an everyday familiarity to which the participants can relate their 

knowledge of size and shape to assist them in their task. In addition, the basic structures 

of the head arc part of common vocabulary which makes describing targets easier. The 

targets were described in a table and indicated on a figure by circling the regions. See 

Appendix C for the cover sheet and instructions sheets given out at the beginning of each 

of the experiments. 
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Simple targets, appropriate for the non medically specialised participants, were selected 

for the experiments. The targets were chosen carefully. For example, targets close together 

were used to test depth perception acuity, while objects at the depth extreme were selected 

to test general accuracy. The data used in both the visualisation systems was captured from 

the same set of scans. Unfortunately, the data are not entirely the same as the reconstructed 

(volumetric) data has been cropped, excluding the upper and lower regions. Consequently, 

some of the targets differ between the X-ray and volume visualisation experiments. 

6.5 Experimental procedure 

For the experiments the participants were divided randomly and evenly into three categories. 

The category they fell into decided their test case and which augmented PDCs were available 

in the visualisation systems. The test cases were: stereopsis only, motion only and both 

motion and stereopsis. 

Participants were tested in both the X-ray and volume visualisation systems. They had 

no prior knowledge of the displayed data. The order in which experiments were performed 

was randomised to negate the effects of data set learning. At the beginning of each ex

periment the participants were given the opportunity to refresh their memory of the user 

interface. They were then given the instruction sheet describing the task. Before beginning 

the task, each participant was prompted for any problems and reminded to perform the task 

as quickly and as accurately as possible. During the experiment, the next instruction the 

participant was expected to follow was read out loud to save the viewer from looking down 

and breaking away from the perceptual task. Each experiment ran for approximately thirty 

minutes. At the end of each experiment, the participant was invited to make cornrnents. 

Between the first and second experiment, the participants were allowed to rest, in order to 

prevent fatigue. 

Each participant was instructed to wear the shutter glasses, regardless of the allocated 

test case. The shutter glasses reduce the contrast and brightness due to the partial filtering 

of light going to each eye. The difference in luminance has been proven to give different 

response times and accuracy [52]. In addition, wearing the glasses at all times imposes the 

same field of view restrictions and the same level of discomfort for all the participants. 

6.6 Equipment and configuration 

All the experiments were run on the same machine. The machine was setup in a small, quiet 

room with soft white non-fluorescent lighting. The chair, desk and monitor were positioned 
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at approximately the same place for each subject. The accuracy of the positioning was 

changed for the subjects' comfort. These environment settings were kept as constant as 

possible, as per the recommendations in [52]. 

The machine used had the following specifications: 

• Athlon 500MHz Processor 

• 384 MBytes of DIMM memory (lOOMHz) 

• An Asus GeForce 3, with 64 MBytes video memory and stereo shutter glasses support 

• An Epox motherboard, with support for AGP 2X 

• A standard 15 inch monitor. 

The equipment was set up to minimise viewer fatigue when using the stereo glasses. 

The display was set to a resolution of 800x600, with a refresh rate of 108 Hz. This is the 

highest combined resolution and refresh rate possible on the available monitor. The refresh 

rate is the limiting factor, as the display begins to flicker noticeably as the value drops. The 

monitor was set as bright as possible, while minimising the ghosting artifacts for the data. 

These settings were retained for all the experiments. 

6. 7 Observation results 

A summary of the notes made during the experiments is given below. 

6. 7.1 General comments 

Subjects preferred or were more confident about their results when using the volume visu

alisation system. Only seven out of twenty-four subjects preferred the X-ray visualisation 

system (none of whom had the stereo only PDC case). Subjects gave various reasons for 

their personal preference. The two underlying themes were the freedom of control (reflect

ing the finding of earlier studies such as [20]) and "easiness" of the task. Only two subjects 

indicated that they were equally confident about their results in both system. 

Even though subjects went through training, it was found that they worked more slowly 

and less accurately initially and improved during the course of the experiment. 

Although, size and perspective cues were not being studied, they were naturally present 

in both systems. Nine subjects explicitly used this information to assist their depth judge

ments. The remaining subjects seemed to ignore or were unaware of these cues. Those 
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that did use these cues made it clear that they were not useful until several markers had 

been correctly positioned. This reflected the fact that these cues are used for relative depth 

judgements and require experience. 

As far as work styles are concerned, subjects would either place the 3D-cursor alongside 

the target for comparison or place it directly over the target. Once the initial position was 

selected, either the position would be marked and the marker's position adjusted, or the 

cursor would be moved and only once the final position was selected, would the point be 

marked. The later approach proved to be fa.'lter, as it avoided the marker selection step. 

Subjects tested with motion cues tended to use the motion for checking marked positions. 

Seven out of sixteen subjects with motion cues attempted to estimate depth during motion. 

When checking and adjusting the marked position, subjects would either use a wide (semi

orthogonal) or narrow angular position to change between the view points. After estimating 

the required change in depth, subjects using the narrow angle view changes would return to 

the original viewpoint to make the adjustments. All of the subjects that preferred the X-ray 

system used the narrow angular separation between the view points. This approach proved 

to be the faster and more accurate, as the semi-orthogonal adjustments lead to unexpected 

changes in position. In other words, bad depth estimation. 

Some subjects preferred either only positive or only negative parallax in the stereo 

images. Four subjects found the ASUS stereo glasses too big and had to hold them in place 

which affected their time results. 

6. 7.2 Volume visualisation system 

Seven subjects used the semi-orthogonal viewpoint change only, while fourteen subjects 

used small viewpoint changes, four of which occasionally used semi-orthogona.l viewpoint 

changes. Three subjects could not be cla.'lsified &'l using either method particularly. Five 

subjects tried to ensure that they always worked in the same depth plane. However, this 

approach was not successful and was discarded after several bad depth judgements. 

Three subjects out of eight found motion & stereo the most effective. One subject 

found motion only more effective than stereo only. Three out of the sixteen subjects with 

the stereo PDC brought the target regions to the foreground for marking, which is an 

indication of their preference for negative parallax. One subject had difficulty using the 

stereo cue and stated that it did not help at all. One subject reported a conflict between 

the depth information presented by stereo and motion, and was unsure which was more 

believable. 

Two subjects said they used stereo to position the cursor quickly and used the other 
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available cues for fine adjustments. Nine subjects said they used occlusion to assist their 

depth judgments and seven of them said that they occasionally found occlusion a hinderance 

when the markers and cursor became obscured. vVhile subjects used their familiarity with 

the human head to identify feature points, only two subjects explicitly used their knowledge 

of the structures to position the markers. 

6. 7.3 X-ray visualisation system 

None of the subjects seemed to struggle with the lack of occlusion information. Six subjects 

did find judging depth difficult when multiple markers and the cursor were close to each 

other. Targets in complex regions, such as are&"i with large amounts of X-ray occlusion, 

proved problematic for all users, especially subjects with the stereo only case. In these 

situations the less complex surrounding regions were used along with the knowledge of 

structures of the head to estimate the depth. 

Motion was generally used to verify depth judgments. The relative direction of motion 

between the cursor or marker and the target was used to indicate the differences in depth. 

Three out of the eight subjects, with motion only, commented on the ambiguity which 

occured. The ambiguity arose as a switching between the perception of which regions were 

in the foreground or background. 

Subjects with motion & stereo said they found the depth provided by motion to be 

much stronger than stereo. Four out the sixteen subjects with stereo cues found the stereo 

depth effect broke down occasionally when examining complex regions. Surprisingly, eight 

subjects could completely ignore regions with large parallax (where diplopia would occur) 

provided that the target was not near to these regions and that the horopter was near to the 

target. The larger parallax values were selected by the subjects via the :worn and hori:wntal 

image separation settings. 

Only one subject noticed the accommodation-convergence conflict in the stereo display. 

The same subject and one other said that motion helped to "focus" the data. This is a 

reflection of the HVS higher tolerance to parallax when the objects arc under motion. 

All the subjects, except one, adjusted the contrast and brightness of the images for 

optimal viewing of the current target. 

6.8 Metric results 

Statistical analysis [50] was used to compare the results of each system separately and 

together using the two metrics time and accuracy. The time is measured in seconds. 
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Accuracy (distance) Time (seconds) 
System PDC cases Mean Std dcv Mean Std dcv 

Stereo & Motion 0.07593 0.08821 43.63 14.99 
X-ray Motion Only 0.04193 0.02244 70.66 29.17 

Stereo Only 0.09961 0.04017 55.28 49.82 
Stereo & Motion 0.03332 0.01034 68.43 19.13 

Volume Motion Only 0.02598 0.00837 79.31 44.48 
Stereo Only 0.03640 0.02621 86.59 31.67 

Table 4: The means and standard deviations of for the X-ray system and volume rendering 
system experiments. The statistics for each PDC case is shown for each of the mctrics. 

System PDC cases Pearson r Value Significant 
Stereo & Motion -0.37 n 

X-ray Motion Only -0.71 y 
Stereo Only -0.67 n 

Stereo & Motion -0.270 n 
Volume Motion Only -0.32 n 

Stereo Only 0.45 n 

Table 5: Product moment correlation between time and accuracy for each of the experiment 
cases. The statistically significant results (at p < .05000) are marked. 

The accuracy is measured using the distance between the reference markers and the user 

positioned markers. The value is calculated using the Euclidian distance. Doth the data 

set coordinate systems arc scaled to the the unit cube as to allow the measured accuracy 

to be compared between the systems. The data sets are give in Appendix E. 

Table 4 compares the average distance for each marker and average time it took for the 

subjects to mark each point. The three PDC cases for each system are shown. Box plots 

for each case and each system is shown in Figure 54 for accuracy and in Figure 55 for time. 

Table 5 gives the correlations between the time and accuracy for each PDC category 

in each system. Using the mean to rank the PDC yields the following results: For the 

X-rays system based on time (fastest to slowest) we have stereo, motion & stereo, and 

motion, while based on accuracy (most to least) we have motion, motion & stereo, and 

stereo. For the volume visualisation system based on time we have stereo & motion, stereo, 

and motion, while for accuracy we have motion, stereo and motion combined and stereo. 

ANOVA tests were used to check for significance in the ranking of the PDC cases for each 

of the systems. For X-rays system we have F(2, 21) = .69049,p = .51236 for distance and 

F(2, 21) = 1.2399,p = .30976 for time, while for the volume system we have F(2, 21) = 
.79602,p = .46427 for distance and F(2, 21) = .59837,p = .55881 for time. The results 
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Figure .14: A box plot showing the median and quartile average distance results for each 
of cases in each of Lhe systems. The ca.ses are represented by Lhe symbols. ~\1 = Mol-ion, 
S = Stcn~o, B = Both (Stereo & ]\lotion), V = Volume visualisation s:yst (~rn, X = X-ray 
visuali:c;ation system and d is t<n· distance. 

indicate that the rankings are not statistically signifieant. 

\Vc compared each PDC case across the systems using a. t-test for independent samples. 

The results are shov.rn in Table 6. These results indicate Lhat Lhat Lhere is a statistically 

significant difference beLw·een Lhe systems for the Distance-Stereo and Time-Stereo and 

Motion combined ca.ses. The remainin~ cases are statistically similar. Figure 56 surmnarises 

these results in a box plot. 

rvletric PDC cases t-value p F-ratio variance p Variance Significant 
Stereo & :.\lotion -U~56 0.196 72.7:n 0.00001 n 

Distance J\Iotion Only -1.883 0.080 7.1891 0.01848 n 

Stereo Only -::~. 726 0.002 2.:);)00 0.28217 y 
Stereo & :.\lotion 2.886 0.011 1.6292 0.53513 ':/ 

Time l\1Iotion Only 0/160 0.652 2.3236 0.2879:3 n 
Stereo Only 1.499 0.155 2.4754 0.25473 n 

Table 6: T-tests comparing the results between the systems for each PDC case using the 
diiierenL metric:s. 
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Figure 55: A box plot. shmving tlw nwdia.n and qua.rtik avera.g<~ time n~snlt.s for each of cases 
in each of Lhe systems. The cases a re represented by Lhe symbols. ~\1 = Motion , S = Stereo, 
H = Hoth (Stereo & l\1lotion ), V = Volume virmalisation system, X = X-ray visualisation 
system and t is for time. 

6.9 Discussion 

As a consequence of the lack of statistical significance between the r anked PDCs, other 

methods have to be used to evaluate the cues for the current experiment. The cues are 

ranked according to the least variance and best accuracy. 

6.9.1 Accuracy results 

It 1:vas expected that the X-ray system would be be consistently better than the volume 

visualitmtion system due to the greater resolution of the X-ray images and similar d epth 

cues. However, this 1va.s not the ca.':lc. The accuracy results arc relatively poor across the 

board. For example, consider the best (unit normalised) average dis t ance of 0.026, which 

is an error of 2.6%. 

The high0A.:;t accuracy wa.s obtained using; the X-ra.y visualisation syst em using; stereo and 

motion combined (an error of 1.68%). Hovvcver, this test case has th e greatest variance. The 

large variance found in Lhe X-ra.ys system results compared Lo Lhe volume system results 
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Figure ,~6: I3ox plots of the T -test results for cross system PDC ca.'ie comparisons. On the 
Lop rmv we are comparing the Lime results and the on bottom the dist ance resulls . From 
left to right we a.rn comparing Stereo & :rviotion, Stereo, a.nd ]\l otion. Tlw symbols a.re the 
same a.s used in Figure fifi 

is a reflection of the preference of the subjects. It also indicates tha t the X-ray system is 

prone to coarse depth estimation. 

The worst results arc from the subjects using the X-ray syst em with stereo only. Stereo 

only depth judgements arc notoriously difficult [99]. The problem with using st ereo alone 

is that the depth information is relative and requires familiarity with the objects and their 

perceived sizes. In addition, stereo is used for dose viev.ring. If the subject perceives the 

visualisation as being distant, the depth effeet will be lessened . In the X-ray system the 

size consistency test partially fails due to the unorthodox projection. The difference in 

variance between the two systems is explained as a product of this fa ilure, combined \>.rit.h 

the difference in occlusion information. The evidence would suggest that these cues reinforce 

the depth information: such that Lhe subjects are more conildent of their results. 
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6.9.2 Time results 

The time results lie between 20 and 100 seconds for each point on average. One would 

expect the time and accuracy to be related. However, the correlations between distances 

and times are weak or statistically insignificant. 

A possible explanation for the large variance in the experimental results are the incon

sistencies between the subject's perception of distance (accuracy) versus speed. In other 

words, subjects have different perceptions of how accurate "accurate" is and how quickly 

they should be working. The lack of a strong correlation can be explained by the fact that 

corrections do not always reflect improved results due to over correction. Subjects decided 

at their own discretion whether to spend more time adjusting marked points. 

Future experiments should rather use fixed time slots for marking each point. The best 

time slot length will have to be determined experimentally. From the results it can be 

suggested that 60, 80 and 100 seconds time slots should be tested. 

The stereo X-ray system case has the fastest times. This is understandable as motion 

cues are derived from temporal integration. From the results, it would appear that the 

combined overlapping time taken for the individual cue test cases is related to the time 

taken for the combined cues test case. 

6.9.3 General 

From the discussions with the subjects and observations, it was found that subjects gen

erally arc unaware of PDCs and how they perceive depth. They can detect an increasing 

level of difficulty when performing tasks which require PDCs which are not present. The 

experimental task was chosen to require the estimation of relative positions. However, de

pending on what the target was, the task may have shifted to include judging surface shape 

and target surface detection. Referring back to Section 3.3.2 you will see these tasks have 

different dominant cues. 

When the results are compared across the systems they were found to be statistically 

equivalent, except under the time metric using stereo and motion combined and under 

accuracy using stereo only. With respect to these two exceptions, the time performance for 

the X-ray system was higher, while the accuracy was higher in the volume system. The 

fact that these two systems arc comparable in most circumstances is a positive result, when 

one considers that far fewer scans (10 X-ray images, at 3°) were used in the X-ray system, 

compared to the 60 images used to reconstruct the volume data. This indicates that it is 

possible to use the X-ray system for some 3D diagnostic tasks. In this way a CT scan and 

associated reconstruction could be avoided in some situations. 
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6.10 Summary 

This chapter described the experiment design and evaluation of the PDCs enhanced visual

isation systems. The aims of the experiments presented were to investigate which cues are 

the most effective, to test whether the X-ray and volume systems could be used to perform 

a 3D diagnostic task equally well and finally to rank the PDCs. 

Two experiments were done, one for the volume rendering system, the other with the 

X-ray system. The participants were divided equally between the PDC test cases (stereo, 

motion, and stereo & motion). The participants were given the task of marking feature 

points in the data sets. The time taken and the accuracy of the marked points were used 

as metrics. The experiments were performed in a controlled environment and the subjects' 

activities monitored. 

It wa."l found that the variance in the results of the two metrics made it impossible to 

conclusively rank the PDC test cases based on the averages. It has been suggested that the 

best possible accuracy combined with the least variance should be used as an indication of 

how the PDCs cases should be ranked. In this case, for the X-ray system the PDCs are 

ranked as stereo and motion combined , motion and finally stereo. For the volume system, 

they would be ranked as motion, stereo, and stereo and motion combined. The time results 

were not considered, as the time and accuracy results are not correlated. VVhen the systems 

were cross-compared, it was found that they were statistically equivalent in all but 2 cases. 

This result is positive when one considers that far fewer X-ray images are needed in the 

X-ray system compared to the number of images needed for a volume reconstruction. This 

implies that it may be possible, in some situations, to use the X-ray system for diagnostic 

purposes, rather than performing a CT reconstruction. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

X-rays are generally perceived as flat 2D images. Consequently, CT data is commonly used 

when 3D information is needed for a diagnosis. LACT and SACT reconstructions contain 

artifacts which limit their usefulness for such diagnoses. 

The aim of this dissertation was to explore and enhance the visualisation of the data 

available from a LACT and SACT X-ray/CT system. In particular, the use of perceptual 

depth cues as an enhancement strategy was investigated. PDC's were used to create "3D 

X-rays". Also, they were used to allow the viewer to see beyond the artifacts in the LACT 

and SACT volume data and to extract useful information. A task based user test was 

developed and implemented to evaluate the enhancements. The test results were used to 

determine the effectiveness of selected individual depth cues and their combination, and 

cross compare the visualisation systems. 

7.1 Results obtained 

In this section the work done and the main results obtained through the course of this 

dissertation are surnrnarised. 

7.1.1 Literature review and PDC analysis 

In search of an appropriate method to display LACT and SACT data, the volume visual

isation literature was reviewed. An overview of PDC theory was provided and the imple

mentation of PDCs in both volume rendering and X-ray systems surveyed. Both volume 

renderings and X-rays were analysed based on PDC theory. The analyses revealed which 

PDCs are "naturally" present and allowed it to be determined which PDC could be used 

to augment these cues. 
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It was found that between various past volume visualisation systems, most PDCs had 

been implemented. However, the X-ray PDC enhancements were far more limited due to the 

2D nature of X-rays. The implementation of many of the PDC enhancements required 3D 

information. This implied the need for a reconstruction (in other words, volumetric data). 

Motion cues and binocular disparity were the two PDCs which could be implemented in 

both systems. A stereoscopic display and real time rendering (animation) were used to 

reproduce these cues. The implementation of motion cues was restricted to KDE. 

7.1.2 System implementation 

Several prototypes were implemented to test the various concepts developed throughout 

this dissertation. Surface and voxel-based volume visualisation were both evaluated in the 

context of LACT and SACT data. As part of the initial study, a technique to support 

real time isosurface extraction was developed. This interactive system resulted in motion 

cues which allowed the viewer to look beyond the reconstruction artifacts. However, as is 

typical with isosurface techniques, the "uncertainty of the surface" (a consequence of the 

reconstruction) could not be conveyed. Voxel-based visualisation techniques were found to 

provide the necessary flexibility to handle LACT and SACT data gracefully. 

Several software and hardware volume rendering techniques were tested. A commodity 

hardware approach was adopted. Commodity 3D graphics accelerators are prevalent and 

low cost, while still supporting the real time rendering rates needed for motion cues in 

volume rendering. 

A stereoscopic test system was built. This allowed for experimentation with the toe-in 

and off-axis stereo camera models, several 3D cursors and a variety of other stereoscopic 

system parameters. The established system parameters and software strategies were used in 

the final prototypes. Several stereoscopic presentation methods were evaluated, specifically 

anaglyph, chromostereopsis, shutter glasses and a HMD. Chromostereopsis was applied 

to volume rendering. This use of chromostereopsis is novel as it has only been used on 

polygonal models in the pa.'3t. 

An Open-GL based volume rendering library was implemented. The platform inde

pendent features of Open-GL were used. The available 2D texturing hardware was used 

extensively. The problems faced in implementing volume rendering in this manner were 

presented and the output characterised. The volume rendering library was coupled with an 

override stereoscopic video driver and used to create an application suitable for evaluating 

the PDC enhancements. 

An X-ray visualisation system was developed and presented. The system constructed 
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stereoscopic animation sequences from multiple digital X-rays acquired on a fan beam scan

ner. The LODOX scanner was used as an example and a simple calibrated imaging model 

described. This model was used to augment the X-rays with computer graphic elements. 

The final prototype included a subsystem which pooled all the developed techniques to 

provide a PDC evaluation system similar to the volume visualisation prototype. 

7.1.3 PDC enhancement evaluations 

A set of experiments was designed and implemented to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

PDCs and their combination. The tests used the developed prototypes and required the 

completion of a 3D diagnostic task. The task involved the marking of feature points. A head 

data set with simple targets was used. The targets were appropriate for the participants 

and familiar to them. Refer to Appendix C for the experiment instruction sheets. The 

speed and accuracy at which the points were marked were used as metrics. ln addition, the 

participants were observed during the experiments. 

Lay-participants were trained to use the systems. This was used to eliminate the effects 

of previous experience, usability and user interface factors. The experiments were designed 

to be statistically balanced. The subjects were randomly and equally assigned to a test case 

in each system. The order of the tests were randomised to prevent data learning trends. 

The equipment and environment configurations were kept as constant as possible. 

The results from the experiments were used to rank the effectiveness of the PDC en

hancements and compare the two visualisation systems. While ranking based on the mean 

was not statistically significant, due to the large variance in the results, the results for the 

two system did prove to be statistically similar for most c&"ies. These results imply that the 

X-ray system, which requires far fewer scans than needed for volume reconstruction, can 

be used to perform 3D marking equally as well. However, it should be noted the viewers 

were generally less enthusiastic about using the X-ray system. Having said that, it has been 

shown that it is possible to avoid a CT scan and associated reconstruction for some 3D 

diagnostic tasks. 

7.2 Future work 

There are a number of areas that could be researched further to extend the goals and themes 

explored in this dissertation. 
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7.2.1 The X-ray system 

The X-ray system needs to be implemented in a live system and tested clinically. A concur

rent sub-project of the LODOX system research group is examining the use of the system 

for mass TD (tuberculosis) screening. It would be worth investigating whether the stereo 

X-ray system could improve TB detection rates. 

7.2.2 Volume rendering 

As new hardware features and performance improvements become available, new techniques 

exploiting these feature will be needed. Even as this dissertation was being completed, new 

feature were being released. New features will soon make it possible to combine most of the 

PDC enhancements discussed in Chapter 3, while still achieving real time rendering. 

Volume classification is a current research area. While several promising techniques are 

being developed, they all assume well sampled volumetric data. Consequently, research is 

required to find robust automatic or semi-automatic transfer function specification tech

niques which can handle LACT and SACT data sets. In addition, there are a host of 

application specific problems. For example, system integration, interfacing and repeatabil

ity of classification functions. Repeatability in this ca."le refers to the ability of cla."lsifying 

two different volume data sets using a single transfer function and producing comparable 

results. 

7.2.3 PDC studies 

There is a need for more experimental data to evaluate PDCs to ensure replicability of the 

results. In the case of volume visualisation, additional PDCs could be implemented and 

tested. Shading and shadows may be the dominant cues if surface detection is the underlying 

perceptual task. Additional experiments are required to either refute or validate this further. 

Future experiments based on the experiment design presented in this dissertation should 

use fixed time slots for point marking. The optimal length for the time slots will have to 

be determined experimentally and may vary according to the task. 
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Acronyms and definitions 

A.l Acronyms 

AG P Advanced Graphics Port 

ANOVA Analysis of variance 

API Application programmers interface 

CT Computed Tomography 

FOV Field of View 

HSV Hue, Saturation and Value. An alternative colour model to RGB scheme 

HVS Human Visual System 

KDE Kinetic depth effect 

LACT Limited Angle Computer Tomography 

MDTF Multi-dimensional transfer function. 

MIP Maximum or minimum intensity projection. One of the common volume compositing 

strategy 

Open-GL A standard Graphics libraries 

PDC Perceptual Depth Cues 

RGB Colour specified as three channels. The channels represent 3 primaries: Red, Green 

and Blue 
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RGBa RGB with an additional channel a, or alpha, to indicate opacity level 

SACT Sparse Angle Computed Tomography 

SE Standard Errors of the mean (in the context of statistical analysis) 

VRE Volume rendering equation 

WAP \Veighted additive projection. Another common volume compositing strategy 

A.2 Definitions 

Coherence - A similarity between items or entities. Coherence is frequently used in com

puter graphics to accelerate rendering algorithms. There arc various levels at which 

coherence may be exploited - in pixel space, in object space, between rays and be

tween frames (known as temporal coherence). Exactly how the coherence is exploited 

depends on the algorithms and their implementation. 
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Abstract 

As volumetric datasets get larger, exploring the data sets becomes 
more difficult and tedious. Two approaches have previously been 
used to solve this problem: presentation of an abstraction of the 
data and acceleration of extraction and rendering of the data. We 
present a user centered approach which decouples the volume visu
alisation into two modes. Selection of the mode is done based on 
the user's actions. The first mode uses traditional isosurface render
ing and extraction techniques and is applied when the user knows 
the isovalue of interest. The second mode uses a novel view depen
dent, sampling based isosurface rendering and extraction technique, 
which allows interactive browsing of the isosurfaces. 

CR Categories: 1.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Pictures/Image Gen
eration; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional Graphics 
and Realism 

Keywords: User centered approach, decoupling, isosurface 
browsing, volumetric data exploration 

1 Introduction 

Volumetric data sets, which are common in many fields, are of
ten visualised using isosurfaces. Isosurfaces are typically gener
ated using a technique such as Marching Cubes [11]. The triangle 
mesh output from these techniques can be displayed using standard 
polygonal rendering. The mesh is an intermediate format, which 
can be manipulated and re-rendered from a different view with lit
tle cost. 

While Marching Cubes is very effective, it does, have a few prob
lems. Some of the problems have been resolved, for example the 
ambiguities in choosing triangles to represent voxel intersections 
[ 12, 18]. Other problems, such as the selection of isosurfaces, have 
yet to be solved satisfactorily. If the desired isosurface's isovalue is 
known in advance, the algorithm can be run once with an accept
able delay between value selection and visible output. However, 
when the isovalue is unknown and the viewer wishes to explore the 
data, this delay makes interaction difficult, especially as the volume 
grows in size. Several techniques have been proposed and reported 
in the literature to speed up isosurface extraction with vaTying de
grees of success. 

This sketch presents a user centered approach to isosurface view
ing. The isosurface visualisation is separated into two stages based 

on the viewer's actions. One stage deals with the viewing of a se
lected isosurface, while the other the exploration of all possible 
isosurfaces from the current viewpoint. A novel view dependant, 
sampling based preprocess and isosurface extraction technique is 
presented, which allows interactive volume exploration when used 
in this setting. 

Section 2 gives a review of the relevant literature, Section 3 dis
cusses the decoupling scheme, Section 4 covers the real time iso
surface implementation. Section 5 gives some timings and results. 
And Section 6 ties up with a conclusion and possible future work. 

2 Background 

The need to support the user in exploring volumetric data has been 
recognised by [4]. They proposed an abstraction based on Hyper 
Reeb graphs. Their system uses the topological changes of the iso
surface within the volume to select isovalues of interest. The ab
straction seems very effective. However, the authors do not report 
results for volumes consisting of complex topologies, which may 
cause the abstractions usefulness to break down. 

Prior to the above abstraction, a more direct approach of accel
erating the extraction and rendering of isosurfaces was attempted. 
Rendering acceleration was achieved by reorganising the triangle 
mesh to form strips [7]. Further, decimation techniques where used 
to reduce the number of rendered triangles, while remaining within 
an acceptable error bound [15, 14]. 

The extraction process is accelerated by reducing visits to voxels 
not containing the rendered isosurface. As there are usually far 
more empty voxels than voxels which contribute to the isosurface, 
the speed increase is often significant. The accelerated extraction 
algotithms may be catagorised as belonging to one of two groups: 
seed based and range based. 

Seed based algorithms make use of a list of isovalues and a set 
of starting voxels. From these starting points the isosurface is con
structed via propagation to adjacent cells. Seed based techniques 
typically have a preprocess of O(n), where n is the number of vox
els [16, 1, 8]. 

Range based methods can be considered part of the space par
tition group of algorithms. The first reported technique was based 
on octrees [ 19]. Later techniques more suited to unstructured grids 
where developed [5]. These techniques group the voxel data into 
buckets. A similar approach [6] sorted the buckets on the maximum 
and minimum isovalues and took advantage of isosurface coherence 
to accelerate the rendering of isosurfaces whose isovalues where 
close. These algorithms where reported to have a run time of O(n) 
and require a preprocess of similar order. More recently [10, 2] kd
trees were used to reduce the complexity to 0( fo + k). k is the 
number of contributing voxels. 

Adaptive reconstruction of isosurfaces using a modified octree 
structure (average pyramids) was used in [ 17] to provide real time 
exploration. The typical cracking and sampling problems associ
ated with adaptive reconstruction were resolved, providing a view 
independent solution. The algorithm described provides real time 
exploration by trading off quality for speed and requires the user to 



specify a point of interest, around which higher detail rendering is 
done. 

Recent developments in high end consumer hardware, specifi
cally Nvidia's GeForce family of graphics cards, has renewed in
terest in accelerating isosurface rendering. Using clever techniques 
and the new features on these graphics cards has allowed interactive 
rendering of isosurface and direct volume rendering [ 13, 3]. These 
techniques are firmly tied to the underlying hardware and architec
ture. 

Rather than relying heavily on hardware, we have adopted a de
coupling approach. The idea of decoupling a problem can be found 
in volume rendering literature [9]. In his thesis work Lacroute sug
gested the use of two different data structures for volume rendering. 
Each data structure being optimal for the different task- classifi
cation and rendering of the voxels. 

3 The decoupling scheme 

The proposed decoupling follows a natural separation of user ac
tions when exploring volumetric data. Two distinct modes of op
eration become clear when observing a subject using standard iso
surface rendering techniques. Generally a subject will stmt with an 
arbitrary isovalue. lf the generated isosurface is of interest they will 
examine it from several different views, otherwise another isovalue 
is selected based on the observed isosurface. This process continues 
until an interesting isosurface is found. 

The decoupling allows two separate algorithms to be used. Fig
ure I illustrates the decoupling and how user actions change the 
modes and associated algorithms. The mode switching occurs as 
transparently as possible.The switching occurs based on what ac
tions the user applies to the interface- dragging the trackbar ver
sus trying to rotate the object. 

Figure 1: lsosurface rendering is decoupled into two states. User 
actions control which state system is in and thus which algorithm is 
run. 

The current system uses an implementation of the marching 
cubes algorithm for displaying a selected isosurface from an ar
bitrary view point (View Mode in Figure 1). Note that any of the 
acceleration techniques mentioned in the Background section can 
be applied. For isosurface browsing (Browse Mode in Figure 1), a 
modified ray casting algorithm is used. This technique is presented 
in the next section. 

4 lsosurface browsing 

Rapid isosurface extraction allows the viewer to find isosurfaces of 
interest interactively. The rapid extraction is achieved by reducing 
the amount of data and reordering it with respect to the isovalues. 

The algorithm is based on ray casting and runs in two stages. 
The first stage runs as a preprocess for a selected view. lt involves 
calculating and storing the first occurrence of an isovalue and its 
distance along a ray from the viewpoint. The second stage is run 

every time the user selects a new isovalue and is responsible for 
generating the mesh which approximates the isosurface. A more 
detailed description of the stages follows. 

4.1 Stage 1 : Preprocessing 

Isosurface construction techniques assume volumetric data is a 
sampled representation of a continuous field. Calculating the first 
occurrence of an isovalue along a ray can be described more accu
rately as finding the first interval in which the isovalue lies. Each 
interval is described as a pair of samples in the data. 

The preprocess samples the volume by firing a set of rays from 
the viewpoint. As a ray is fired into the volume it is intersected with 
the volume slices in the x,y and z planes. A sample is extracted for 
each intersection. Every pair of samples in the volume form an 
interval. As the ray moves away from the eye, there is greater and 
greater chance that a new interval contains no new iosvalues and 
can thus be discarded. The discarding of the redundant information 
reduces the amount of data considerably. 

As new intervals are constructed they are added into a list by 
insert sorting, based on the first unique isovalue they contain -
see Figure 2. As the list reorders the samples, the distance from the 
viewpoint is calculated and stored. However to avoid the expense of 
calculating the full distance, only the squared distance is calculated. 
Once the final, reduced set of intervals has been found, the true 
distance is calculated along with an approximation of the normal at 
the sample points. 
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Figure 2: During the preprocess stage, rays are fired into the vol
ume. The first occurrence of the isovalues and their distances are 
calculated. The table to the right indicates the sample at each grid
ray intersection, along with the associated distance (di) and isoval
ues, the final sample interval set is shown beneath. Each block rep
resents the sample interval, with the top, left value representing the 
unique, sorted isovalue and the the right value the sample partner. 

4.2 Stage 2: Extracting and rendering isosurfaces 

With the set of sorted sample intervals associated with each ray 
fired into the volume, extracting an isosurface becomes a problem 
of searching the set of intervals. Once the interval which contains 
the user specified isovalue is found, the distance and normal are 
calculated using linear interpolation. 

Triangle meshes are constructed from the information extracted 
from each ray. The approximated, triangle mesh isosurface is then 



rendered using OpenGL. The left image in Figure 3 show the ex
tracted points used to construct a triangle mesh. 

5 Results 

Some initial timings for the algorithms running on a Pentium II, 
400Mhz with 256Mb of memory and a Riva TNT2 video card are 
given in Figure 4. 

Volume size 128xl28x93 
Marching Cubes 3,515 ms 
Mesh Rendering 4,907 ms 

Preprocess 22,111 ms 
Extraction 290 ms 

Mesh Rendering 350 ms 

Figure 4: The average number of clock ticks spent running march
ing cubes, the preprocess and the extraction stages and the time to 
render the constructed mesh. 

The short extraction time indicates that real time browsing of the 
volume is possible. For the 128x 128x93 volume 3.4 extractions 
per second are possible and we can construct the mesh at rate of 
2.8 per second. This means that on average 1.5 new isosurface can 
be displayed per seconds. If one tried to use marching cubes for 
real time isosurface browsing, you would be able to display 0.11 
isosurfaces per second, in other words it takes 9 seconds to generate 
I isosurface. 

The reduced rendering times associated with the isosurface 
browsing technique can be attributed to the reduced number of tri
angles and vertices rendered, a side effect of the hidden face re
moval. 

6 Conclusions and possible future work 

We have presented an alternative technique to support a user ex
ploring volumetric data. The visualisation process is split into two 
modes, based on observed user actions - a browsing mode and a 
viewing mode. ln the viewing mode traditional isosurface extrac
tion and rendering techniques are used, while in browsing mode a 
new techniques, which was presented, offers interactive isosurface 
extraction and display rates of 1.5 isosurfaces per second. These 
rates make it possible for the user to browse the data interactively. 

While the initial results indicate that rapid browsing is possible, 
the time spent in the current preprocess is significant. Future work 
will be to reduce the run time of the preprocess. Two avenues of 
work exist: 

1. Implementation of an alternate ray casting engine, which 
makes greater use of occlusion information to prevent expen
sive calculations, and 

2. A reduction in the number of rays fired. Currently the system 
samples the volume with rays at half the size of the projected 
voxel size. However in large volumes this is often unneces
sary as the volume is either too large to be viewed entirely or 
is too distant to discern the samples. In such situations screen 
space sampling would be very effective. 

Further, to improve user interaction, modifications to support a 
progressive ray casting algorithm and extraction step would allow 
the user to interact with coarsely sampled data, while the in between 
samples are being completed. 

The isosmface browsing algorithm is limited to the current view
point, and the preprocess needs to be rerun when a new viewpoint is 
selected. When used in the decoupled scheme presented, the effects 
of this limitation are reduced. 
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The experiment 

Puzzles for the brain 
While you wait for your experiment session to take place, have a look at the following 
"optical illusions" -they are all the result of too little depth information being 
presented pictorially. 

Can you make sense of this'J 

3 walls and a cube? Or a cube 
with a corner missing" 

Smallest to biggest? Or the same size? 

Which side is the front? 

Where is the top ofthe stairs? 



X-ray system experiment 

Instructions: 
At the start of the experiment the compmer will generme a user ID for you. Please ensure that 
Lhis allocated ID i!> lillcd in above. The tcsl case you shoul<.l use in lhis experiment has been 
marked ahove. please check that you are using the correct case. 

d 

(j} 
The regions of interest are circled and labelled 1-8 in the diagram above. Using this 
diagram mark tl1e objects of interest in the indicated regions according to the following: 

Regiom; M11rking targets Point# 
l The highest poinl of Lhc nail 1 
2 The lowest point of the nail 2 
3 The poinl of c~u.:h mril 3-6 
4 The lowest and hinhcst point of the section of the vertebrae indicated 7,8 
5 The front upper corner of the jawbone (left and right) 9,10 
6 Tip of the nose 11 
7 Both ends of lhc pin 12.13 
R The roots of the last, hottom molars (left and right) 14,15 



X-ray system experiment 

Experitnentdetails: 
User ID: 
Test case 0Stereo 0Motion 0Stereo+Motion 

Feedback: 
Please use this space to make any general comments: 



Volume rendering system experiment 

Instructions: 
Ar the srart of rhe experimenT the l~ompurcr will genera re a user ID for yo11. Please cnslue that 
this a I located ID is tilled in ~~hove. The test ca~e you ~hould u~e in rh is experiment h~Js been 
marked al,ovc. please check rh.1t you arc 11sing the correct case. 

TI1e region~ or intere~l. are circled and lahelled 1-7 in the diagram above. t.:~ing this 
diagram mark rhe objects of inrercsr in the indkatcd regioJJS aCl~ording ro rhe tollowi.ng: 

Rcl!ions Marking targets Poinl # 
') The 8 corners of the bounding box 1-8 
I Tite tip of I. he no~e 9 
2 The lowest and highest point of the vertebrae indicated 10.11 
3 Tiu: rools or l he la~\ bollorn rno Jars I. left <md ri"hl) 12,13 
4 Btllllp at the l10Llom or Lhe no~e CliVity 14 
5 H ighcsr point of rhc nose. cavitv 15 
6 Tile lowest. point or the vertebrae 16 



Volume rendering system experiment 

Experitnentdetails: 
User ID: 
Test case 0Stereo 0Motion 0Stereo+Motion 

Feedback: 
Please use this space to make any general comments: 
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Perceptual Depth Cues Experiments 

Background 
The experiments, in which you will he participating, have a perceptual and medical theme. 
Depth perception is our ability to judge the depth of objects in a scene. Perceptual depth cue 
theory examines the different elements of what we see and how we see in order to explain 
how we can accurately say that object X appears in front of or behind object Y. 

These experiments study the use of two elements of perceptual depth cue theory: motion cues 
(movement of objects in the images) and stereopsis (stereo viewing). Stereo viewing provides 
separate images to the left and right eyes. Your brain merges the two slightly different images 
and extracts depth inrormation. 

The images, which \¥ill be presented to you during the experiments, arc from two different 
modaliLies- x-rays and CT (or CAT). The tools used were developed ror these experiments 
and to suite the type of data being viewed. 

What is expected 
The experiments and the tasks you are to perform are relatively easy and will involve marking 
points on objects in the displayed data. You "rill be told which objects and specifically which 
portions of the objects need to be marked. This process should be done as accurately and as 
quickly as possible. As an attempt to eliminate the effects of the user interface and stereo 
related problems from the experimental results, you are asked to come daily to the experiment 
room for a short (around 10 minutes) training session. During this time you \¥ill view 
stereoscopic images, which will train the eyes a11d brain for viewing computer generated 
stereo a11d give you the opportunity to familiarise yourself with the tool's interfaces. 

Learning to use the systems 
In this section I hriel1y describe each system and Lhe interl~1ces. 

The volume rendering system 
The volume rendering test tool is used to display the 
CT/CAT data. The first interface you will see (right 
image) is used set up the parameter used by the volume 
renderer. During the final experiment Lhe options will he 
limited, and only the "Test Case" options will need 
changing. The value you are to use will be allocated to 
you just before the experiment. During the training 
sessions you can choose which transfer function you 
want to use and the volume data by selecting one from 
Lhe appropriate drop down lisl. The transfer function 
specifies how colours are assigned to the volume data. 

MUM•ffidi§M 

Output DirectOI.Y Jc:\Caleb\Source\Code\Masters\F ~ 

Subject ID: luse<lesi·00002 ~ 
ji-:-Bo- ns-,-ai . .,.-dal ____ iJ'• ~ Volume Data Set 

Transfer Function j teslpal iJ ~ 
Test Case il 
Test Description File Jc:\Caleb\Source\Code\Masters\Final· 

User Action Log File Jer\UserDataVolume\usertest-00002.ual 

Point List Log File: IC:\Caleb\Source\Code\Masters\Final· 

Ok Cancel 

The volume data is the actual CT data. The names of the entries will give an indication of 
what it contains. (A little experimentation will help your understanding.) To begin Lhe 
experiment you need only click on the Ok button. The volume rendering application will start. 



Sub modes 

Main modes 
Move mode 

Remove mode---------..:.::_ Motion mode 

Add mode ~..,_~~...,-

Figure 1 An overview of the volume rendering application 

The volume rendering application has 2 main modes (indicated by the icons on the left). The 
modes are motion mode and cursor mode. When a mode is selected the associated icon 
becomes reddish. Clicking the right mouse button once will change between the modes. The 
initial mode is motion. 

Motion mode allows you to adjust the orientation of the object. In this 
mode a small yellow square indicates the hand position. Holding the 
left bulton down and moving the mouse will rotate the object. Release 

Square the mouse button when you arc done rotating. The amount of rotation 
depends on how far you drag the mouse, while the rotation direction 
depends on the starting and ending position of the motion. Once again 

a little experimentation will provide the most understanding. 

When the cursor mode is active the cross hair will become white and the sub mode icons will 
appear along the bottom of the screen. From left to right the icons represent: Add a point 
marker, remove a point marker and move a point marker. The default mode is "add". 
Clicking the middle mouse button (the mouse wheel) changes the sub-modes. Moving the 
mouse will move the cursor across the screen. Turn the mouse wheel to move the cursor 
towards or away from you. (Moving your finger towards you will 
bring the cursor towards you and visa versa.) Clicking the left mouse 
button applies an action depending on the sub-mode (adding, 
removing, moving). When adding, a point marker will appear inside 
the cursor circle. When in removing or moving sub-mode, the point 
marker, which is closest to the cursor, will be highlighted yellow (left 
image). Left clicking the highlighted cursor will then remove or grab 
the point. If the point is grabbed it will follow the cursor, until you left 
click to release the point again. 

Once you have completed the experiment press the escape key to exit the viewer. 

The x-ray system 
The x-ray system is similar to the volume rendering system in 
many aspects. The viewer has more main modes and makes 
more use of the keyboard. The viewing system is built into 
another system as one of the components, but you need not 
worry about the other parts of that system. Left is the 

iiiiiivrewer IJEI 

s.-110 IIXXXlll ~ 

Image Data Set I elot-testl.id ~ Diectot]/... I 
TedCase I Motion, Stereo iJ 
Test Description File; I use~test-00Xl8.1.id 
U•eAclion Log F._ ,--loct-::-Oorloo.,..-::;-oo:nl=-.ual.,...--===: 

PoirH"' Log Fie· lpoOtkt-oo:nl . ..,d 



experiment dialog, which you can reach lrom the menu commands: Test I User 
Test ... Unfortunately only a limited number of interesting data sets are available, hut you can 
take your pick from the image daLaset drop down list. The test case field has the same purpose 
as before. Click on the Ok button to start the experiment. 

Actual Size 

Zoom out mode 

Zoom in mode 

Translation Factor 

ZooomRatio 

Figure 2: An onrview of the x-ray viewer 

Sub modes 

Zoom mode 

Contrast mode 

Cursor mode 

Image Movement 

The x-ray viewer has several main modes. The main mode icons arc shown on the left. From 
top to bollom the modes are: zooming, contrast adjustmenL, 3D cursor and image movement. 
A differently coloured icon indicates the currem mode (usually reddish). As before right 
clicking the mouse changes the mode. The default mode is the zoom mode. Sub-modes are 
available for Zooming and 3D cursor. The sub-modes are selected by clicking the middle 
mouse button (mouse wheel). 

In zoom mode the sub-modes are, from left to right, zoom in, zoom out and actual size. 
Clicking the left mouse button will perform the appropriate zoom depending on the state. The 
current zoom factor is shown at the bottom left corner of screen. 
The contrast mode, allows adjustment of the range of visible x-ray data. Holding the left or 
middle mouse button down will popup a range adjustment box. 

l!'igure 3: Contrast adjustment popup 

Dragging the mouse lel't and right while the left button is depressed will slide the range of 
values up and down. While depressing the middle button will and moving the mouse lel't and 
right will scale the range. 

The cursor mode is the same as for the volume rendering tool. The same set of sub-modes 
will appear. There is one additional function: if the shift key is pressed during changes to the 
depth of the cursor (rolling the mouse wheel), a finer grain adjustment occurs. 

The image movemenl mode allmvs adjuslmcnt or the distance between Lhc lert and right 
images, which affects the perceived depth of the images. This value should be adjusted to suit 



your preference. Adjust the value by scrolling the mouse wheel. Scrolling the mouse wheel 
with the shift button down provides a finer grain adjustment. 

In all the modes, with the exception of the cursor mode, moving the mouse will shift the 
image. In cursor mode, moving the mouse moves the cursor. The arrow keys can be used to 
move the image in all modes. If a test case with motion is selected, and the dataset allows it, 
pressing the space bar will switch the motion on or off. 

When the experiment is done press the escape button to exit. 

Aboutthetestcases 
Both systems have a test case parameter. This test case selects which of: motion, stereo and 
motion+stereo are available during the experiment. Depending on which of the cases you 
select the display and functionality will differ slightly: 

Volume rendering: 
Motion: 

Stereo: 
Stereo+ Motion: 

X-ray system: 
Motion: 
Stereo: 
Stereo+ Motion: 

No stereo will be available, but you can see the objects, as they are 
moving. 
Only stereo. You will not see the objects when they are moving. 
Stereo is available and you will be able to see the objects as they 
move. 

The x-ray is animated. 
The x-ray is visible as a stereo image only. 
The x-ray is visible as a stereo image and as an animation sequence. 

Regardless of the case you are allocated you will have to wear the stereo glasses during the 
experiment. 
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Volume Rendering Results M=Motion Only S=Stereo Only B=Motion+Stereo x=xray v=volume 

based on a unit cube 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 sum a VI 

V 0.011348 0.01518 0.022807 0.024722 0.022933 0.014279 0.009508 0.008949 0.012552 0.019677 0.030852 0.029848 0.022079 0.017572 0.021948 0.284255 0.01895 
M V 0.038294 0.033142 0.033219 0.010097 0.029812 0.040385 0.006587 0.024606 0.106078 0.086875 0.05146 0.071277 0.016207 0.037373 0.032599 0.618012 0.041201 
s V 0.00862 0.621774 0.016392 0.009551 0.00391 0.00887 0.034303 0.556911 0.040399 0.047661 0.053259 0.038692 0.029083 0.030995 0.010792 1.511212 0.100747 
B V 0.014547 0.009968 0.008014 0.006236 0.004033 0.005291 0.011236 0.012107 0.043187 0.045562 0.083952 0.059411 0.033893 0.025325 0.013493 0.376255 0.025084 
M V 0.006821 0.003892 0.018275 0.007346 0.007221 0.009057 0.014799 0.016384 0.06362 0.064164 0.017583 0.036291 0.043712 0.04374 0.029169 0.382074 0.025472 
s V 0.012588 0.014809 0.016612 0.016489 0.006906 0.009474 0.012498 0.027128 0.073478 0.073053 0.024688 0.059059 0.042123 0.028475 0.009705 0.427084 0.028472 
B V 0.031941 0.023487 0.036704 0.017683 0.049533 0.008556 0.047932 0.011071 0.107354 0.083208 0.085118 0.110207 0.093594 0.025508 0.027779 0.759675 0.050645 
s V 0.014166 0.035675 0.015116 0.004802 0.014953 0.009021 0.01122 0.029594 0.056059 0.057327 0.02932 0.05089 0.086058 0.029282 0.022988 0.466469 0.031098 
M V 0.014635 0.005805 0.012812 0.006827 0.006823 0.006229 0.008156 0.008347 0.04142 0.041372 0.014885 0.016651 0.012497 0.024938 0.029984 0.251381 0.016759 
B V 0.020411 0.004028 0.016028 0.050165 0.012898 0.013574 0.01484 0.063456 0.01431 0.018474 0.041025 0.109058 0.022775 0.036249 0.03145 0.468743 0.03125 
M V 0.02251 0.030624 0.01708 0.003485 0.035676 0.004023 0.014996 0.040842 0.098671 0.082057 0.019646 0.038441 0.019201 0.034516 0.032834 0.494601 0.032973 

12 s V 0.013166 0.013955 0.002406 0.004841 0.007589 0.004462 0.007831 0.015743 0.120355 0.084318 0.013321 0.012559 0.024249 0.024096 0.038868 0.387758 0.025851 
13 M V 0.014414 0.023972 0.016223 0.007254 0.003884 0.009247 0.012591 0.025432 0.033555 0.037956 0.014862 0.028102 0.022712 0.006709 0.035527 0.292441 0.019496 
14 s V 0.00955 0.01712 0.002945 0.016155 0.004709 0.01275 0.010112 0.007891 0.062458 0.06512 0.029737 0.012381 0.019144 0.03171 0.02731 0.329091 0.021939 
15 s V 0.020318 0.009005 0.023252 0.012165 0.007824 0.022677 0.009308 0.01924 0.023189 0.024908 0.095088 0.134815 0.020852 0.029048 0.030013 0.481704 0.032114 
16 s V 0.018641 0.005902 0.015788 0.00352 0.005735 0.003597 0.009685 0.021199 0.056674 0.056159 0.031677 0.072802 0.021473 0.029052 0.041691 0.393597 0.02624 
17 B V 0.026616 0.032682 0.026866 0.020676 0.01297 0.012821 0.010269 0.048332 0.031872 0.035576 0.055149 0.064462 0.015103 0.022731 0.0403 0.456425 0.030428 
18 s V 0.018409 0.015934 0.003502 0.011583 0.010635 0.00193 0.006301 0.01204 0.058653 0.052187 0.02324 0.050507 0.040525 0.028215 0.038006 0.371666 0.024778 
19 B V 0.015706 0.033184 0.02025 0.013414 0.018234 0.014319 0.015336 0.022372 0.038726 0.033122 0.015592 0.026865 0.004563 0.050812 0.054284 0.376781 0.025119 
20 B V 0.018927 0.007037 0.042167 0.01007 0.022749 0.00901 0.012695 0.017323 0.090477 0.090242 0.046027 0.039806 0.041142 0.045583 0.022206 0.51546 0.034364 
21 M V 0.010329 0.003135 0.006002 0.006672 0.00786 0.002199 0.011937 0.007467 0.00906 0.010841 0.049803 0.153857 0.016468 0.0089 0.032427 0.336955 0.022464 
22 B V 0.014885 0.008887 0.034509 0.006934 0.026137 0.00442 0.018807 0.041603 0.090276 0.112923 0.088888 0.080441 0.061755 0.080085 0.034166 0.704717 0.046981 
23 B V 0.014198 0.001427 0.011644 0.005734 0.003944 0.009007 0.01107 0.012521 0.046193 0.043042 0.057086 0.06292 0.007668 0.019909 0.033764 0.340127 0.022675 
24 M V 0.014924 0.025947 0.014179 0.016404 0.027678 0.037033 0.019779 0.044843 0.071857 0.059678 0.016877 0.013178 0.037823 0.037267 0.020784 0.458249 0.03055 



Volume Rendering Results M=Motion Only S=Stereo Only B=Motion+Stereo x=xray v=volume 

I I 
Ti ! l 

21 31 41 si si 71 si 91 101 111 121 131 141 151 1slsum la~ 
V 74 9 95 5 42 78 50 76 30 5 43 58 36 15 32 648 43.2 

M V 16.7 14.5 26.4 45.7 34 30.9 71.2 33.1 32.3 3.6 24.8 22.5 26.5 36.7 24.7 443.6 29.57333 
s V 231 175.1 308 128.3 169.1 112.1 93.2 157.7 153.2 7.4 135.1 45.9 76.2 40.2 23.7 1 856.2 123.7 467 
B V 154.8 73.6 131.8 83.8 61.8 67.1 57.1 65.7 164.6 19.4 74.5 64.6 190.9 176.8 107.7 1494.2 99.61333 
M V 92.4 83.1 42.7 21.7 36.2 33.9 16.7 6.4 79 15.7 14 13.1 7.7 81.3 89.3 633.2 42.21333 
s V 128.8 80.3 62.1 80 44.4 22.6 24 49.8 112.4 96.6 17.7 47 41.2 8.3 68.4 883.6 58.90667 
B V 36.2 188.5 41.5 37.4 47.2 54.9 57.7 98.1 32.9 21.7 68.2 46.2 57 36.8 48 872.3 58.15333 
s V 74.6 65.6 49.8 36.4 21.2 24.4 84.5 58.1 27.2 17.3 33.8 41.5 14.7 24.4 35.8 609.3 40.62 
M V 42.9 62.2 53.5 51.1 48.1 104.6 91.4 81.9 94.4 39.6 98 101.7 92.4 83.8 88.9 1134.5 75.63333 
B V 61 21.8 20.3 44.8 48.6 8.6 4.3 172.8 95.2 97.9 65.1 25.4 40.1 22.6 140.3 868.8 57.92 
M V 48.8 109.3 80.7 100.9 62.1 83.6 21.1 164.9 124.8 106.2 104.9 81.2 30.3 147.6 90.2 1356.6 90.44 

12 s V 40.8 47.5 72.3 89.8 31.1 38.3 33.7 60.2 91.5 12.3 85.2 49.6 75.9 70.4 61.2 859.8 57.32 
13 M V 139.5 87 166.5 107.9 69.4 126.6 215.2 86.6 73.4 76.2 48.4 32.5 222.7 57.7 55.2 1564.8 104.32 
14 s V 160.1 81.1 89 106.4 24.1 84.7 46.1 249.9 163.3 58.6 135.8 95.6 113.9 102.7 95.5 1606.8 107.12 
15 s V 14.8 329.4 74.4 110.2 89 112.1 51.7 98.5 177.9 78.4 111.4 366.9 133.6 51.4 70.9 1870.6 124.7067 
16 s V 78.7 88.3 60.6 50.8 54.7 37.6 79.8 134.4 154.5 23.3 91.3 74 275 72.5 54.8 1330.3 88.68667 
17 B V 97.9 47.6 24.6 36.6 23.3 19.8 39.7 49.7 54 11.9 43.5 29 39.6 12.7 34.7 564.6 37.64 
18 s V 64.2 241.5 91.7 71.2 86.1 62.1 57.2 98.4 217.4 30.5 118 38.5 84.5 60.5 52.6 137 4.4 91 .62667 
19 B V 146.9 41.9 249.7 121.4 54.4 88.4 97.3 64.7 134.3 24.9 80.1 72 54.9 11.6 49.2 1291.7 86.11333 
20 B V 114 51.4 30.6 96.5 36.7 36.8 40.3 96.9 32.8 8 96.9 48 109.5 78.6 49.8 926.8 61.78667 
21 M V 306.9 134.2 532.2 104 73.4 76.8 313.5 201.8 144.5 87.3 205 124.7 95.3 72.3 53.7 2525.6 168.3733 
22 B V 98.3 63 86.9 35.4 70.1 39.9 37.7 149.3 84.7 96.2 115.8 57.5 64.2 26.2 125.6 1150.8 76.72 
23 B V 98.7 14.5 55 67.6 74.9 77 90.7 123.1 83.9 36.5 63.2 56.3 90.1 46 65.9 1043.4 69.56 
24 M V 176.4 110.1 106.9 44.1 40 108.3 32 62.2 109 45.5 51.8 23.7 97.2 93.3 111.5 1212 80.8 



Xray Results M=Motion Only S=Stereo Only B=Motion+Stereo x=xray v=volume 

based on a unit cube 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 sum a VI 

X 0.003596 0.060273 0.060324 0.014582 0.014232 0.036697 0.037177 0.052063 0.18561 0.010492 0.013999 0.050931 0.01598 0.36323 0.07043 0.989615 0.065974 
X 0.018577 0.005849 0.005804 0.001414 0.004622 0.040291 0.014277 0.288188 0.060481 0.149534 0.010406 0.041632 0.019435 0.125574 0.059039 0.845124 0.056342 

M X 0.005105 0.009408 0.010046 0.005619 0.004074 0.072943 0.00217 0.202566 0.098134 0.019683 0.009392 0.01541 0.037155 0.065664 0.042482 0.599852 0.03999 
B X 0.001633 0.009396 0.009683 0.004905 0.001386 0.054381 0.003025 0.005466 0.215821 0.037682 0.016244 0.004835 0.033341 0.031302 0.032882 0.461982 0.030799 
M X 0.027895 0.023368 0.023368 0.013142 0.014963 0.049612 0.007947 0.043621 0.00802 0.067205 0.125427 0.064043 0.014639 0.027869 0.037171 0.54829 0.036553 
B X 0.000248 0.024857 0.025299 0.020133 0.016031 0.096917 0.043007 0.04968 0.023044 0.05122 0.0595 0.074973 0.020363 0.160137 0.051166 0.716576 0.047772 
s X 0.018531 0.050901 0.051108 0.074392 0.078986 0.077874 0.023473 0.41723 0.109245 0.219751 0.190137 0.203756 0.124947 0.116246 0.133696 1.890273 0.126018 
B X 0.037109 0.265302 0.265431 0.259768 0.254907 0.219463 0.273628 0.446201 0.212118 0.348973 3.022846 3.049339 0.273152 0.058112 0.688403 9.674752 0.644983 
M X 0.01888 0.005014 0.004708 0.002029 0.004556 0.058891 0.006177 0.009307 0.008235 0.010046 0.009651 0.003915 0.042166 0.022512 0.0144 0.220487 0.014699 
M X 0.018783 0.013847 0.005684 0.019148 0.014294 0.077291 0.023531 0.47397 0.024981 0.033215 0.023759 0.055483 0.006466 0.204694 0.075105 1.070249 0.07135 
s X 0.018446 0.005795 0.005895 0.001809 0.005851 0.058606 0.00459 0.306889 0.209523 0.295263 0.042013 0.074077 0.005356 0.373056 0.106825 1.513993 0.100933 

12 M X 0.018845 0.009857 0.009462 0.010536 0.006378 0.058892 0.009685 0.034411 0.028914 0.023416 0.006033 0.009239 0.032507 0.029977 0.020716 0.308869 0.020591 
13 s X 0.01867 0.013935 0.014145 0.002043 0.005079 0.077192 0.023264 0.102461 0.014709 0.106745 0.04185 0.055683 0.050887 0.222197 0.056168 0.805029 0.053669 
14 M X 0.01862 0.005427 0.001212 0.005789 0.004858 0.063659 0.009988 0.033228 0.024005 0.020312 0.007746 0.004721 0.051139 0.070651 0.023287 0.344643 0.022976 
15 M X 0.018685 0.005002 0.005002 0.00659 0.007105 0.058784 0.023388 0.312925 0.208655 0.005032 0.085489 0.017085 0.074797 0.011385 0.063172 0.903097 0.060206 
16 B X 0.001565 0.032493 0.032352 0.037092 0.041597 0.077207 0.023474 0.01102 0.02425 0.009495 0.004801 0.018707 0.023397 0.039956 0.028911 0.406315 0.027088 
17 s X 0.018446 0.037281 0.148333 0.03297 0.21291 0.122386 0.176405 0.104215 0.05142 0.151045 0.21469 0.004748 0.111251 0.348174 0.131987 1.866261 0.124417 
18 B X 0.018726 0.014234 0.014162 0.00632 0.011042 0.058751 0.006111 0.074933 0.075757 0.013897 0.004814 0.004813 0.070432 0.010016 0.028099 0.412106 0.027474 
19 B X 0.014066 0.002029 0.018706 0.002464 0.005107 0.0589 0.005107 0.092638 0.029347 0.024076 0.005655 0.009194 0.12546 0.046424 0.0327 0.471873 0.031458 
20 B X 0.001322 0.001119 0.019597 0.132489 0.028301 0.008865 0.047013 0.036675 0.074985 0.035822 0.04854 0.004953 0.056394 0.035082 0.040757 0.571915 0.038128 
21 s X 0.03713 0.014939 0.04196 0.03711 0.041717 0.169951 0.060235 0.788155 0.042291 0.051604 0.154342 0.148147 0.199013 0.575652 0.178855 2.541101 0.169407 
22 B X 0.003581 0.004738 0.013868 0.019753 0.015583 0.021982 0.032544 0.106414 0.227873 0.063941 0.033652 0.002506 0.004878 0.118288 0.051232 0.720831 0.048055 
23 s X 0.000686 0.050887 0.032515 0.037053 0.041693 0.077383 0.02347 0.362249 0.153063 0.294876 0.023327 0.055516 0.035163 0.207118 0.107255 1.502254 0.10015 
24 M X 0.004983 0.01857 0.042076 0.00581 0.004817 0.04483 0.052903 0.073276 0.462302 0.018978 0.009584 0.005842 0.111372 0.107553 0.073686 1.036582 0.069105 



Xray Results M=Motion Only S=Stereo Only B=Motion+Stereo x=xray v=volume 

I I I I I 31 41 si si 71 si ! 
91 

l 101 111 121 131 141 15hotal la~ 
X 140 b~ 52 352 73 20 64 50 202 202 109 157 24 85 62 1657 11 0.4667 
X 17.7 27 37.6 6.5 3.1 2.5 17 3 39.6 53.6 126.1 50.8 7.8 58.3 62.5 513.1 34.20667 

M X 70.2 144.7 70.5 32.9 63.5 5.7 31.3 12.2 233.4 89.1 74.3 28.3 45.7 32 48.8 982.6 65.50667 
B X 20.9 5.6 58.9 2.5 14.6 2.2 14.6 6.9 99.9 34.5 60.5 66.8 36.4 15.7 70.9 510.9 34.06 
M X 56.2 29.3 50.8 5.1 83.5 19.1 12.9 8 45.4 24.6 26.9 72.2 59.7 81.4 11.8 586.9 39.12667 
B X 22.1 20.7 51.6 0.8 1.9 0.2 7.8 4.1 134.4 55.9 37.2 41.2 41.4 101.8 46.5 567.6 37.84 
s X 14.8 33.7 29 13.2 27.1 4.9 11.9 9.3 72.6 18.5 20.7 24.1 11.5 26.1 37.4 354.8 23.65333 
B X 57.7 24.1 3.3 2 6.2 1.3 14.8 12.7 15.8 39.4 45 119.2 4.3 22.8 7.4 376 25.06667 
M X 95.6 70.9 148 60.1 98.6 73.3 74.9 25.4 101.3 114.2 303.3 108.7 171.5 93 79.2 1618 107.8667 
M X 63.4 18 36.3 22.9 20.7 40.1 25.4 13.3 58.4 38.7 65.9 31.7 8.3 89.7 68.2 601 40.06667 
s X 26.2 13.3 9.6 1.9 5.1 3.7 20.1 3.5 88.4 34.7 59.8 42.1 5.2 46.9 47.3 407.8 27.18667 

12 M X 377.1 278.8 179.8 4.6 86.9 10.6 27.3 43 91.5 86.6 136.2 222.9 108.7 84.4 53 1791.4 119.4267 
13 s X 111.2 30.4 139.2 41.5 101.8 30.5 83.8 32.1 76.8 396.5 445.7 288.2 15.5 27.6 513 2333.8 155.5867 
14 M X 55.8 68.1 110.9 34.4 87.7 16.6 50.8 6.8 134.1 130.6 134.2 18 85.8 58.2 91.5 1 083.5 72.23333 
15 M X 322.3 25.7 56.3 53.7 17.6 9.7 21.1 21.2 142.3 24.8 65.5 58.6 25.8 64.6 56.5 965.7 64.38 
16 B X 46.3 61.5 78.2 15.9 11.4 11.6 32.3 10.2 129 176.2 119.2 68.6 32 18.4 252.7 1063.5 70.9 
17 s X 19.7 12.6 43.2 62.7 9.5 15.8 22.1 12.4 66.1 45.1 112.6 39.6 14.4 28.8 40.7 545.3 36.35333 
18 B X 72.6 73 131.8 65.1 38.7 11.9 17.7 8.6 98 54.1 17.9 21 21.9 67.3 40.7 740.3 49.35333 
19 B X 198.1 52.4 31.5 55.4 96.8 28.8 34.6 13.2 125.4 35.5 44.2 34.4 18.9 45.7 41.3 856.2 57.08 
20 B X 15.6 18.8 67.7 44.8 16.7 80.9 15.2 12.3 50.8 12.8 46.3 13.4 13.9 26.2 37.7 473.1 31.54 
21 s X 21.3 13 7.9 10.3 14.7 10.7 10 6.8 36.7 14.1 14.4 26.6 22.5 22.9 59 290.9 19.39333 
22 B X 59.7 22.5 42 18.8 98.4 7.6 41.1 14.1 89.9 82.5 50.8 23.3 10.5 28.1 59.1 648.4 43.22667 
23 s X 40.1 16.8 43.4 35.3 7.6 6.9 20.5 14.9 60.9 5 36.3 32.9 9.7 32.7 168.6 531.6 35.44 
24 M X 72.7 44.3 83.5 102.7 79 4.6 91.8 20.2 74.7 5.3 82.8 5.6 24.8 152.8 5.9 850.7 56.71333 
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